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V vowel
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1.1 Language identification

Anindilyakwa [enintilyakwa] is the language spoken by over 1,000 Warnindilyakwa Aborigines on Groote Eylandt, Northern Territory. In the Australian language families, it is placed in the Groote Eylandt Family (Oates 1970:13) or the Andilyaugwan Family (Wurm 1972:117). As Yallop (1982:40) reports, Anindilyakwa and Nunggubuyu "are similar in grammar and possibly share the distinction of being the most grammatically complex Australian languages. They are diverse in basic vocabulary, however, and are therefore allocated to separate families". My research bears this out but there are many more cognates than previously recognised. The Warnindilyakwa refer to the Nunggubuyu and their language as the Yingkwira. The root of this name refers to the north-west monsoonal trade winds (the direction in which they live), and the prefix indicates a personified masculine being from the Dreamtime. In the traditional story about Yantarrnga or Central Hill (see Text) and other stories, the journeys begin on the mainland to the northwest.

Ceremonial interaction traditionally involved Aboriginal tribes from Rose River to Elcho Island. Inter-marriage still occurs between the two groups by negotiation but, in the olden days, wives were stolen by raiding parties as far south as Borroloola. Intermittent contact with other nations has occurred for at least two to three centuries. Traders from Macassar, a port in southern Celebes (Republic of Indonesia), used the trade winds to facilitate the collecting of trepang and tortoise shell (Macknight 1972:283). The Macassan language was probably Bugi (Cole 1971:7) and about forty
words were borrowed and adapted into the Anindilyakwa phonological and morphological systems. The Japanese were also encountered but there seems to be little record of actual trading. Information (personally collected) only involves the exchange of vegetable foods for rice.

Regular contact with Europeans began when Fred Gray settled at Umbakumba in about 1938. He acted as liaison between the Aborigines and the officials at Port Langdon Flying Boat Base, established on the shore of Umbakumba Lagoon. At the request of the Australian government after World War II, Fred and Marjorie Gray operated a school, dispensary and gardens. From 1958-66, Umbakumba was administered by the Church Missionary Society (Anglican). It was then under the jurisdiction of the Department of Aboriginal Affairs until the self-development policy led to the formation of the Umbakumba Community Council in the 1970's. The township of Angurugu began in the 1940's after an earlier settlement at Emerald River where CMS established a home for part-aboriginals from the Roper River area. Their administration extended to meet the needs of the whole community and continued until self-development.

The Warnindilyakwa live primarily in two townships today, viz., Umbakumba with approximately 300 people and Angurugu with approximately 700. A few live at Alyangula (a mining town operated by the Groote Eylandt Mining Company, a subsidiary of Broken Hill Proprietary) and others at Numbulwar and Darwin. In 1922, Norman Tindale (1925/6:64) liberally estimated the population of the Groote Eylandt Archipelago to be little more than three hundred. Of the twelve local groups (Turner 1974: 8), the Mamarika or Amagula are recognised as the "original owners" of the land and the language. The names of the local groups, with some additions, are used as surnames. The five main surnames at Umbakumba are Mamarika, Yantarrnga
(Wurrakwakwa), Bara, BaraBara and Wurrawilya. Aboriginal names were used by non-aboriginals until about the 1960's when teachers demanded that English names be given. Not all young Aboriginal parents know their childrens' Aboriginal names nowadays but these are recorded on birth certificates.

The Groote Eylandt Aborigines speak English with varying degrees of competency. Only a small number in the two Aboriginal townships can find work as teachers, health workers, shop assistants, office staff, carpenters, mechanics and labourers. A few others are employed in the mining town in public relations and as equipment operators, as well as some of the above activities.

1.2 Techniques for data collection and analysis

Analysis is based on data collected during about six years of residency between 1974 and 1981 (five and a half years at Umbakumba and the remainder at Angurugu). I was employed by the Northern Territory Department of Education as linguistic adviser in the bilingual education programs on Groote Eylandt and at Numbulwar. My involvement with the Nunggubuyu language began in 1966 and continued intermittently until 1979. In 1982, I edited the Gupapuyngu dictionary compiled by Beulah Lowe et al.

From the outset, I encouraged the Umbakumba community to teach me what they felt was valuable and to correct any errors. They continue to take an interest in the accuracy and comprehensiveness of my data. While the detailed checking has been done in my own home every effort has been taken to work in their homes and on impromptu trips to more remote areas of the island. As language work has often been done at the instigation of the Aborigines themselves there have been some very late night sessions, especially during the wet season.
Interested Aborigines would gather around whenever I visited the Aboriginal homes and younger English-speakers would act as translators for the more complex cultural or linguistic information being provided by the older generation. The men have been mostly interested in vocabulary items for flora and fauna and in their lexical meaning; the women have offered similar data but took great interest in the linguistic structure and the accuracy of English translations.

Language assistants were encouraged to think of themselves as part of the process of gathering and analysing the data. This led to the documentation of comments which proved invaluable in later analysis and to the discussion of specific linguistic problems. For example, my first assistant (an eighteen-year-old) commented on the habitat of one noun class of plants and this helped me to discern the semantic criterion for the most marked of the two non-personified classes. Another literate, middle-aged assistant was competent in writing consonants but extremely frustrated at having to guess at how to write the four vowel graphemes. I set up a framework for checking high vowel allophones in the stressed penultimate syllables and she converted all vowels to the basic allophone (irrespective of environment) and commented, "See, they're all the same."

Texts used in the research and analysis are traditional, historical or modern narratives recorded on cassette tapes (with or without an audience), original or translated stories hand-written by Aboriginal literates, reports from conferences, expositions, exhortations and news from the local paper. In the traditional stories, narrators usually act as unseen observers of the event or activity and much of the story uses the equivalent of a past continuous tense (apart from specific discourse features). For this reason, there is a high percentage of such structures and somewhat
awkward free English translations in the textual examples. The written texts displayed greater accuracy in syntactic features than did some of the oral texts.

Elicitation was the only technique by which the extensive prefixation could be obtained because relatively few forms occur in the large number of texts. Language assistants were very competent in checking prefix sets in paradigmatic lists using the same root. Translated stories were checked for grammatical acceptance and accurate free translations by at least one person other than the author. I used a question and answer technique for other elicited data whereby language assistants could choose their own answers.

Idiomatic meanings are not always explained throughout the thesis because they are based on detailed cultural information. Most can be observed by comparing the literal gloss with the free translation. The cultural information will be documented in the forthcoming Anindilyakwa Encyclopaedic Dictionary and volume of texts.

1.3 Overview

The theoretical approach in this thesis is eclectic and comes from a background in Tagmemics, Transformational-Generative and, to a lesser extent, Systemic models. The most appropriate model (with modifications) has been chosen in handling different aspects of the analysis, e.g., the Chomskyan transformational-generative model for phonological rules. The thesis is a description of the Anindilyakwa language, rather than a theoretical discussion.

There are two major divisions--the phonological (see Section 2) and the morphological (see Sections 3-8). The morphological system is reduced to the minimal number of allomorphs by the positing of a phonological system with only two deep structure vowels. Without such an analysis, the morphological system is difficult to perceive
because of the number of phonetic variants for each root and affix.

1.3.1 Phonological

The analysis of the Anindilyakwa phonological system in this dissertation supersedes that in the Master of Arts thesis (Leeding 1979). An increased knowledge of the morphological structure provided new insights into the phonology and led to a complete re-write. The morphological information and added data resulted in the establishment of a two-vowel system (identified since 1975 but not adequately attested). The morphophonemic analysis is greatly expanded but the spectrograms in the MA thesis are not reproduced here.

Anindilyakwa has thirty-two consonants which distinguish six points of articulation. The apico-alveolar consonants mostly occur in loanwords or through the loss of retroflexion. The consonants are analysed in terms of peripheral versus non-peripheral, with only the peripheral consonants being rounded. Such rounding is a prerequisite to the positing of only two deep structure vowels. Pre-nasalised stops are analysed as single, complex phonemes. (See Section 2.2.)

The two deep structure vowels are the high central /ʌ/ and the low central /a/. Six phonetic features (high, low, peripheral, laminal, round and tense) separate the large inventory of vowel allophones. The consonants carry a very high functional load and condition the vowel allophones via rules for fronting, rounding, backing and lowering. Generally speaking, a contiguous laminal consonant fronts the vowels and a contiguous rounded consonant backs and rounds the vowels. As the phonological rules for fronting and rounding are iterative vowel harmony often occurs in the longer words. (See Section 2.3.)

The word-final vowel is neutralised to the low vowel /a/,
resulting in almost all words in the language ending with /a/. The word-medial, morpheme-final vowel is neutralised to the high vowel /i/. (See Section 2.1.) Conversely, a low vowel occurs at morpheme boundaries between two similar consonants to prevent deletion of the first syllable (see Section 2.3.2.4).

The distribution of consonants and vowels is described in terms of the syllable. Up to fourteen syllables can occur in a lexical word but there are some restrictions in the positioning of certain syllable types. Loanwords are frequently recognised by their unusual consonant sequences. (See Section 2.4.)

Frequent truncation of the multi-morphemic words in Anindilyakwa does occur even though words average five to eight syllables. Most shortening is systematic and due to the application of the phonological rules for vowel and syllable deletion, coalescence and initial-segment dropping. (See Sections 2.5 and 2.10.) Metathesis of syllables, and to a lesser extent, consonants or vowels, often reduces the number of reduplicated syllables because of the subsequent application of the Haplology Rule (see Section 2.5.2.1). Regressive assimilation of the nasal to the following stop is very common across morpheme boundaries but occasional unsystematic assimilation occurs progressively (see Section 2.7). Fortition of peripheral nasals and laminal consonants to obstruents is conditioned by the preceding consonant (see Section 2.12).

There is a noticeable loss of retroflexion from the nasal /rn/ which has been observed during the last fourteen years. This loss is neutralising some contrasts in lexical words and is increasing the occurrence of the alveolar nasal. Such loss of retroflexion is not occurring with other retroflexed consonants. (See Section 2.11.)

Another very common feature of Anindilyakwa is the
reduplication of roots or stems. It is analysed in relation to the syllable rather than the phoneme because the system is more readily discernible in larger "chunks". Reduplication denotes intensity or plurality depending on the word class. (See Section 2.8.)

A systematic analysis of the suprasegmental features has yet to be undertaken. Syllable prominence (lexical word stress) usually falls on the penultimate syllable but can vary according to its position of the word in the larger phonological unit. Timing/rhythm is more important than word stress and is maintained by deletion or insertion of syllables. (See Section 2.13.)

1.3.2 Morphological

Anindilyakwa is a multiple-classifying prefixing language. It has seven word classes which can be distinguished by their internal morphological structure. These classes are nouns, adjectives, personal pronouns, demonstratives, verbs, adverbs and particles. The distinctions are made by (a) the presence or absence of prefixation, (b) separate sets of roots, and (c) differences in the derivational suffixation or the presence of inflectional case clitics. Concord in the noun phrase is expressed through its nominal prefixation and this is also in agreement with the subject/object prefixation in the verb.

1.3.2.1 Nouns and adjectives

Nouns are distinct from adjectives mainly because of (a) the presence of a nominaliser or possession marker; (b) the restriction in the number of nominalising prefixes; and (c) the affixing of the adjectival modifier and not the noun head within the noun phrase. Both, however, are marked by the same set of nominal classifiers and take the same derivational and inflectional suffixation. (See
Within the Nominal Prefix Nucleus, three distinctions for first, second and third persons are marked on all adjectives and common nouns. There are four distinctions for number, viz., singular, dual, trial and plural. The trial number was traditionally paucal. An additional plural number morpheme can optionally follow the nominal nucleus. Gender can be marked more than once in the same word and is frequently redundant for human classifications. The person prefixes incorporate a contrast between human masculine and non-human masculine, versus human feminine and non-human feminine. The additional gender morphemes which follow the nucleus has a change of focus in that it marks human feminine as opposed to all other non-human, feminine animates or inanimates. (See Section 3.3.1.)

One of the most interesting discoveries is the semantic criteria upon which to base the noun classes which are part of an over-all gender system. They fit into a hierarchical system of binary oppositions in which the highest rank is that of Personified (human or classified as human or powerful during the Dreamtime) versus non-personified. The Personified further divide into the grammatical categories of human versus non-human, masculine versus feminine, and singular versus non-singular. The semantic concepts of lustre or luminosity, and visibility are used to distinguish the two Non-personified noun classes. (See Section 3.3.2.)

A second significant discovery is the semantic nature of the noun and adjective roots. Noun Roots are body parts, usually of humans but, at times, more directly related to non-human animates. Shape Adjective roots describe shapes and are related to the shapes of body-parts; and a second set of adjective roots describe the physical characteristics or human attributes. Thus concrete objects
can be described in terms of their appearance, i.e., one or more of their predominant characteristics. The same roots and stems are used for both nouns and adjectives. Three different roots form the maximal number in any given word but the last two roots are always a compound stem; a compound stem consists of two different roots; and the minimal form is a single or a reduplicated root. (See Section 3.1.)

Nouns are divided on the basis of their morphological structure into basic, derived, kinship and adverbial. The derived nouns are formed from verb, adjective or adverb roots by the addition of a preceding nominaliser or possession morpheme. All (except kinship nouns) take a restricted number of nominal classifiers. Proper, common and abstract nouns all can occur in Anindilyakwa. Adjectives are divided into basic, derived and interrogative; all take the full set of nominal classifiers. The derived adjective has an adjectivaliser preceding a verb or adverb root. (See Section 3.2.)

Nominal suffixation is restricted to number morphemes which distinguish dual from plural, and possession. The marking of number is frequently redundant with Personified prefixation but marks the non-singular in the Non-personified classes. The possessive suffixation denotes general possession or kinship possession. The seven morphemes for kinship possession distinguish person, number and gender. (Note: It is the Possession nouns that focus on inalienable versus alienable possession). (See Sections 3.4.1 and 3.2.3.3.)

The noun phrase is inflected by five peripheral case clitics but is unmarked for nuclear cases other than Dative. The adjectival modifier takes the case-marking clitic when a noun is the head of the phrase. The peripheral case clitics for Locative, Ablative, Pergressive, Allative, Comitative can be adjoined to all word classes, except particles. The noun phrase is not inflected for Nominative and
Accusative cases and it is therefore controversial as to whether a grammatical case function can be posited. There is no specific Dative case-marker on the indirect object but the noun phrase or pronoun is inflected by other case clitics or purposive mood. Multiple case-marking does occur but its analysis is not included in this thesis, pending further investigation. (See Section 3.4.3).

1.3.2 Pronouns and demonstratives

Personal pronouns are a closed set of twenty-two free forms which differentiate person, number and gender. Pronouns consist of the nominal gender system (analysed as the Nominal Prefix Nucleus) plus a stem formative. (See Section 4.1.)

Demonstratives consist of the nominal prefix nucleus followed by a demonstrative root. Additional number morphemes, resembling those in the verbs, indicate dual versus plural number. These are a closed, but very numerous, set. Semantic parameters for the six demonstrative roots differentiate the realsis (visible) from the irrealis (not visible, unseen or hypothetical). Distance from the speaker and/or addressee is indicated in the three realsis demonstratives. One irrealis interrogative and some adverbial demonstratives occur. (See Sections 5.1 and 5.2.)

Derivational suffixation for pronouns does not occur in other word classes. There are three suffixes which modify the meaning of the pronoun. Another Change of Referent suffix found only on pronouns indicates a change of dramatic personae in discourses and is also one of the forms used for the indirect object. One of the realsis demonstratives indicates anaphoric reference when there is no change in the dramatic personae. The peripheral case clitics are attached to pronouns and demonstratives; the derivational Number morphemes are found only on the demonstratives. (See Sections 4.2 and 5.4.)
1.3.3 Verbs

The Anindilyakwa verbs are very complex morphologically and their internal structure equates with or substitutes for a clause or sentence. The verb root occurs only in the final position in a compound(ed) stem. The noun and adjective roots can precede the verb root in agreement with the object of a transitive verb or the subject of an intransitive verb. The former involves alienable possession of a body part by the patient or goal of the action, not the animate in the subject; the latter involves inalienable possession by the animate/inanimate possessor in the subject. (See Sections 6.1 & 6.2.)

The five stem formatives are the Transitiviser, Inchoative, Causative, Reflexive and Reciprocal. The Reciprocal is more often marked by the number suffix which indicates non-singularity of the subject or object. There are many pairs of intransitive verb roots which have a transitivised counterpart. The Inchoative and Causative suffixes verbalise an adjective root or compound stem (and very occasionally that of a noun). The Reflexive or Reciprocal stem formatives co-occur with intransitive prefixation. (See Section 6.2.2.)

The deep structure forms of the verb prefixes are very similar to those for nominals. The distinction between human masculine and non-human masculine is, however, neutralised in the verbs. The prefixation is cross-referenced in agreement with the subject and object. A hierarchical system operates within the verb prefixation and results in an object preceding a subject. The descending order of this hierarchy is from (a) first to second to third person, (b) third person non-singular to third person singular, and (c) Personified singular to Non-personified singular. If the subject is not outranked the normal subject-object order prevails. (See Section 6.3.)
Five different sets of verb prefixes indicate Actual, Negated Actual, Potential, Imperative and Hortatory moods. The Infinitive verb is also marked by a distinctive set of nominal prefixes which only show agreement with the subject. The Interrogative mood is distinguished from some of the above only by intonation.

The subject and object prefixes can be followed by morphemes which indicate duality and plurality of an intransitive subject or a transitive object. The number prefix can optionally co-occur with a number suffix indicating non-singularity of the subject or object. A Benefactive morpheme optionally precedes the verb stem and is cross-referenced with the animate in the noun phrase in the indirect object and not the inanimate object of the verb.

Verbs are suffixed for tense and aspect. The combined past and non-past tenses arbitrarily assign a verb root to a particular verb class. Tense is not always marked and some tense distinctions have been neutralised, probably through the loss of retroflexion. Only one verb class follows verb roots affixed by a stem formative and this classification supersedes that of the same (unsuffixed) root. The low functional load for tense is probably due to the fact that the aspect suffixation also incorporates tense. Compleitive aspect is unmarked, but past non-compleitive and non-past non-compleitive morphemes are commonly affixed to the verbs. (Note: Past and non-past participial structures, e.g., 'I saw him sleeping/asleep', occur in Anindilyakwa and appear to be distinguished by the co-occurrence of specific mood prefixes and aspect suffixes. This analysis awaits further investigation.) (See Section 6.4.)

The peripheral case clitics can occur on the verb with the same meaning as for the noun phrase but three of them also function as subordinators. (See Section 3.4.3 and 8.1.2.)
1.3.4 Adverbs and particles

Adverbs are a separate word class from particles because they can take peripheral case-marking. The analysis of particles includes the modal or non-modal clitics. Both word classes are small closed sets. (See Chapters 7 and 8.)

Adverbs are divided into three groups: locative, pergressive and manner/time. The locative and pergressive adverbs are described in terms of binary oppositions which denote a contrast between speaker-oriented and environment-oriented. Many of the words which function as time adverbs have the same morphological structure as nominals (see Section 3.2.6). The derivations of the adverb roots and stems have been difficult to determine and await further field work. Some of the interrogative adverb roots are related to those in the demonstratives and adjectives but do not have any nominal prefixation.

There are six free form particles which indicate co-ordination between independent clauses. The seven subordinating conjunctions are free forms or clitics and join dependent and independent clauses or two noun phrases. Three of the case clitics are used for such subordination. Five free form particles and one clitic modify the action of the verb or convert it into an interrogative. The remaining particles are interjections or are clitics which denote intensification or termination of an episode in the discourse.
CHAPTER 2 PHONOLOGY

Anindilyakwa is one of the few languages in the world that distinguishes only two vowel phonemes by tongue height. Consonants carry a much higher functional load than the vowels but consonant clusters are not frequent or complex when compared with neighbouring Aboriginal languages. Rounding versus non-rounding is distinguished in the peripheral consonants but not the non-peripheral. The rounded and laminal consonants, generally speaking, condition the numerous vowel allophones.

The features which condition vowel allophones could only be posited after morpheme boundaries had been established. The morphological analysis revealed that segments which are the conditioning factors in the deep structure can be deleted in the surface structure of certain words. Neutralisation of the vowel word midv and finally in the surface structure also obscures the identity of conditioning factors in the deep structure. The phonological system most clearly observed in the reduplication of roots or at morpheme boundaries. It is described in terms of deep structure morphemes which always end in a vowel.

A word or unit of vocabulary (apart from a few one-syllable particles) consists of two to fourteen syllables because almost all words are multi-morphemic. Primary stress usually falls on the penultimate syllable. A phonological word can consist of one or more lexical words and is identified by the final vowel /a/.

The main difficulty in analysing the phonology is not in recording the phonetic data but in making decisions within the phonological domain. Even though a few minimal pairs of words occur
for phonetic contrasts in the vowels, phonetic variation in the vowels is extensive. The problem is resolved by focussing on the morphemes, rather than the multi-morphemic words.

In linguistic literature where phonological systems with vowels distinguished only by tongue height have been discussed, the languages of the North-west Caucasus have been a focal point in linguistic literature for many years. Trubetzkoy, in his 1939 analysis of Adyghe (and possibly Abkhaz and Ubykh), posits that three short vowels are rounded or fronted by labialised or palatalised consonants, respectively; and that variations are dependent on the environment and not a part of the vowel itself (Hockett 1955: 84ff). Anderson (1978: 49) reports that 'the reduction of the short vowel system to two elements, /a/ and /a/ defined essentially as by Colarusso, is agreed on by virtually all investigators'. The analysis in this paper shows that Anindilyakwa has a similar phonological system.

Some languages in Papua New Guinea and Nigeria also have vowel systems which distinguish three vowels on the basis of tongue height. Pike (1964:31) states that the predominant conditioning factors of these three vowels are palatalised or labialised consonants. Allophones of the high vowel as opposed to a composite non-high (i.e. mid and low) vowel correlate with those of the two vowels in Anindilyakwa. The feature of reduplication which is crucial in identifying rounded consonants and neutralised vowels in Anindilyakwa is stated to be one of the criteria for establishing labialised peripheral consonants in Dobu (Lithgow 1977: 75-79). The Nigerian language, Higli, is said to have a three-vowel system with allophones across the vowel chart, conditioned by complex rounded or laminalised consonants (see Mohriang 1972) but these vowels can be further reduced to two by morphological rules.
In Australia, there is at least one other language family which distinguishes only two phonemic vowels by tongue height, viz., the Arandic dialects in the Alice Springs area (see Koch 1984; Kaytej, Morris (personal communication): Alyawarra). From my own experience (supported by Breen 1979), it is also probable that Tiwi (Bathurst Island) has or had a two-vowel system. Kaytej has a contrast between rounded and unrounded for all consonants; Anindilyakwa has the same contrast between peripherals only; and Tiwi has the contrast in peripheral consonants but with traces of the system for non-peripheral consonants. These languages, together with Anindilyakwa, are in three different geographical areas and are separated by intervening languages which do not have two-vowel systems.

Anindilyakwa has minor community differences between speakers who reside at Umbakumba or Angurugu (see Section 2.2.3.1). With intermarriage and movement because of employment, regional variants are now found in both communities. The Aborigines, however, still associate the variants with the specific community. The older generation also still identifies words which originated in Makassarese or Nunggubuyu. Segments that did not occur in traditional Anindilyakwa were assimilated into the phonological and morphological systems but, in the last decade or so, later borrowings from English vary from the original to assimilated pronunciations (Leeding 1984b). Nunggubuyu loanwords are often not assimilated at Angurugu where the language co-exists with Anindilyakwa.

2.1 THE PHONOLOGICAL WORD

A phonological word can consist of one or more lexical words. The pause-final demarcative feature (NTR.2) of the phonological word is the neutralisation of the final high or low vowel to the low vowel
A lexical word can be the minimal representation of a phonological word. Examples of the Pause-final vowel neutralisation in the phonological word consisting of more than one lexical word are as follows:

narrikpa nakina
[ne'rikpinakina]
'He threw it.'

yimwarntakwawpa yakina
[yim'antakwawpa yakina]
'that blue-tongue lizard'

arapwiyiya akina apwirtha alharrikwiihalha
[arapwiyiyakinapwirta (pause) alarrikwiihalha]
'A long time ago that whale was very thin.'

The citation or surface forms of almost all lexical words in Anindilyakwa end in /a/. The very limited number in which the word-fina vowel is not neutralised to the low vowel fall into the following categories:

(1) interjections and vocatives

yakayi [yak'a'ji] 'Ouch!'
kartiya [ka'ti:] 'Watch out!'
ngwayi [ngwa'ji] 'Stop staring!'
ngarntayi [nanta'ji] 'Mother!'
naratjawi [naratja'vi] 'Naratja!'

(11) shortened forms of personal names

thahi [ta'ji] 'Talipiyantja'
napi [nepi] 'Napinggikalkuma'

Footnote 1: Hale (1973:422) proposes a lowering rule to handle a corresponding difference in a word-medial /u/ and a word-final /a/ in Lardil which is spoken in the islands east of Groote Eylandt. A final high vowel or the absence of any vowel can, however, occur word-finally in Lardil.
The pause-final neutralisation to the low vowel /a/ can also be clearly seen in word-final position in comparison with cognates in other neighbouring languages.

arrirra NG ariri 'wind'
tjiwirra MK tjorra 'boot'
thingaya NG ngayi 'widow'
ngaya NG ngaya 'l'
ngarnita GP ngaarnti 'mother'
angwira NG ngura 'fire'
anitja MK anisi? 'alcohol'
lipwanga MK lipanjji 'bait'
awirikwa NG wuruku 'swamp'
mwalhamwikwa GP thamukku 'canoe'
mwikayiwa GP kay?wu 'dillybag'

The word-medial demarcative feature (NTR.1) is the neutralisation of the morpheme-final vowel to the high vowel /ɛ/ (except for a high vowel fronted by Vowel Fronting Rule 1). In the deep structure (underlying representation), a morpheme always ends in a vowel, not a consonant. The following examples show this neutralisation in words with reduplicated roots or in the contrast
between a citation and a suffixed form of a word.

angalya /a + ngalya/ 'home country'
angalyiwa 'to home'
yikwithikwitha /y1 + kwitha + kwitha/ 'chest'
yikwithikwithimwantja 'on the chest'
thimwarrngimwarrnga /tha + mwarrnga + mwarrnga/ 'cricket'
thimwarrngimwarrngilhangwa 'cricket's'
mwiyarrmiyarrma /mwa + yarrmi + yarrmi/ 'thin [rope]
mwiyarrmiyarrmikwiya 'two thin [ropes]'

2.2 CONSONANTS

In Modern Anindilyakwa (MA) there are thirty-two contrastive consonants: eight stops, eight nasals, eight homorganic pre-nasalised stops, four laterals, two rhotics and two semi-vowels, as shown on Table 1. The unrounded consonants contrast at six points of articulation but the rounded consonants contrast at only two points. Non-peripheral consonants are unrounded but peripheral consonants divide into two symmetrical sets on the basis of rounding.

In Traditional Anindilyakwa, the alveolar series was not part of the phonological system. The alveolar phonemes /t/, /n/, /nt/ and /l/ occur only in loanwords; the phoneme /n/ also occurs in affixes where there is evidence of a loss of retroflexion (see Section 2.11.2). Flap /rr/ usually has an apico-alveolar articulation but, in the operation of phonological rules, functions as a member of the laminal series. The retroflexed lateral /rl/ occurs in only one loanword at Umbakumba and in about six loanwords at Angurugu.
### TABLE 1: CONSONANT CONTRASTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LABIAL</th>
<th>DORSAL</th>
<th>APICAL</th>
<th>LAMINAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bilabial</td>
<td>velar</td>
<td>alv-retr</td>
<td>dent-pal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+R</td>
<td>-R</td>
<td>+R</td>
<td>-R</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stops</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pw</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>kw</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nasals</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mw</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>ngw</td>
<td>ng</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pre-nasalised stops</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mpw</td>
<td>mp</td>
<td>ngkw</td>
<td>ngk</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Laterals</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>l</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>lh</td>
<td>ly</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rhotics and Semi-vowels</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>w</td>
<td></td>
<td>r</td>
<td>rr</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Peripheral consonant contrasts**

- **apwarta**: 'agile'
- **apa**: 'any?'
- **amwalya**: 'body fat'
- **amapa**: 'song'
- **ampwaka**: 'later on'
- **amwamparrkwa**: 'ten'
- **akwalya**: 'fish (gen.)'
- **akelya**: 'untrue'
- **angwalha**: 'Mud Crab'
- **angapwa**: 'that'
- **angkwapwikwapwa**: 'taboo'
- **angka**: 'other'
- **awa**: 'liver'
Non-peripheral consonant contrasts

thirrapwata  'blade spear'
amwarta  'grass'
mwatha  'ear'
yaratja  'Gould's Goanna'
anana  'this'
amwakarna  'spear shaft'
yinhanha  'fingernail'
anyarrngwa  'tame'
nipwalanta  'white man'
angwarnta  'stone'
thilhantha  'Little Rock-wallaby'
alhikwantja  'dance'
thimpwala  'cloth'
mwarliwiya  'Emu'
akwalha  'several'
alya  'slime'
arakpwa  'already'
arrakpa  'outside'
avakwa  'speech'

In Traditional Anindilyakwa, very little free variation occurs between consonant phonemes within morphemes, especially those that carry the lexical meaning. It seems to me that this is a necessary correlate of the high functional load for consonants. In MA, such variation occurs in loanwords because some of the younger generation do not assimilate foreign sounds into the Anindilyakwa phonological system.
3.2.1 Consonant features

Feature oppositions for consonants are modifications of those proposed by Dixon (1980: 180ff). His terms proved to be a concise way of identifying the consonants but extra terms have been added where necessary. Table 2 lists the phonological features for each consonant.

Five features for point of articulation and one for manner of articulation are the only ones necessary for the operation of vowel allophony rules because the vowels are fronted or backed primarily by the tongue or lip position of the contiguous consonant. The six features are as follows:

- peripheral
- laminal
- retroflex
- dental
- round
- labial/dorsal

The following features for the manner of articulation are used in the morphophonemic rules:

- obstruction
- partial passage of air
- side passage of air
  oral/nasal

The term rounding is used in this paper in preference to labialisation so that one term covers the same feature in both consonants and vowels. Labio-velar is used to distinguish rounded and unrounded velar consonants. This adopts Ladefoged's suggestion (1971:59ff) that, in cases of double articulators with two equal
### TABLE 2: CONSONANT FEATURES

|       | pw | p  | m  | mp | ep | kw | k  | ngw | ng  | ngk | ngt | t   | nt  | rt  | rnt | th  | nth | tj  | ntj | n   | nh  | ny  | l   | rl  | lh  | ly  | r   | rr  | u   | y   |
|-------|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|
| 2     |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |    |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| 1     |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |    |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| laminal |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |    |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| retroflex |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |    |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| dental |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |    |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| partial passage |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |    |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| side passage |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |    |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| round |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |    |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| oral |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |    |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| nasal |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |    |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| labial / dorsal | 1 | 1 | l | 1 | l | d | d | 1/d | d | 1/d | d | 1/d | d |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| nasal |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |    |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| labial / dorsal | 1 | 1 | l | 1 | l | d | d | 1/d | d | 1/d | d | 1/d | d |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |

1/d
degrees of stricture, the action of the lips be regarded as secondary articulation and an additional place of articulation added.

2.2.2 Obstruents

2.2.2.1 Stops

Stop phonemes (other than pre-nasalised stops) are usually voiceless and unaspirated. Spectrograms (Leeding 1979: 56-61) indicate, however, that word-medial stops following a vowel or nasal can be voiced up to a maximum of 40% of their duration. The stop in the pre-nasalised stop complex can also be voiceless or have a voiced onset.

The unrounded labial stops occur phonemically only as the last consonant in a morpheme in the deep structure. In the surface structure, phonetic realisations are created by the Consonant De-rounding Rule (see Section 2.5.3).

Any variation between an obstruent and another consonant is rare, occurring mostly in regional variants or in loanwords. In the latter, the consonant varies between the original pronunciation or one which has a feature of the original.

mwithiyalya  ~  ANG mwitjiyalya  ~  'beach'
mirritjina  ~  ANG militjina  ~  'medicine'
p weirpwila  ~  ANG pwitpwila  ~  ENG football  ~  'ball'
thilingana  ~  ANG yilingana  ~  MK tje?la  ~  'salt'
rtakirtaka  ~  takitaka  ~  'duck'

A sequence of two identical stops occurs in a few words, most of which are unassimilated loanwords. The first consonant is unreleased and triggers the fortis articulation of the second. In both Traditional and Modern Anindilyakwa, the sequence [ppw] can
freely vary with the heterorganic di-cluster /kpw/, i.e., the first consonant assimilates to the point of articulation of the second. Some Warnindilyakwa speakers are aware of the variation between [kpw] and [ppw]. The di-cluster can be pronounced as a single stop [pw] by younger speakers who are unaware of the reduction.

napipa  [nepipa ~ nepipi’pa]  'mother’s brother'
NG napipa  GP ngappippi
yakayi  [yaka:]-  ‘ouch!’
GP yakayi
thakatjarra  [takatja’ra - taka’tja’ra]  'nut sp.'
yilharrpa  [yilherpa ~ yilherpa]  'Livingston Palm'

Compare:

athikwalyikipwa  [atkalyilipwa ~ atikalyilipwa]  'Crinum Lily'
/a + thik[w]+ alyi[k]pw/  3:4 lips  eat

nalyipwarna  [nalyipwarna]  'he ate'
/n(1) + alyi[k]pw(1) + arni/  3:3 eat  TNS

2.2.2.2 Prenasalised stops

There is some evidence for analysing pre-nasalised stops as two consonants: (a) heterorganic di-clusters do occur within morphemes and as the first CC of a reduplicated stem; (b) a morpheme break occurs between the nasal and the stop where Vowel Deletion and Nasal Assimilation Rules generate a homorganic nasal-stop sequence; and (c) a pre-nasalised stop does not usually occur in word-initial position as in Alawa (Sharpe 1972: 16) because the nasal elides.

The decision to analyse the prenasalised stops as single complex phonemes is, therefore, somewhat arbitrary but it emphasises the special nature of these segments. It is based on the following:
the correlation of the single and pre-nasalised stops in the syllable-onset position: A root begins only with a single consonant or a homorganic nasal-stop sequence but not with a heterorganic di-cluster. The latter do occur at the beginning of a reduplicated stem but only as a result of the operation of the Syllable or Vowel Deletion Rules, e.g., -ngpwatja in Section 2.8.4.

the simplification of the phonological rules: The rules for allophony, distribution, haplology and reduplication would be much more complex if the nasal closure of the syllable had to be specifically noted. Under the present analysis, the prenasalised stops simply fit into the onset of the statistically-frequent CV syllable.

the occurrence of word-initial prenasalised stops: The complex unit can occur in word-initial position when a syllable is deleted. The nasal is syllabified. Such occurrences are, however, very rare.

yinthiyi  [yinti  nti] 'oh, I'm sorry!'  
yinthu  [yinta  nta] 'let me see!'  
yintja  [yintja  nta] 'it's my turn!  
wimpwa  [umpwa  mpwa] 'but'

the absence of an epenthetic (non-phonemic) vowel: There are no instances of an epenthetic vowel intervening between the nasal and the stop of a prenasalised stop owing to a change in the stress/rhythm pattern. This is in contrast with a quite frequent insertion of an epenthetic vowel between heterorganic consonants consisting of a continuant and stop, e.g.,
aylhpwiylhpwa \[a^I ylhp\text{w}ylhpwa \sim a^I ylhp\text{w}ylhpwa\]  "dry country". (Note: In TA, the alveolar precedes a consonant and the lamino-dental occurs between vowels.)

(v) the syllabification of words: Some native speakers place the homorganic nasal-stop sequence within a morpheme as a unit in the syllable-onset but insert a syllable break in between two heterorganic consonants. This distinction was very obvious in literacy classes.

Variation does not occur between a prenasalised stop and its nasal counterpart. Free variation is, however, recorded in precise speech between a prenasalised stop and its stop counterpart. Some Aborigines only accept the longer form as correct for literature.

mwamwintjawitjawa \[m^M\text{w}am\text{w}(\text{n})tjawitjawa\]  'Striated Pardalote'
angkapwirra \[a^I gkapwirra\]  'who?'
mwiyampwana \[m^M\text{w}iya(m)p\text{w}ana\]  'what?'

2.2.3 Continuants
2.2.3.1 Laterals and rhotics

The flap /rr/ usually has apico-alveolar articulation but it can be lamino-dental when conditioned by a lamino-palatal consonant, e.g., \[lyi\text{fi}ly\text{fa}\] 'tasselled'. The flap is regarded as a laminal consonant for two reasons: (i) the flap functions with laminal consonants in its conditioning of vowel allophones; and (ii) in TA, there was no set of apico-alveolars.

In Traditional Anindilyakwa, the lamino-dental lateral has two allophones: lamino-dental [lh] in the syllable onset and apico-alveolar [l] in the syllable-coda.

lhaka \[\text{laka}\]  'is it ready?'
angwalha [arwa]a 'Mud Crab'
apwalhkaya [apwa]kaiya 'upwards'

In Modern Anindilyakwa, the lamino-dental /lh/ contrasts with its alveolar counterpart because of the introduction of unassimilated consonants in loanwords. The alveolar /l/ occurs in both the syllable-onset and the syllable-coda but contrasts with the lamino-dental in only syllable-onset position.

alha [alwa] 'an itch'
apwalkaya [apwa]lkaiya 'upwards'
kwilinga [kwuliŋa] MK guiling 'rudder'
apwalitja [napwa]litja NG naapalitjung 'owner'
yilkwa [yulkwa] NG yirliku 'Toad-fish'

Regional variation between the two laminal laterals, /lh/ and /ly/, is not systematic but only seems to occur in the initial syllable of some of the first roots in the compound stem. The contrast between the two laminals is maintained in all other data. The Umbakumba community now uses both pronunciations in almost every instance but will still identify the phonemes as belonging to one of the two Groote Eylandt communities.

alyingatjirrirra ANG alingatjirrirra 'long'
alyarrathatha ANG alharrathatha 'dusk'
thilypwirnta ANG thilhpwirnta 'frog'
alynngwalyilya ANG alharrngwalyilya 'night'
alynmyimwintjirratha ~ alhimwilhimwintjirratha 'Black-tipped Cod'

Retroflexed /rl/ occurs in one loanword at Umbakumba and in a few other loanwords at Angurugu. In cases where the original segment is not used, there is a choice between one of its major features,
i.e., an alveolar /l/ or retroflex /r/, often in free variation.

```
amwarra ~ amwarara  AN: unwarra~  'Large Egret'
marrarlak
lamwa ~ ramwa  NG rlama  GP lama  'blade spear'
tja  NG arltja  GP tjari~  'Freshwater Snake'
mwarliwya  GP marli~  'Emu'
```

The laterals vary from nasal counterparts in at least two ways:

```
ahimwa ~ anhimwa    'mangroves'
apwilirra ~ amwinyirra    'smooth'
```

The variation between the lateral or rhotic phonemes and the lamino-palatal consonant /y/ in the following words is baby talk:

```
yitja'ya  for yitjarra  'Silver Gull'
Afyukwutjila  for ayikwitjiya  'small'
```

2.2.3.2 Nasals

There is some evidence that, in traditional Anindilyakwa, the allophones of the lamino-dental nasal were similar to those of the lamino-dental lateral. The dental nasal only occurs in the syllable-onset and only the alveolar nasal occurs in the syllable coda preceding a stop.

```
anhimwa  [anumma]  'mangroves'
mwanpwa  ARCHAIC mwanimpwa  'eye'
```

In Modern Anindilyakwa, the apico-alveolar retains its pre-consonantal position but contrasts with the lamino-dental nasal in the syllable onset. The most unusual feature is that the apico-alveolar
nasal does not occur in lexical roots. In the suffixation and in the word-medial gender morphemes, the alveolar is the result of a loss of retroflexion and can freely vary with the retroflexed nasal /rn/. The loss of retroflexion in the last five years has accelerated and is causing increasing variation between the retroflexed nasal /rn/ and the apico-alveolar nasal /n/ (see Section 2.11.2). In IA, the word-initial nasal may not have been retroflexed as is the case in other Aboriginal languages (e.g. Warlpiri) where neutralisation occurs. The following examples illustrate the alveolar nasal word-initially and in the affixation.

nirikpwitjina 'he jumped'
naningwapwa 'good [man]'

Variation between the retroflexed nasal /rn/ and an apico-alveolar nasal /n/ also occurs in the syllable-coda in loanwords. With the loss of retroflexion, the alveolar nasal sometimes assimilates to the point of articulation of the following consonant.

lwirnkirna ' kwinkirna NG kirnkirn 'Turrum Fish'
GP kirnkirn (NG: catfish)
yiwinpirna NG wiwupirna 'Silver Bream'
yirntjirra ' yintjirra NG wirntjirru 'Golden Trevally'
yampwilma NG yurnpalmi 'Turban Shell'

'T' assimilation of nasals to the point of articulation of the following stop is a common feature between morphemes (see Section 2.71). The assimilated nasal can vary with the unassimilated phoneme. Some Aborigines consider only the unassimilated form as correct for literature even though they may use both. Some of the
younger generation are aware of only the assimilated variant. Both variants are, however, considered to be phonemic in this analysis.

\[ \text{alyingpilyingpwarnga} \rightarrow \text{alyimpilyimpwarnga} \] 'lungs'
\[ \text{mwaningwatja} \rightarrow \text{mwanimpwatja} \] 'seaweed sp.'
\[ \text{naniwimarntjarrka} \rightarrow \text{naniwimantjarrka} \] 'younger brother'

The apico-alveolar \(/n/\) frequently occurs in the syllable-coda as the shortened form of the sequence \(/rri\)ng/ or \(/-ring/. See Cerebralisation (Section 2.5.2.3) for a fuller discussion.

2.2.4 Rounded consonants

Lip rounding may be sequential (long) or simultaneous (very short), the latter being easy to see but hard to hear. (See Leeding 1979: 64-78 for spectrograms.) Sequential rounding occurs consistently when the next syllable begins with an unrounded consonant; simultaneous rounding usually occurs when the next syllable begins with a rounded consonant but is found elsewhere. The rounding of labials is probably simultaneous because both the consonant and its rounding have the feature 'labial'. (The symbol \([w]\) is written on the line for sequential rounding and above the line for simultaneous.)

\[ \text{ampwimwa} \rightarrow [\text{amp}^{\text{uwimwa}}] \] 'bland'
\[ \text{akwningwa} \rightarrow [\text{ak}^{\text{uwningwa}}] \] 'fresh water'

Very few minimal pairs exist for the rounded versus unrounded peripheral consonants because of the multi-morphemic nature of lexical items. Compare the following pairs of examples in which the minimal contrast is often in the morphemes, rather than the words.

32
The contrast between the pronunciation of labial stops in English and their pronunciation in loanwords assimilated into the Anindilyakwa system is obvious even to native English speakers with no linguistic training.
Assigning rounding as the feature of the consonant rather than the vowel is based on the fact that it is the vowel that varies within the morpheme and not the consonant. (See Section 2.3.2 for rules conditioning vowel allophones.)

*yipwiratha* [yɪp'wɪrata] 'Agile Wallaby'

*athalyimwa* [a'talɪjma] 'river'

*apwapwirna* [ap'wɒp'wɪna] 'many'

*amwartimwirra* [am'wɔrtɪm'wɪra] 'with grass'

*akwarrirrikpa* [a'kwɑrərɪkpa] 'turtle pole'

*nwarrwirthana* [nu'wɔrwirthənə] 'he liked work'

*angampa* [əŋɛmpa] 'place' named

*yathirrngwarna* [ya'θɪrŋwənə] 'big'

It has been suggested by linguists in the Arandic area that, historically, rounded consonants have been generated by the vowel [u]. While such analysis is not in focus in this thesis some linguists may be interested in the fact that (a) whereas all consonants have rounded and unrounded counterparts in the Arandic languages (and possibly traditional Tiwi), only the peripheral consonants are rounded in Anindilyakwa; and (b) the deep structure vowel /a/ is often contiguous to a rounded peripheral consonant within a morpheme; and (c) there is an absence of the phonetic allophone [u] between unrounded consonants. It would, therefore, appear to be more difficult in this language to account for an historical absence of /u/ between unrounded non-peripheral consonants, the presence of a rounded peripheral stop preceding an unrounded low vowel, and the strange distribution of the proto-phoneme.
2.2.5 Prosody of rounding

The rounded peripheral consonants in Anindilyakwa can be clearly shown to contrast within the morphemic unit. The following sets of examples list the co-occurrence of rounded and unrounded consonants which are common throughout this language. The presence or absence of rounding on these consonants in citation is always consistent.

mwamwika  'bandicoot's nest'
mwamwikwa  'spirit's eye'
mwamwarika  'SE trade wind'
mwamwirikwa  'road'
mwangwiyiwanga  'shark (gen.)'
vapwangwa  'water snake sp.'
ayangiyanga  'Jungle Shrub'
amwanthangwa  'truly'

There is, however, evidence of an additional prosodic feature of rounding which is not considered to be phonemic. Such rounding occurs only in a syllable with an initial velar consonant, /k/ or /ng/. The rounding of the whole syllable is conditioned regressively by a following, not a preceding, rounded consonant.

A morpheme-initial rounded peripheral consonant can optionally round the preceding morpheme-final syllable consisting of a velar consonant and high vowel. The rounding of the consonant is simultaneous. Most speakers vary in their pronunciation and this is reflected in their spelling. Even though the contrast between a unrounded velar and its rounded counterpart is neutralised in the surface structure the deep structure form is readily identified in paradigms. The following pairs of examples contrast the prosodic
feature of rounding with its absence.

nawirrakirithana [nawuŋkiriθena] 'they cut it'
nawirrakwartanga [nawuŋkwiwaθaŋa] 'they killed it'

anganthingilhangwa [anjaŋkwiθaŋwa] 'from a sharp [axe]'
anganthingimwirra [anjaŋkwaŋiθumwiŋa] 'with a sharp [axe]'
mwalhamwikwiwa [mwaŋalambilmbimwiwa] 'towards the canoe'
alhikwiwa [alaŋkwiwa] 'towards the foot'

Within the morpheme, very few words have the necessary sequence of two peripheral consonants separated by a high vowel. In almost a the data, the presence of a rounded vowel or offglide indicates that the velar consonant is rounded in the deep structure. There are however, two words in which this rounding has not been recorded before a velar stop. The first velar is tentatively analysed unrounded with prosodic rounding. (Note that there is no way to do similar test for velar nasals because the offglide does not prece that consonant.)

anganipwa [anjaŋkupwa] 'over there'
nakimwarna [nakaŋkumwaŋa] 'he put it down'

A prosodic feature of rounding can occur at morpheme boundaries when the intervening vowel is a low vowel and the following consonant is usually / funcionários. In contrast with the above, not all speakers seem to use this feature.

arngkawira [arŋkaŋwura - arŋkəŋwura] 'forever'
mwakawilyapwa [mwaŋkawilyapwa - mwaŋkəŋwilyapwa] 'steps'
pwingkawa [pwaŋkawwa - pwaŋkəŋwawwa] 'boss'
ngawa [ŋawwa - əŋwawwa] 'enough'
2.2.6 Approximation of articulation

An approximation of the lamino-palatal /ly/, labio-velar /ngw/ results in phonetic variants /y/ and /w/, respectively. These variants retain the features of laminalisation and rounding that condition the contiguous vowels. In word-initial position, /y/ and /w/ are very frequent but /ly/ and /ngw/ only occur in the imperative mood of a verb and in loanwords. Such approximations are not found in precise recorded speech and are, therefore, not considered to be phonemic.

lyangkuwamwina [lyangkuwamwina] 'nod your head!'
lyałyina [lyałyina] 'knife'
ngwirrkwiya [ŋwirrkwiya] 'go hunting!'

The word-initial /w/ is often only an approximation when the next consonant is round and the intervening vowel is high. The language speakers are consistent in saying that this consonant is articulated and is therefore always written.

wipwirra [(w)upwirra] 'like'
wikwara [(w)ukwara] 'hook it!'
wumwiya [(w)umwiya] 'pick it up!'
wiwitana [(w)uwìtena] 'climb it!'
wingwirrthana [(w)ungwìtena] 'swallow it!'

Other approximants appear to have achieved phonemic status because both forms occur in precise speech and are acceptable to Aborigines for literature.

angwarnta - awarnta [alŋwarnta] 'stone'
warrantja - warantja [war(n)an̂tja] 'quickly'
aninthilyakwa NG nuntiria:ku (language name)
ayakwa 'speech'

2.3 VOWELS

There are two deep structure phonemic vowels, a high central /i/ [i] and a low central /a/, distinguished by only tongue height. Each of the two phonemic vowels has a rich inventory of allophones.

angwarnta [aŋwaŋtə] 'stone'
angwirnta [aŋwun̂tə] 'ankle'
angwarra [aŋwaŋa] 'smoke'
angwirra [aŋwun̂a] 'strongly'
akana [aŋkəna] 'but'
akina [aŋkəna] 'that [fish]'
yaya [yə́yə] 'footstep'
yi-yá [iyi-ya] 'and the next'

mwamwangpwalha [m̩waM̩aŋpwa:la] 'five [canoes]'
mwamwingpwa [m̩waM̩aŋpwa] 'hair'
mwakarra [m̩waK̩aŋa] 'thigh'
mwikirra [m̩wiKi̱ra] 'Rush Spike root'
thangapwa [t̩aŋa-pwa] 'that [woman]'
thingaya [t̩aŋa-i̱ya] 'widow'

A contrast exists between a high vowel, a low vowel and the absence of any vowel. It is not possible, therefore, to reduce the vowel system to one phoneme as has been suggested for other two-vowel languages (see Anderson 1978 and Breen 1977).
narringka  [nawŋka] 'it saw'
arrangkwirra  [aŋŋkwirra] 'grass sp.'
arrngka " anka  [aŋŋka " anka] 'hip'
amwaringka  [amwarŋka] 'edible root'
thirangka  [tərängka] 'Spotted Tree
amwarngka  [amwarŋka] 'a laugh'
alhitha  [alhita] 'prepared paint'
nilhathana  [nilhathana] 'he was sated'
alnhthapirra  [alnhthapirra] 'empty [grass]'

2.3.1 Vowel features

The feature oppositions presented by Dixon (1980:184ff) are adopted with some modifications because of the nature of this language. The features [+peripheral] and [+laminal] are used for [+back] and [+front], respectively, and are preferred because they highlight the close association between consonants and vowels. A consonant and a vowel allophone within a syllable often share the same feature, e.g., [+laminal], [+peripheral] or [+round]. The feature could, therefore, be considered to be a prosody of the syllable rather than a property of each segment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>Í</th>
<th>ø</th>
<th>e</th>
<th>ə</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>u</th>
<th>ū</th>
<th>o</th>
<th>õ</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>õ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>high</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>peri</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lamin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>round</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>close</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 3: FEATURES OF VOWEL ALLOPHONES
The vowel allophones [e] and [i] can be tensed in stressed syllables between lamino-palatals, i.e., they are of slightly longer duration than other vowels.

Vowel allophones are posited on the basis of four types of rules which operate within the morpheme and across morpheme boundaries:

FRONTING
ROUNDING which also adds the feature [+ PERI]
BACKING
LOWERING

The allophones are conditioned by similar environments on two different parameters:

(a) regressive conditioning by the following syllable or consonant
(b) progressive conditioning by the preceding consonant within the syllable.

Regressive conditioning takes precedence over the weaker progressive conditioning. The term, progressive, indicates that the conditioned segment follows the conditioning element; regressive means that the conditioned segment precedes it (Gleason 1975:83). The term, basic, refers to the allophones [a] and [i].

The range of allophones for any one phoneme extend from front to back and segmentation into only three positions (front, central or back) is difficult. For example, the low vowel contiguous to /y/ varies between the low central [a], the low and mid front [æ] and [e] but is frequently articulated between these three cardinal vowel allophones [æə]; the high back unrounded vowel [ʊ] varies from the
back position to one closer to the central [+]. Segmentation is further complicated by the fact that phonetic transcription for a vowel that occurs between an unrounded and a rounded consonant depends on a rather subjective impression of what is the peak of the vowel nucleus. Too many phonetic distinctions lead to too much complexity in allophonic rules and too few lead to an inability to assign phonemic versus phonetic status to a vowel.

For ease of identification, only the allophones in focus are included at each stage of the discussion. The allophonic variants are discussed in Section 2.6.1 Interaction of Rules. The feature [-high] implies [+low] unless otherwise stated; the omission of brackets indicates a deep structure form.

2.3.2 Vowel allophony

Vowel allophones are generated by phonological rules for Fronting, Rounding, Backing and Lowering. The most "powerful" of these rules are those for fronting and rounding.

2.3.2.1 Fronting

The fronting rules operate on the deep structure vowels, /a/ and /i/ and produce the fronted allophones [æ] and [i], respectively. Two of the rules function within the morpheme and across morpheme boundaries but the third rule is restricted to the morpheme-final vowel.

The High Vowel Fronting Rule 1 affects the deep structure morpheme-final vowel except when the last consonant is a rounded peripheral or a retroflexed consonant. The rule is obligatory and can operate only the once. All deep structure morphemes end in a vowel.
HIGH VOWEL FRONTING RULE 1: MORPHEME-FINAL /+/ $\Rightarrow$ /i/

V
(+high) $\Rightarrow$ [+lamin] / [-round]
[-retro] +

i.e., a high vowel is fronted preceding a morpheme break when the preceding consonant is not rounded or retroflexed. The morpheme break can occur within or at the end of a word.

The first three examples illustrate the occurrence of the fronted allophones in the few Anindilyakwa words that end in a high vowel. The final examples contrast the non-fronted and fronted allophones word-medial positions.

hartiyi
[ha'ti:] 'watch out!'
thalhi
[tali] (personal name)
tjingkwilili
[tjungkwilili] 'Carissa Shrub'

Compare the following pairs:

yiwanwitha [yuwa'mu'ta] 'fly sp.'
/y1 + wamwi + tha/

yimwirntarrittha [yu'mun'termita] 'land snail sp.'
/y1 + mwirnt(aka) + arrmi + tha/

araktpitha [arakp'uta] 'already'
/arakpwi + tha/

yiwapitha [yuwe'pita] 'ant sp.'
/y1 + wapi + tha/

Vowel Fronting Rule 2 generates the high front allophone [I] and low front allophone [æ] which are conditioned by the following syllable with a high front vowel created by the High Vowel Fronting Rule 1. The rule is obligatory and iterative within the morpheme but is optional (though common) across a morpheme boundary to preceding syllables. (Note: A front vowel is tensed, not fronted, by s-
VOWEL FRONTING RULE 2: /i/ \[\Rightarrow [1]; /a/ \[\Rightarrow [\chi]

V \[\Rightarrow [+lamin] /\ C \[[-\text{round}]/ \[+lamin] \[[-\text{retro}]\]

i.e., a vowel is fronted when the following syllable consists of an unrounded consonant, other than retroflexed, and a front vowel.

thimwirra \[\[\text{tim}i\text{r}a\] [\text{'Torres Strait Pigeon'}

DEEP STRUCTURE \[\Rightarrow \text{tha} + \text{mwirri}
VFR.1 \[\Rightarrow \text{tha} + \text{mwirri}
VFR.2 \[\Rightarrow \text{tha} + \text{mwirri}
CDR \[\Rightarrow \text{tha} + \text{m[w]irri}
NTR.1 \[\Rightarrow \text{thi} + \text{mirri}
VFR.2 \[\Rightarrow \text{thi} + \text{mirri}
NTR.2 \[\Rightarrow \text{thi} + \text{mirra}

3:2(11) fat

amwapa \[\[\text{emepa} [\text{'song'}

DEEP STRUCTURE \[\Rightarrow \text{a} + \text{mwapi}
VFR.1 \[\Rightarrow \text{a} + \text{mwapi}
VFR.2 \[\Rightarrow \text{a} + \text{mwapi}
CDR \[\Rightarrow \text{a} + \text{m[w]epi}
VFR.2 \[\Rightarrow \text{e} + \text{mepi}
NTR.2 \[\Rightarrow \text{e} + \text{mepa}

3:4 sing

yilharrpa \[\[\text{yilhe}\text{rp}a \[\text{'Livistion Palm'}

DEEP STRUCTURE \[\Rightarrow \text{yi} + \text{harrpi}
VFR.1 \[\Rightarrow \text{yi} + \text{harrpi}
VFR.2 \[\Rightarrow \text{yi} + \text{harrpi}
NTR.2 \[\Rightarrow \text{yi} + \text{herrpa}

3:3(1i) visible
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The following pairs of examples show the contrast between a non-fronted allophone and a fronted allophone. Note the effect on the second word in each pair by the Vowel Fronting Rule 1 operating on the final deep structure vowel.

`nantjikwapwa` [nantjikwapwa] 'me, too'
`ngantja + kwapi/`

`wirriwapa` [wirriwapa] 'Red-winged Parrot'
`warra + wapi/`

`amwiramwa` [amwiramwa] 'whispered'
`a + mwiramwa/`

`akwantjirama` [akwantjirama] 'gum from a tree'
`a + hw(i) + antjirami/`

`apwirra` [apwirra] 'the,`
`apwirra/`

`apwirra` [apwirra] 'raincloud'
`a + p[w]iri/`

`thimwantha` [thimwantha] 'Great-billed Heron'
`tha + mwantha/`

`yimwantha` [yimwantha] 'turtle (gen.)'
`yi + m[w]anthei/`

`thimwakwpwilha` [thimwakwpwilha] 'Australian Pelican'
`tha + mwakw(i) + pwilha/`

`thimwakpa` [thimwakpa] 'generous'
`tha + m[w]akpi/`

`angwarrilhangwa` [angwarrilhangwa] 'from smoke'
`/(a) + angwarr + ihangwi/`

`aningwarriipwirra` [aningwarriipwirra] 'anything'
`/(a) + ani + ngw(i) + arri(ki) + p[w]iri/`

The contrast between the non-fronted allophone preceding a retroflexed nasal and the fronted allophones preceding an alveolar nasal is often very obvious in words where the two consonants freely vary.
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athirrngwana ~ athirrngwana 'big' [aθirrngwana ~ aθirrngwena] (ə) + athirr(ka) + ngwair | nă | /n

Most of the fronted allophones result from the operation of vowel Fronting Rules 1 and 2 but both the high and low vowels can be fronted in restricted environment preceding a syllable consisting of a laminal consonant and low vowel. The fronting of the low vowel in such environments is rare.

The morpheme-final high vowel can be fronted preceding a lamino-palatal consonant. There is only one word, to date, where this rule is applied preceding /y/ within a three-syllable morpheme. It is regarded as an exception until further data is found or possible re-analysis of the morpheme.

HIGH VOWEL FRONTING RULE 3: /+V = _ [-1]  
V [+high] = [ +lamin ] / + [+lamin ] [ -dental ]

i.e., a morpheme-final high vowel is fronted preceding a morpheme-initial lamino-palatal consonant.

thakwilyanthatha [təkwiliyANTA|a] 'feathers' /tha + kwĩ + lyanthatha/

mwinyathirra [m(mw)ĩnatiŋ'|a] 'bitumen, tar' /mwi + nyathirra/

thitjariwa [tsitjaɾuwa] 'Little Friar Bird' /tha + tjariwa/

thathiyyara [tasiiyara] 'girl' /tha(a) + atha + yara/

angwiyangkitharrpwa [aŋwiyanŋki|arpw|a] 'short arm' /a + ngwiyangka + tharrpwi/

The fronted low vowel allophone [ə] can occur in free variation with [a] preceding a laminal consonant and low vowel but only when the preceding consonant is laminal or alveolar. This
allophone is found frequently between two lamino-palatal consonants but is optional and rare elsewhere. It occurs both within the morpheme and across morpheme boundaries.

LOW VOWEL FRONTING RULE 4: /a/ \(\rightarrow\) [æ]

\[
V \begin{array}{c}
[\text{+low}] \rightarrow [\text{+lamin}] \\
\end{array} C
\begin{array}{c}
[\text{-peri}]
\end{array}
\begin{array}{c}
\rightarrow [\text{+lamin}]
\end{array}
C
\]

i.e., a low vowel is fronted between a laminal or apico-alveolar consonant and a laminal consonant.

rinhanha [y̞in̞an̞a] \(\sim\) yi̞n̞ana \(\sim\) 'fingernail'
athalyimwa [aθ̞alym̩a] \(\sim\) at̞alym̩a \(\sim\) 'river'
ayarrka [aθ̞ar̞a] \(\sim\) aθ̞ar̞a \(\sim\) 'hand'
thakatjarrarra [t̞akat̞arr̞a] \(\sim\) t̞akat̞arr̞a \(\sim\) 'nut sp.'
nathirrapwa [n̞at̞ir̞ap̞a] \(\sim\) n̞at̞ir̞ap̞a \(\sim\) 'some [men]'
anatja [en̞at̞ja] \(\sim\) en̞at̞ja \(\sim\) 'he'

The Low Vowel Fronting Rule 5 generates a transitional high front offglide when the low vowel precedes a lamino-palatal consonant irrespective of the following vowel. It is obligatory only when preceding /y/, but is rare preceding /tj/, /ly/ and /ny/.

LOW VOWEL FRONTING RULE 5: FRONTED OFFGLIDE

\[
V \rightarrow V
\begin{array}{c}
[\text{-high}]
\end{array}
\begin{array}{c}
\rightarrow [\text{+lamin}]
\end{array}
\begin{array}{c}
[\text{-obst}]
\end{array}
\begin{array}{c}
\rightarrow [\text{-dental}]
\end{array}
C
\]

i.e., a high front offglide co-occurs with a low vowel preceding a lamino-palatal consonant.

angalhatja [an̞al̞hat̞ja] \(\sim\) an̞al̞hat̞ja \(\sim\) 'it'
mwiyatja [m̞wi̞yat̞ja] \(\sim\) m̞wi̞yat̞ja \(\sim\) 'oar'
-mwantja [m̞want̞ja] \(\sim\) m̞want̞ja \(\sim\) (locative)
thiwalya  [tśwạf'lya  tśwạlya]  'Bush Stone Curlew'

aṣarrka  [a'lyařka]  'hand'

Regressive fronting also occurs as a high front offglide of the low vowels [a] and [æ/e] which vary with [a¹] and [æ¹/æ³], respectively. The offglide occurs in the same environment as in Vowel Fronting Rule 2.

gowana  [e'pina  e'pina]  'it's not here'

/a + pwini/  

aka  [e'ka  e'ka]  'tree (gen.)'

[a] + ak¹/  

angka  [æ'ŋka  æ'ŋka]  'other'

/a + ngk¹/  

ana  [e'na  e'na]  'this'

[a] + ant/  

athirra  [e'ti'ra  e'ti'ra]  'hole'

/a + athirri/  

The offglide has also been recorded at lexical word boundaries within the phonological word.

thikwirirrkwa yingirakpwinimwa  
[tśukwuruf'kwạf'yingirakp'winimwa]  'The brolga played the didjeridu.'

2.3.2.2 Rounding

There are four vowel rounding rules. The first and second rules round the contiguous high vowel; the third rule rounds the low vowel; and the fourth rule generates a rounded offglide on the low vowel. Generally speaking, the high vowel is rounded by one contiguous rounded peripheral consonant but the low vowel is rounded only when both contiguous consonants are rounded.

The High Vowel Rounding Rule 1 generates regressive rounding of a vowel by a rounded peripheral consonant.
HIGH VOWEL Rounding Rule 1: /i/ \[\rightarrow\] \[\rightarrow\] [u] V [+high] \[\rightarrow\] [+round] / (C) [+round] 

i.e., a high vowel is rounded when it precedes a rounded peripheral consonant. An intervening consonant can also co-occur.

athinipwa \[\rightarrow\] [a\textipa{\textundash}in\textipa{\textundash}i\textipa{\textundash}pwa] \hspace{1cm} 'soon'

athalyimwa \[\rightarrow\] [a\textipa{\textundash}al\textipa{\textundash}i\textipa{\textundash}yim\textipa{\textundash}wa] \hspace{1cm} 'river'

thikwa \[\rightarrow\] [\textipa{\textundash}i\textipa{\textundash}kwa] \hspace{1cm} 'maybe'

[enikat\textipa{\textundash}u\textipa{\textundash}wa] \hspace{1cm} 'new'

wirrriwiri wa\textipa{\textundash}kwa \[\rightarrow\] [wir\textipa{\textundash}ri\textipa{\textundash}ri\textipa{\textundash}wa\textipa{\textundash}t\textipa{\textundash}u\textipa{\textundash}wa\textipa{\textundash}t\textipa{\textundash}a] \hspace{1cm} 'Beach Spinifex'

yumuirrnga w\textipa{\textundash}i\textipa{\textundash}ri\textipa{\textundash}n\textipa{\textundash}a \[\rightarrow\] [yum\textipa{\textundash}wir\textipa{\textundash}i\textipa{\textundash}r\textipa{\textundash}n\textipa{\textundash}a\textipa{\textundash}gwa] \hspace{1cm} 'Wild Prune'

yirlhwa \[\rightarrow\] [yir\textipa{\textundash}h\textipa{\textundash}l\textipa{\textundash}h\textipa{\textundash}a\textipa{\textundash}wa] \hspace{1cm} 'Cousal Pheasant'

High Vowel Rounding Rule 2 rounds the non-fronted high vowel which follows a rounded consonant. Attempts to unite vowel Rounding Rules 1 and 2 revealed that such a rule would be too strong and would generate a rounded vowel where it does not occur, e.g., angwiyangka [ang\textipa{\textundash}yangka] 'lower arm'; avitja [a\textipa{\textundash}w\textipa{\textundash}it\textipa{\textundash}ja] 'mist'. If only one rule is posited the deep structure high unrounded vowel would be rounded and then need to be de-rounded again by re-iteration of Fronting Rule 3. This seems to me to be unnecessary and uneconomical when the additional feature [-front] in the Rounding Rule 2 blocks any further operations. Rounding rules are ordered after those for fronting.

HIGH VOWEL Rounding Rule 2: /i/ \[\rightarrow\] \[\rightarrow\] [u] V [+high] \[\rightarrow\] [+round] / (C) [+round] 

i.e., a high non-fronted vowel is rounded when it follows a rounded peripheral consonant.
angpwartha [ang'wurţa] 'White Waterlily'
mwamwika [mwa'mwenka] 'bandicoot's nest'
apwirimpwa [ap'wurimpwa] 'blisters'
akwathangwa [akwuţanwa] 'near'
anwirinta [anwuţa] 'ankle'
yiningkwirra [yi'nurikuţa] 'Fern-leaved Grevillea'
avrikwa [a'wuţukwa] 'swamp'

The Low Vowel Rounding Rule 3 differs from the above rule in that a low vowel is rounded only when both contiguous consonants are rounded peripherals.

LOW VOWEL ROUNING RULE 3: /a/ ==> [o]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{[-high]} \quad \text{[-round]} \quad \text{[+round]} \\
\text{[+round]} \quad \text{[+round]} \quad \text{[+round]}
\end{array}
\]

i.e., a low vowel is rounded when it occurs between two rounded consonants.

The allophone [p] most commonly occurs within a morpheme but, in some cases, varies with [a] at morpheme boundaries.

ngantjikwapwa [n̥a'mtjukwpwa] 'me, too'
akwingwawa [ak'wunwawa] 'to the water'
yiwanwa [yuuwpwa] 'house fly'
apwawirina [ap'wpwuna ~ ap'wpwuna] 'many'
yimwawira [yi'mwa'wuraja ~ yi'mwa'wuraja] 'moon'
mwawirangkaya [m'pawun'anga'ya ~ m'pawun'anga'ya] 'stone axe'

Compare the following pairs:
ampwaka [amp'waka] 'later on'
mwaporwakwa [m'paworwpkwa] 'Burton's Legless Lizard'
nampwilya \([namp\text{̄}wilya]\) 'he stayed'

wampwilya \([wamp\text{̄}wilya \sim wmp\text{̄}wilya]\) 'stay!'

yiwapwilya \([yuwepa\text{̄}wilya]\) 'ants'

atnwapwilya \([at\text{̄}wawa\text{̄}p\text{̄}wilya]\) 'today'

ahningawa \([aq\text{̄}n\text{̄}wawa]\) 'for food'

akwingwawa \([ak\text{̄}w\text{̄}\text{̄}wawa]\) 'for water'

alharrngkwatirtarra \([ala\text{̄}rn\text{̄}kw\text{̄}w\text{̄}ta\text{̄}\text{̄}ra]\) 'hot things'

alinarngkwawarrriya \([ala\text{̄}rn\text{̄}kw\text{̄}w\text{̄}wa\text{̄}\text{̄}riya]\) 'bad things'

A transitional high back rounded offglide occurs with a low vowel preceding a dorsal consonant (excluding nasals). The allophones \([a]\) and \([\text{̄}a]\) vary with \([a\text{̄}w]\) and \([\text{̄}aw]\), respectively. The offglide is optional but very common preceding /\text{̄}w/.

LOW VOWEL ROUNING RULc 4: ROUNDED OFFGLIDE

\[ V \sim V \sim \text{\textbf{C}} \]
\[ \begin{align*}
[-\text{high}] & \quad [\text{+obst}] \quad / \\
[+\text{peri}] & \quad [+\text{round}] \\
[+\text{round}] & \quad [+\text{dorsal}] \\
& \quad [-\text{nasal}] \\
\end{align*} \]

\[ \text{i.e., a high back rounded offglide occurs with a low vowel preceding a dorsal consonant, other than a nasal.} \]

akwa \([a\text{̄}kwa \sim akwa]\) 'and'

yawa \([ya\text{̄}wa \sim yawa]\) 'yes'

athalyimwawa \([at\text{̄}alyum\text{̄}\text{̄}wawa]\) 'to the river'

In loanwords, the co-occurrence of a contiguous rounded vowel and consonant is maintained. The pronunciation of the vowel in the stressed English syllable is retained and the consonant assimilated into the Anindilyakwa system.
tjikwa    [tjukwa]    'sugar'
tjwikwa    [tjaukwka]    'chalk'
rupwitja    [rupwitja]    'rubbish'

Compare:
tjiowa    [tjupwa]    'soap'
tjipa    [tjipa]    'sheep'
p walangwa    [pwalangwa]    MK balango    'anchor'

4.2.3 Backing

The deep structure high vowel is backed primarily by a
retroflexed or unrounded dorsal consonant. The low vowel in the
environment has been recorded occasionally as backed by one of
older women but is not considered to be a systematic change.

The High Vowel Backing Rule generates the high back unrol-
Allophone [u]. As the rule is optional this allophone varies fr
with the high central unrounded allophone [i].

HIGH VOWEL BACKING RULE: /i/ \= [u]

\[ [+high] \Rightarrow [+peri] \quad [\text{[-round]}] \quad [\text{C \quad dorsal}] \quad [\text{[-lam]}] \quad [\text{[+retro]}] \quad [V] \]

i.e., a high vowel is backed when it occurs between an unro-
consonant and a syllable consisting of an unrounded dorsa
retroflexed consonant and a ron-front vowel.

angirta    [angirta ~ anirta]    'chin'
alhikira    [alhikira ~ alikira]    'house'
nirringka    [nirringka ~ nirinja]    'he saw it'
thingira    [thingira ~ tinjira]    'white clay'

The above allophones are in complementary distribution wit
high back rounded vowels that are conditioned regressive by a rounded dorsal consonant. In the latter, rounding of the vowel includes backing.

athika [a ꞵka] 'Hardyhead'
thiŋwa [t ꞵkwə] 'maybe'
anganganq̃̃a [aŋn̵t̵/>.a] 'sharp'

2.3.2.4 Lowering

The two vowel lowering rules for the high vowel generate the mid central allophone [ə] and the mid back rounded allophone [o], primarily by a following retroflex or flap /rr/. Both allophones are infrequent and freely vary with [i] and [u], respectively. A third lowering rule occurs only at morpheme boundaries and largely prevents haplology.

The High Vowel Lowering Rule 1 generates the allophone [ə]. It is conditioned primarily by a following retroflexed or lamino-palatal /rr/. The rule is optional and infrequently applied. It occurs in both stressed and unstressed syllables.

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{HIGH VOWEL LOWERING RULE 1: } /i/ \rightarrow [ə] \\
V \\
(+\text{high}) \rightarrow [-\text{low}] / \\
[-\text{high}] / \\
\text{C} \\
(+\text{retro})
\end{array}
\]

i.e., a high vowel is lowered to a mid central vowel preceding a retroflexed consonant.

amwirtha [amwəɾʈa] 'brown'
thilhirrinta [t̵/>.əɾ ꞵʈa] 'Carpet Python'
angirnta [aŋ ꞵʈa] 'chin'
apwapwira [ap ꞵ/>.a] 'many'
niwiṟntana [nuwətəna] 'he climbed it'
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A mid central allophone [ɔ] can also be posited as an allophone of zero when it occurs as a transition between a flap /rr/ or alveolar /l/ and another consonant. This vowel is unstressed and so short that the phonetic quality is hard to determine—-it could be a high central unrounded allophone preceding an unrounded consonant or a high back rounded vowel preceding a rounded consonant.

mwarrngmwortha  [mʷaɾŋmʷɔɾ̪t̪a]  'Bush Currant'
athirrpwira  [aθ̪ɾŋpʷɔɾ̪a]  'level'
arrngka  [aɾŋŋka]  'hip'
mwilhkwa  [mw’ilhkwə]  'stomach'
awarrwalya  [aɾʷaɾ³walyə]  'shadow'
mwarrnga  [mwaɾŋɡa]  'a sleep'

The High Vowel Lowering Rule 2 must be preceded by High Vowel Rounding Rule 2 in a stressed syllable. This rule operates on the allophone created by the rounding rule. The preceding consonant is almost always a dorsal consonant but there are occasional instances where the preceding consonant is a bilabial stop (not, to date, a bilabial nasal).

HIGH VOWEL LOWERING RULE 2:  [u] $$$>$  [o]

\[
\begin{align*}
V
\begin{array}{c}
[+\text{high}] \quad [+\text{round}] \\
[-\text{high}] \quad [-\text{low}] \\
\end{array}
\quad / \quad C
\begin{array}{c}
[+\text{retro}] \\
[-\text{lamin}] \\
\end{array}
\quad V
\begin{array}{c}
[+\text{partp}] \\
[-\text{sidep}] \\
\end{array}
\end{align*}
\]

i.e., a high rounded vowel is lowered when the following syllable consists of a retroflex or rhotic consonant and a low vowel.

yangkwirra  [yanjkwoɾa]  'house fly'
apwingwirra  [apʰunjwoɾa]  'silly'
wireawilya  [woɾawilya]  (clan name)
The Low Vowel Lowering Rule 3 affects a morpheme-final vowel that occurs between two consonants that share the same phonological feature, viz., peripherals or laminals. Unlike other rules, it is applied to the surface structure following the operation of the Word-medial Neutralisation Rule 1. In the light of the statement of Colaruso (Anderson 1978: 49) about the fundamental nature of a two-vowel system, the high vowel /a/ can be considered to be "the shortest path that permits an interval of sonorant voicing" between two consonants and the low vowel /a/ "the longest path permitting an interval of sonorant voicing...pulling the tongue down". It seems to me that the longer path is chosen to separate two similar consonants at morpheme boundaries to prevent syllable deletion or other coalescence (see Section 2.5). The rule results in variation between the high and low vowel in a morpheme-final position in which only the high vowel occurs elsewhere.

HIGH VOWEL LOWERING RULE 3: [+] \rightarrow [a]

\[ V^{[+\text{high}]} \rightarrow V^{[-\text{high}]}/V^{[+\text{low}]}/C^{[[+\text{per}_1]]}/C^{[[+\text{per}_1]}/C^{[[+\text{lamin}_2]]}/C^{[[+\text{lamin}_2]]} \]

i.e., the morpheme-final high vowel following a peripheral or laminal consonant is lowered when the next morpheme-initial consonant is a peripheral or laminal, respectively.

Compare the following sets of examples in which the first word shows the normal word-medial morpheme-final neutralisation but the others illustrate the application of the above rule.
those [frogs]
thimwirntakakina
/tha + mwirntak[a] + akim1/ 3:2(11) PL that

those [canoes]
mwamwirntakakina
/mwa + mwirntak[a] + akim1/ 3:5 PL that

Fringe-eyed Flat-head
mwamwirrra
/miwia + P[w] + rrarr1/ 3:5 NLP forked

Wedge-tailed Eagle
thimwawirrti:ri
/tha + mw: + wirti:wrti:/ 3:2(11) INALP REDUP:alone

to the grass
amwarti:wa
/a + mwarti:w + wi:/ 3:4 greer ALL

to him
/anifwa
/a + mwarti:w + wi:/ 3:3(1) ALL

from the fish
akwalyi:ngwa
/a + rw: + iy1(pw1) + lhangwi/ 3:a Nc eat ABL

from Yin:meliwalya
yinimwalyi:hangwa
/yi + mj1 + mw:1 + alhiwalya + lhangwi/ n-hfem INALP REDUP:wide ABL

Rainbow Bee-eater
yinimwalyathangwa + yinimwalyi:thangwa
/yi + [a]n1 + mw1 + aly1(pw1) + thangwi/ 3:3(11) n-hfem INALP lips POSS

When the consonants are identical the vowel /a/ always occurs but there is free variation elsewhere between the high and low vowel.

those [canoes]
mwawirrakipwina ~ mwawirrakipwina

three big [canoes]
mwapwikwarimwawiya ~ mwapwikwarimwawiya

it
mwangalhatja ~ mwangalhatja

two nights
mwarrngakwiya ~ mwarrngikwiya

with a stick
akamwirra ~ akimwirra
Variation between the high and low vowel is common preceding the Allative case-marking clitic and can follow any consonant. It is not caused by dissimilation or by agreement with the morpheme-final deep structure vowel. Not every speaker uses both variants but, for some words, the variation is heard throughout the community. The most common usage is placed first in the following examples.

akwingwawa 'akwingwawa 'to water'
arrakpawawa 'arrakpiwa 'to the outside'
mwathiwa 'mwathawa 'to the ear'
angalyiwa 'angalyawa 'to home'
ahlhikirawa 'ahlhikiriwa 'to the house'

2.3.3 Deep structure vowels

The morpheme-final deep structure vowel can be identified in much of the data but there are problems because of the Word-medial and Pause-final Neutralisation Rules 1 and 2, e.g., ngarrara- (1st inclusive plural prefix); Nhika 'to foot-walk'; arti 'to shout'; ani 'he'. The basis upon which they are making these decisions has not been identified and the nature of the vowel following rounded peripheral and retroflexed consonants still remains uncertain in individual words. Some solutions are discussed in this section.

2.3.3.1 Prefix-final

A deep structure high or low vowel could be posited in the mono-syllabic word-initial Nominal Classifier mwy- because there is no evidence for one or the other in this position. In the surface structure of corresponding word-medial object morphemes, however, the morpheme-final vowel is /a/ (one of the two exceptions where the Word-medial Neutralisation Rule does not operate). The deep structure vowel is therefore considered to be a low vowel in both word
positions. The decision is further supported by the Nunggubuyu equivalent mana.

nimwarrinka [numwaɾŋŋka] 'he saw it [canoe]
/ŋŋ/ + mwa + rrŋŋka/
3:3(1) 3:5 see

mwarrrupa [mɯɾɾɪpwa] 'human back'
/mwa + rrrpwa/
3:5 back

The deep structure vowel in the word-initial Nominal Classifiers 3:2 nga- and 3:3 ni- can be established through the similarity with their word-medial counterparts. The object prefix (a)nga- and (a)ni-, retain a contrast between the high and low vowels in the surface structure and the latter morpheme has the anticipated fronted allophone in the first vowel.

nangarringka [ŋŋaɾɾŋŋka] 'he saw her'
/n(1) + anɡa + rrŋŋka/
3:3 3:2 see

ngalhtja [ŋɡalhṭja] 'she'
/ngalh[a] + atja/
3:2 CofP

ananirranga [nɛnɪɾŋŋka] 'he saw him'
/n(1) + anɪ + rrŋŋka/
3:3 3:3 see

nipwikwaya [nupwɪkwaˈya] 'this approaching [man]'
/nɪ + pwikwaya/
3:3 coming

The deep structure vowel in the word-initial Nominal Classifiers 3:2 tha- can be identified in the corresponding word-medial Ge prefix atha-. The non-fronting of the initial vowel indicated by the underlying final vowel is /a/.

thathiyara [təɾiyara] 'girl'
/th(ə) + atha + yara/
3:2 hfem young
The non-human masculine Nominal Classifier yi- does not occur word-medially as an object morpheme in the verb prefix (the distinction between the human masculine ni- and non-human masculine yi- is neutralised). If the deep structure morpheme-final vowel is considered to be a high vowel on the basis of symmetry the phonological rules generate the correct allophones.

niwpina  [nipina]  'that unseen'
/ni + p(w)i ni/
3:3(11) that unseen

yiwpina  [ypina]  'that unseen'
/yi + p(w)i ni/
3:3(11) that unseen

yingwa  [yigwa ~ yunwa]  'Torresian Crow'
/yi + ngwi/
3:3(11) (call)

2.3.3.2 Root- or suffix-final

The identity of the deep structure high or low vowel following a root-final or suffix-final rounded peripheral consonant has not been found in evidence in the surface structure. Both vowels can follow a rounded consonant within the morpheme and the phonological rules will generate the correct allophones irrespective of the nature of the vowel. With a lack of any real evidence from the surface structure, the vowel is tentatively being considered to be a high vowel. Cognates with Nunggubuyu and Gupapuyngu also support a deep structure high vowel in this position because the vast majority of words have a corresponding high vowel in the surface structure. The morphological structure of the few cognates that do have a low vowel (first three words in the second set below) indicates that the words are borrowings.
from Anindilyakwa. A few Anindilyakwa speakers who have attempted to identify the final vowel have consistently given the high vowel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anindilyakwa</th>
<th>GP or NG</th>
<th>Term</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>thirirrkwa</td>
<td>GP kurturrekku</td>
<td>'Broga'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alhamwikwa</td>
<td>NG lhamuku</td>
<td>'canne'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GP thamukku</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>akwingwa</td>
<td>NG kuku</td>
<td>'fresh water'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yimpwalhmwa</td>
<td>NG yurnpalmi</td>
<td>'Turban Shell'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wirmwa</td>
<td>NG wirami</td>
<td>'to fly'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mwalhiwa</td>
<td>NG malhiwu</td>
<td>'Razor Shell'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alhawithawarra</td>
<td>NG lhaawu</td>
<td>'story'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yilpwa</td>
<td>NG wulpuru</td>
<td>'Smartweed yam'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thingalhiwa</td>
<td>NG ngalnuwa</td>
<td>'Hawksbill Turtle'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anikathiwa</td>
<td>NG kathuwa</td>
<td>'new'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aningkwirakpwa</td>
<td>NG nungkwurtaapa</td>
<td>'old'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lamwa</td>
<td>NG rlaama GP lama</td>
<td>'blade spear'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The identity of the deep structure vowel following a retroflexed consonant do not appear to be predictable from the surface structure. Anindilyakwa speakers, however, have supplied a contrast for some roots, e.g., wurti 'hit; angwira 'firewood'. Further research is needed to cover all data and to try to discover the criterion upon which they are making the decision. Cognates with neighbouring languages also indicate that both Anindilyakwa vowels should be possible in the deep structure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anindilyakwa</th>
<th>GP or NG</th>
<th>Term</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>yimwawira</td>
<td>NG yimawury</td>
<td>'Red Emperor fish'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yirntjnta</td>
<td>NG yirnti</td>
<td>'Strychnine Tree'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GP yurntjnti</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mwakarta</td>
<td>GP makkarti</td>
<td>'sea'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>akwirtikwirta</td>
<td>NG kurtukurtu</td>
<td>'sacred'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
angwira NG ngura 'fire'
tharrwira NG atharrwara 'afternoon'

A deep structure high or low vowel can follow a retroflexed consonant within a morpheme. In some shortened roots, the word-final vowel can thus be identified as a low vowel. Compare the paired examples below.

wingwirntithathiya
/w1 + ngwirnti[rrkaj] + thathiya/
2Sg    ankle   spear

angwirnta
/a + ngwirnti/
3:4     ankle

yimwirntakakina
[yimwunṭakakina ~ yumwunṭakakina]
/y1 * + mwirntak[a] + akini/
3:3(1I)  PL    that

yimwirnta
[yimwunṭa ~ yumwunṭa]
/y1 * + mwirnta/
3:3(1I) many

Pending further investigation, the vowel /i/ has been used until deep structure vowels can be accurately identified. The choice is arbitrary except where there is evidence to the contrary.

2.3.4 Homographs

Homographs occur in a few pairs of words in the surface structure (and orthography). Phonetically, the word-medial vowel allophones [a] and [e] contrast because of the application of Vowel Fronting Rules 1 and 2. The vowel in the word-final syllable, however, is neutralised in the surface structure by the operation of the Pause-final Neutralisation Rule 2. The ambiguity arises only in written data and this is resolved by the context for minimal pairs or by other morphemes in multi-morphemic words.
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The lack of contrast in the spelling of surface structure forms of words is shown in the following pairs of examples. The list is comprehensive but not exhaustive. (Note: For an explanation of the metathesis in the last example see Section 2.9.3.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Saying</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>athirra</td>
<td>[emir]a</td>
<td>'hole'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/a + athirri/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>athirra</td>
<td>[atir]a</td>
<td>'some'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/a + athirra/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>karra</td>
<td>[kepra]</td>
<td>'oh, you’re hurt!'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/karri/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>karra</td>
<td>[ka[r)a]</td>
<td>'do you agree?'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/karra/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mwarra</td>
<td>[mepra]</td>
<td>'blood'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/mw[i] + a{ya}rri/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mwarra</td>
<td>[mwa[r]a]</td>
<td>'Soap Tree (wattle)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/mw[i] + arra/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>akwa</td>
<td>[e[kuwa]</td>
<td>'disc for balancing loads on the head'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/a + ak + wa/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>akwa</td>
<td>[akwa]</td>
<td>'and'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/akw/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arra</td>
<td>[epra]</td>
<td>'vomit'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/a + arri/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arra</td>
<td>[a[r]a]</td>
<td>'forehead'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/a + rra/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nirrakpwatja</td>
<td>[ni[ekpwatja]</td>
<td>'he hit the snake'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ni + rrak[i] + pwatja/</td>
<td></td>
<td>3:3(i) elongated hit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nirrakpwatja</td>
<td>[na[ekpwatja]</td>
<td>'he hit his forehead'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ni + rrak[a] + pwatja/</td>
<td></td>
<td>3:3(i) forehead hit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wangkirratja</td>
<td>[wangkiri]tja</td>
<td>'listen!'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/w[i] + angkir(i) + atja/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wangkirratja</td>
<td>[wankiri]tja</td>
<td>'run!'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/w[i] + angkarra == angkir(a) + atja/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Stokes (1981: 151-7, 174-5) bases her analysis of two low vowels on the above contrasts in the surface structure. This, however, necessitates the positing of freely varying phonemes throughout a sizable proportion of the data. In testing the orthography in which both /a/ and /e/ are written, the fluent writers had at least 40% error in spelling the two vowels as against 10% random error for the consonants (Leeding 1984a.) Later testing showed that the literates have no problems in reading or writing only the vowel /a/ and no greater problems in handling the homographs than we do in English (i.e., sometimes they were re-read).

2.4 DISTRIBUTION

2.4.1 Syllable structure

The syllable types can be incorporated into one formula, (C)I(V)(C)(C), in which the vowel nucleus is obligatory and the onset and coda are optional.

V a.rra 'forehead'
VC arr.ngka 'hip'
VCC arrk.pwilha 'Tussock Grass'
CV na.ra 'no'
CVC mwang.mwa 'brains'
CVCC th1.mwa.ngkarrk.pwa 'Wild Plum'

The syllables, V, VC, VCC, are found only word-initially and the vowel is always /a/. The most frequent syllable, CV, is the only one which occurs word finally. The syllables, CVC and CVCC, occur word initially and medially. Syllable boundaries have been established quite arbitrarily in order to provide the simplest way of analysing the patterns.

The distribution of consonants within the syllable is as
follows: (a) all consonants occur in the syllable-onset; (b) only unrounded consonants occur as the single syllable-coda within morphemes; and (c) in TA, only /rh/ and /rn/ occur as the complex syllable-coda but, in MA, /lh/ is added. Words and morphemes begin with any consonant or the vowel /a/.

Table 4 lists the permitted consonant clusters within and across morpheme boundaries but is divided into two sections to highlight the differences between Traditional and Modern Anindilyakwa. In TA, the initial consonant of a di-cluster is a continuant, /lh/, /rr/, /r/ and /ng/, or an obstruent /h/ and /kw/. The di-clusters with the lateral /lh/ are not common. The only heterorganic clusters with peripheral segments have the maximum distance between the points of articulation, i.e., dorsal and labial. In MA, the traditional system has been extended to other laterals and nasals in loanwords.

1hpw  aihn + pwilhirra  'slippery [grass]'
1hkw  mwiyalhkwa  'starfish'
1hk  apwalhkaya  'upwards'
1hth  napwalh + thatha  'he carried it on a belt'
1htj  aihn + tjirrirra  'tall [grass]'
rpw  apwiyarpiwa  'four'
rmw  amwarmwarra  'a sore'
rmpw  awarnmpwiwarmpwa  'Venus Shell'
rngkw  mwirngkwirra  'Round Yam'
rngk  amwarngka  'a laugh'
rth  mwawirtharra  'Woollybutt Tree'
rtj  artja  'Green Tree-frog'
rrpw  yingarr + pwantja  'Limpet Shell'
rrp  yilharrpa  'Liviston Palm'
rrmw  nilharrmana  'he chased it'
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SYL CODA</th>
<th>2ND SYL</th>
<th>ONSET</th>
<th>PERIPHERAL</th>
<th>NON-PERIPHERAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>pw p mw m mpw mp kw k ngw ng ngkw ngk w</td>
<td>th t j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRADITIONAL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lh</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x</td>
<td>x x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x</td>
<td>x x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rr</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x</td>
<td>x x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rrrk</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rrrng</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x x x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ng</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x x x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x x x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kw</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MODERN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l</td>
<td>x x x x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x x x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lk</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nn</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x x x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
rrm  ayarrmiyarra  'thin'
rrmpw  akwilharrm + pwitjina  'adjacent things'
rrkw  yarrkw + mwarinta  'Venus Shell'
rrk  ayarrka  'hand'
rrngw  alyarr + ngwalyiya  'night'
rrng  thimwarrnga  'cricket'
rrngkw  alharrngkwilharrngkwalha  'dangerous things'
rrngk  arrngka  'hip'
rrth  naiharrtjangga  'they crowded together'
rrtj  ylimwirr + tjingwa  'drab'
rrkpw  mwangkarrk + pwa  'Pandanus Palm'
rrngpw  nilhamwarrng + pwitjina  'he slept well'
rrngmw  mwarrng + mwirtha  'Bush Currant'
ngpw  ang + pwilyiwa  'sickness'
ngp  alhangangpa  'which two?'
ngmw  ying + mwing + mwarinta  'Snake-necked Tortoise'
ngm  alyangma  'top'
kpw  akpwa  'buttocks'
kp  alhangakpa  'those two'

The consonant di-cluster /kwpw/ contrasts with /kpw/ at morpheme boundaries when an intervening vowel has been deleted (see Section 2.5.1). The vowel allophones that precede the dorsal consonants indicate that this contrast is maintained.

nirikwowitjanga  [nwrukpwitjanga]  'he jumped'
/n/ + rikw(i) + pwitjanga/
3:3(i) body  jump

alhakwikwaya  [alakpwuwikwaya]  'those two coming'
/a + lak(i) + pwikwaya/
3:4 DU  coming
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arrakwalhwalha [ar'akpwa]waja] 'wide forehead'
/a + rraha + pwalha + walha/
3:4 forehead REDUP wide

arrakwalhwalha [e'rekpwa]waja] 'thick wire'
/a + rra + pwal + walha/
3:4 elongated REDUP wide

The distribution patterns shown above pertain to traditional Anindilyakwa. Other consonant clusters can be identified as originating in neighbouring or foreign languages because the source languages have systems in which such clusters are common. The clusters conform to the TA system in which a lateral or a nasal continuum is the first consonant. The original pronunciation sometimes varies with the assimilated form. (Note: The Nunggubuyu syllable Cu is the same as the Anindilyakwa syllable Cw.)

lpw mwpwalpwa NG mapalku 'string'
angalowiya NG arngalpiya 'Black Catfish'
lp yilwilpanta NG yingkurlpan'a 'Ba - undi'
lmw awimwarrwa ~ awilmwarra NG wulmuwarra 'boomerang'
yimpwalma NG yurnpalma 'Turban Shell'
lkw alka NG warlku 'crab sp.'
yilkwa NG yirlku 'Toadfish'
mwlkwa NG murlku 'stomach'
lnw mwwalngara NG walngara 'Cooktown Salmon'
lts thiwaltja NG arltja 'Water Python'
lpw yol(k)wilnpwa NG wulpulk 'dry place'
npw mwampwakwa ~ mwampwakwa NG manpa 'string decoration'
yiwinpwrna NG yiunpwrna 'Silver Bream'
rkw pwankwitja NG Kirnknirn 'Whale Shark'
rnw kwirnkwrna ~ kwirnkwrna NG Kirnknirn 'Turrim'
rnk mwarnkimwrnka GP marnkimarnki 'sorcery tool'
It is also interesting to note that some Nunggubuyu di-clusters consisting of a retroflex and stop correlate with a retroflex plus prenasalised stop in Anindilyakwa. As the Nunggubuyu clusters are not homorganic, the following words are also considered to be loanwords.

rntj yirntjirra NG wirntjitu 'Bludger Trevally'
mwarntja NG marn 'brood cells'

2.4.2 Lexical word structure

A lexical or content word is a unit of vocabulary which carries semantic meaning and is listed in a dictionary. The number of syllables in the lexical word in Anindilyakwa varies from one to thirteen, with at least two more syllables added by inflectional suffixes. The morphemic structure is illustrated by the derivations.

kwa 'come here!'

nga.rri.mwi.rnt1.mwi.rnta.ki.lha.lhi.ka.ni.mwi.rra
/ngarra + mwiรnta[ka] + mwiรnta + lha + lhi[a] + ani + mwirra/
1IncPl REDUP SPL REDUP go TNS PIP
'We all were keeping on going.'

yi.rri.pwi.kwi.mwi.ngkw1.mwi.ngkwa.tha.yi.ni.mwi.pwa.pwa
/yirra + pwiรkw1 + mwiรkwa + mwiรkwa[a] + aya + ni + mwi + pwaрwi/
1ExсPl TRI REDUP dig TNSg TNS PIP CSL
'because we three (excluding addressee) were keeping on digging...'
The frequency of words with varying lengths differs as to whether the dictionary or texts are used for the frequency count. The number of words in the dictionary corpus is approximately 3,000 and in the texts approximately 2,000. The percentages are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Dictionary</th>
<th>Texts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 to 2 syllables</td>
<td>4.0%</td>
<td>14.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 to 7 syllables</td>
<td>91.1%</td>
<td>78.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 to 14 syllables</td>
<td>4.9%</td>
<td>14.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above percentages are skewed between the dictionary and texts because (a) 10% of the 14.2% of di-syllabic words in the texts are repetitions of two conjunctions; (b) the addition of verb suffixes and clitics in the texts often adds one or more syllables which then place the word in a higher category than for the dictionary. The only mono-syllabic words are interjections. The traditional di-syllabic Anindilyakwa words amount to only 2.4% of the 4% shown for the dictionary whereas all except a few names in the texts were traditional words.

2.5 COALESCENCE AND REDUCTION

The most striking impact when hearing Anindilyakwa for the first time is the frequency of long words and the consistency of a rhythmic stress pattern based on di-syllabic and tri-syllabic feet. Segments and syllables, however, are deleted or reduced to make the words as short as possible while retaining the essential shape of each morpheme.

Deletion and Coalescence Rules occur across morpheme boundaries and are, therefore, applied after allophonic rules operating within the morpheme. The Word-medial Neutralisation Rule is irrelevant
because the vowel elides. Reduction rules mostly occur within the morpheme after the application of allophonic rules. Only the deep structure forms are shown in the first three subsections for brevity and clarity (the word-medial Neutralisation Rule will need to be applied to generate some surface forms).

2.5.1 Vowel deletion

The Vowel Deletion Rules follow Vowel Fronting Rule 1 and Word-medial (morpheme-final) Neutralisation Rule 1. This ordering of rules is necessary in order to create a fronted allophone of the initial deep structure vowel /a/, as shown in the derivation below.

VOWEL DELETION RULE 1

\[ [ \emptyset ] \rightarrow V \rightarrow [ V ] \]

i.e. a morpheme-final vowel is deleted when followed by a morpheme with an initial vowel.

angkalya [egkalya]  'wet'

DEEP STRUCTURE a + ngk1 + alya

VFR.1 a + ngk1 + alya

VFR.2 e + ngk1 + alya

VDR.1 e ngk1 alya

arimwa [ərimwi]  'big'

/ə[a] + arimwi/

3:4 big

thathimwayarrka 'female gift-giver'

/th[a] + atha + mw1 + ayarrka/

3:2(1) hfem INALP hand

nawinyampathina 'he got angry'

/n1 + awinyampi + tha + ni/

3:3(1) liver:hard INCH INS
Vowel Deletion Rule 1 also operates at lexical word boundaries within the phonological word.

"kampwa angalyimwantja" ['kampwaangalyumwantja']

"kilhikatja arakpwa arriparrripawa" ['kilhikatja arakpiperiarrripawa']

Vowel Deletion Rule 2 generates heterorganic stop clusters consisting of peripheral consonants with the maximum distance between the points of articulation.

**VOWEL DELETION RULE 2**

\[
\begin{array}{c}
V \\
\{ +\text{high} \} \rightarrow \emptyset \\
/ \quad [ +\text{obstr} ] \\
\quad [ +\text{oral} ] \\
\quad [ +\text{dorsal} ] \\
\quad [ +\text{labial} ] \\
\end{array}
\]

i.e., a morpheme-final high vowel is deleted between a dorsal stop and a labial stop.

The second word in each of the following pairs of words illustrates the deletion of a vowel at the boundary between two morphemes. The vowel is only deleted if the resultant sequence of consonants is permissible within the morpheme.

- **akilyarrpa** /a + k1 + lyarrpi/ 3:4 ASR light
  'nu, heavy'

- **akpwitha** /a + k{i} + wthi/ 3:4 ASR strong
  'strong'

- **nirikwitharrpwa** /ni + rikwi + tharrpwi/ 3:3(i) body short
  'short-bodied'

- **nirikwpwitjanga** /ni + rikw{i} + pwitjanga/ 3:3(i) body jump
  'he jumped'

- **alhakana** /a + 1hak[a] + ani/ 3:4 DU here
  'these two'
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2.5.2 Syllable deletion

A reduction in the number of syllables in a word is quite common in Anindilyakwa despite the frequency of long words. This is analysed as four different types of reduction or coalescence. Hapology and Morpheme-final CV deletion delete a whole syllable; Cerebralisation and VCV reduction delete and coalesce a consonant and vowel across syllable boundaries. Syllable deletion is regressive and elides in both stressed and unstressed syllables.

2.5.2.1 Hapology

Hapology is a common feature of the language which has many identical syllables within morphemes and in long (multi-morphemic) words because of reduplication. There is no change in meaning with the reduction in the number of syllables. Where the Hapology Rule is optional the full form is usually given in elicited data but both forms are frequent in daily speech and appear to be accepted by the Aborigines for literature. Hapology occurs within the morpheme and across morpheme boundaries.

Hapology Rule: where the initial consonants of two syllables have identical or similar manner of articulation, the first syllable may elide. The intervening vowel is almost always a high vowel, viz., either the deep structure vowel or the vowel derived by the Word-medial Neutralisation Rule.

(1) variant forms

When the Hapology Rule operates within a lexical root, it is usually optional--thus the full form of the word varies with
its shortened form. All detached syllables below are stressed.

ayarrngawaiilyilya 'night'
angwitjilirra 'deep'
alhingatjirrirra 'long'
mwamwirriinyinya 'per Berry'
thaalka 'his [woman]' 
waarnairna 'these [people]' 
mwalmaima 'this [canoe]' 
aniingwiringarrkima 'spikeless [ray]' 

The above examples show the application of the Haplogy Rule where the consonants are identical. Elision is much rarer when the consonants only share the manner of articulation.

aninthilyakwa [a[n]inthilyakwa] (language name)
yiningwimwapwilhpwa [yinuŋʷulmwa[lpwa] 'bat 1gen.'

The same type of reduction can occur between lexical words within the phonological word. Two syllables have been found to elide, as in the last example.

yakwitjina nakina 
[yakwitjina\kina] 'there he ...'

nanikilhawirrakwatjiyatha thakina 
[ nemki\lawu\ka\tjiyakina] 'He could bring her back.'

aniwa niwilyapwa 
[enwily\apwa] 'he, the one [man]'

(ii) fused forms

When the Haplogy Rule operates across morpheme boundaries it is usually obligatory. Many of the reduced forms are fused
compound stems but the morphemes are identifiable within the substitution sets.

warningwangwima
/warning + [ngw1] + ngwangw1 + m1/ 1:1 ALP father PRIV

wikilharrkatja
/wi + (ka)k + harrk + tja/ 1:1 tongue-shaped send TSR

wingkatjikina
/wi + r[j]k[i] + katjikini/ 3:1 ASR hold

angkwapwikwapwi
/a + ng[k]w1 + kwapw1 + kwapw1/ 3:4 NSR REDUP sacred

ngamwantja
/nga[mw1] + mwanta/ where? LOC

yinimwingkwirra
/yi + [a]ni + [mw1] + mwingkwirra/ 1:3(M) n-hfem INALP cheek

In the following examples, the full form occurs in the monomorphemic adverb but only reduced forms in multi-morphemic words.

warrantja
quickly

allhikwantja
dance
/a + lh1k[a] + wa[rna]nt:a/ 3:4 foot quickly

arrikwantjirra
good at hunting
/a + rik[w1] + wa[rna]ntja + rra/ 3:4 body quickly SF

There is a further situation in which a CVC sequence with two similar consonants appears to coalesce. The first syllable is always very short and unstressed. The last consonant in the first syllable is always a peripheral with a potential for rounding and the initial consonant of the second syllable is always the semi-vowel /w/. The intervening vowel elides and the phonetic rounding of the coalesced
consonant is sequential. The reduced form is not considered to be phonemic because (a) the full form always occurs in precise speech, (b) the Aboriginal speakers insist that, however much reduced, the vowel is always pronounced, and (c) the stress pattern does not alter. The following examples illustrate the reduction of a syllable within lexical and phonological words.

amwawara [am\'wawara ~ amwara] /a\ + m(w1) + war1/ 3:4 INALP ??? 'pronged spear'
thakwawarrwara [\'tak\'wawawara ~ \'takwawawa\] /th(a) + a(n1) + ri(w1) + warriwarra/ 3:2(ii) n-hfem NSR REDUP: turn 'electric fan'
ningwarrjitjina [n ingwawittjina ~ n ingwawittjina] /ning(i)+ warr + tja + n1/ 1ExcSg turn TSR TNS 'I started it [engine].'
nirikwawarrikwina [n irikwawawukwuna ~ n irikwawawukwuna] /ni + rik(w1) + warra + kwa + n1/ 3:3(i) body turn CAUS TNS 'He turned it around.'
ngarritjarrikwawira [\'ga\'ritja\'rkwawira\] 'We finished it.'

Such coalescence is accepted where fusion has occurred between two roots, thus forming a compound stem.

angkipwarrngwarngwa 'heavy' /a\ + ngki + pwarrng[w1] + warrngwa/ 3:4 ASR REDUP root
amwartilhangwiwiya [-lanuwiiya ~ -lanwiya] 'over the grass' /amwarti + lhang[w1] + wiyi/ grass ABL TPRG

2.5.2.2 Morpheme-final CV deletion
The application of the Vowel Deletion Rule 2 in some positions would generate unacceptable consonant clusters. At such boundaries,
the syllable elides. The application of the Morpheme-final CV Deletion Rule is most easily observed in reduplicated roots or substitution sets.

**MORPHEME-FINAL CV DELETION RULE**

\[
\begin{array}{c}
C \\
[+\text{peri}] \\
[+\text{oral}] \\
[\text{dorsal}] \\

V \\
[+\text{high}] \\
\end{array}
\quad \Rightarrow \quad \emptyset 
\quad + 
\begin{array}{c}
C \\
[+\text{obstr}] \\
[+\text{peri}] \\
[\text{labial}] \\

\end{array}
\begin{array}{c}
[+\text{lamin}] \\
-\text{nasal} \\
[+\text{obstr}] \\
[\text{oral}] \\
\end{array}
\]

i.e., when a CV sequence consisting of a velar stop and high vowel occurs preceding a root-initial rounded labial stop or nasal or a lamino-palatal or lamino-dental stop, the CV sequence is deleted. (The velar nasal in a homorganic nasal-stop sequence is retained in order to identify the morpheme. A prenasalised consonant does not occur in root-initial position.)

Such syllable deletion is obligatory in some instances and optional in others. The obligatorily reduced forms seem to belong mostly to the nominal word class whereas the optional presence or absence of the syllable is largely found in the verbs. The deleted syllable is identical with the Nominaliser kwi- and may be optional because its occurrence on a first order noun root is redundant. For convenience, the following examples are divided into two groups:

(i) variant forms

The full and reduced forms of a word usually occur when the first of the two roots is part of a large substitution set.

amwintjirr(ki)mwilhimwilha  'spotted skin'
/a  + mwintjirr(ka) + mwilhimwilha/
3:4  skin   rough
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wilhapwak(ka) tjuray
/wi + 1hapwak(ka) + tjuray/
3:1 leg push

mwalh(ka) thaka
/mw(a) + alha + thaka/
3:5 wing cook

mwalh(pwi) thirriwarna
/mw(a) + alh(ka) + thirriwarna/
3:5 wing bury

If the deletion of the syllable results in an uncommon CC sequence the first consonant in the di-cluster can be deleted. For example:

wimwingkwi(rr) thirriwarna
/wi + mwingkwi(rr) {kw1} + thirriwarna/
3:1 cheek bury

wimwilyi(rr) tharrriya
/wi + mwilyirr(ka) + tharra + yl/
3:1 breast spear TNS

(11) fused forms

Only the reduced form occurs when the second root of a verb or nominal is obligatorily bound by the adjectiviser or nominaliser, or where the meaning is idiomatic. Compare the following sets of words in which the first word shows the non-deleted form of the first root.

wingkilharrirrja
/wi + ngki + lharrrja/
3:1 ASR drop

wingpwatjina
/wi + ng{ki} + pwatjina/
3:1 ASR smell

wingmwingwina
/wi + ng{ki} + mwingwina/
3:1 ASR throw from

warningmwa
/warn1 + ng{ki} + mwi/
3:1 ASR knowledgable
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nilyangkiyamwina

/ni + lyangk + yamwina/
3:3(1) head speak

'he decided'

nilyangmwanthikwina

/ni + lyang[ka] + mwanthikwina/
3:3(1) head be honest

'he was honest'

yilyangmwinra

/yi + lyang[ka] + mwinra/
3:3(1) head PROP

'Ark Shell'

amwintjirrkiwirrimwalya

/a + mwintjirrka + wirrimwalya/
3:4 skin smooth

'smooth [bark]'

amwintjirrngakpwinra

/a + mwintjirr[ka] + ngakpwinra/
3:4 skin tidy

'smooth [bark]'

thirikw:tharrpw1a

/tha + ri[kw1] + tharrpw1/
3:2(1) body short

'short [dress]'

thiritjamiyama

/tha + ri[kw1] + tjamiyami/
3:2(1) body elongated

'thin [woman]'

wilyingarrkirithana

/wi + wilyingarrka + rithana/
3:1 liver cut

'cut the liver up!'

wilyingarrtjalhana

/wi + wilyingarr[ka] + tjahlan/
3:1 liver carry

'carry the liver!'

In most instances, the form of each word is consistent but there are words in which the speakers apply either Vowel Deletion Rule 2 or the Morpheme-final CV Syllable Deletion Rule. Such variation is not possible if it would produce a non-acceptable CC sequence, e.g., kwmmw. Examples of the resultant variation within the same word are as follows:

nimwirnta(k)pwilhirra

/ni + mwirntak[ ] + pwilhirra/
3:3(1) PL blunt

'careless [man]'
mwalyikarr(k)pwilyirra
/mwa + lyikarr[ka] + pwilyirra/
3:5 heart smooth

ngari(kw)pwatjiya
/nga + rikw[1] + pwatjiya/
3:2(1) back hit

alharrngkw1lharrng)mwirntirra
/a + lharrngkw1 + lharrng[kw1] + mwirntirra/
3:4 REDUP things care for

2.5.2.3 Cerebralisation

Cerebralisation occurs between a rhotic /r/ or /rr/ and alveolar or velar nasal. Some of the resultant forms are fixed, but others freely vary.

When the prefix rra- (non-singular) precedes the morpheme ng/ (masculine) in the pronouns, the flap /rr/ and the alveolar /r/ coalesce to form a retroflexed nasal /n/ with the loss of the intervening vowel. The coalescence takes place after the application of the Word-medial Neutralisation Rule. Compare the following pairs of words in which the first shows the deep structure unit.

ningkwirringa /ningkw1 + rra + nga/
2SG Nsg Fem 'you two [women]' 

ningkwirna /ningkw1 + rra => r[ri] + n1/
2SG Nsg Masc 'you two [men]' 
apwirringa /apwi + rra + nga/
'they two [women]' 
apwirna /apwi + rra => r[ri] + n1/
'they two [men]' 

The same type of coalescence also occurs when the morpheme rra-
(non-singular) precedes the Gender morpheme an- for 'not human - feminine'. Rare occurrences of the full form are used by the older generation in variation with the coalesced form. Compare the following:
naningkwarpwa
3:3 n-hfem NSR wound

yarningkwarpwa ~ yirrangingkwarpwa
/yirr[a] + ani + ngkw[1] + arpw1/
1ExCPl n-hfem NSR wound

ngarniyarrinnga ~ ngarrnayarringka
/ngarr[a] + ani + yarringka/
1IncPl n-hfem ???

warnikwapwirra
/wirr[a] + ani + kw1 == kwa + dwirra/
3:1Pl n-hfem NSR split
'they, the people of the opposite moiety'

The coalescence is confirmed in the following examples where
the first nasal is retroflexed and the second is alveolar. (See
Section 2.8 for Reduplication Rules.)

ngarniniyiyangkwa
/ngarn1 + [a]ni + yiyangkwa/

ngarningkwiningkwarpwa
/ngarningkw1 + nizingkwarp1/

The di-clusters /rrng/ and /rng/ can be reduced to a
retroflexed /rn/ or an alveolar /n/. It would seem that, because of
the free variation between /rn/ and /n/, the cerebralisation process
has been followed by loss of retroflexion (see Section 2.11).

awarrngkanyarra ~ awarnkanyarra ~ awankanyarra
'rather angry'

yiwarnngkwitja ~ yiwarnkwitja
'joey'

arrngka ~ anka
'hip'

nilhamwarngwitjina ~ nilhamwanwitjina
'he slept well'

alharrngwilharrngkwalha ~ alhankwilhankwalha
'sharl things'

wilhangangkwithaka ~ wilhangarnkwithaka
'cook the head'

In the following examples, the sequence /rng/ is reduced to a
retroflexed nasal /rn/ but, following the application of the Morpheme-final CV Syllable Deletion Rule, a vowel is inserted between the two contiguous nasals. Compare the last two examples with the first example which is representative of the usual morpheme shape.

```
arngkawira        /arnɡk[ɑ] + awiri/  'forever'
        times  single

arningkwiyawa /arnɡk + ngkw1 + waya/  'tomorrow'

        =*** arnɡk + ngkw1 waya
        =*** arnɡk + ngkw1 waya
        times  NSR ?follow

arningkwiyaw /arningkwiyawa + wiya/  'in a few days'

        =*** arningkwi(waya) + wiya
        tomorrow  IPRG
```

When a morpheme-final CV sequence consisting of a retroflexed high vowel is followed by an alveolar nasal, the vowel fully elides and the consonants coalesce to form a retroflexed nasal. Only one example has been observed to date.

```
nalyipwarina [nalyupwaɾina ~ nalyupwaŋa]  'he ate it'
/n(1) + Ø + alyipwar(1) + n1/  
3:3(1) 3:4  eat  TNS
```

2.5.2.4 VCV reduction

When a VCV sequence is composed of two identical high vowels with an intervening semi-vowel, the sequence optionally reduces to a single vowel. This vowel is lengthened in a stressed syllable.

```
tjiwirra    [tjuwuɾa ~ tju:ɾa]  'book'
yiwi     [yu:]  'yes'

wirriliyiwa  [wuɾi:yiwa ~ wuɾi:wa]  'Common Sandpiper'
mwangiyiwa [mwaŋjiyuwa ~ mwaŋjiwaŋa]  'shark (gen.)'
kartiyi [kaɾi:]  'watch out!'
```
When a VCV sequence consists of a low vowel followed by a semi-vowel and high vowel, the sequence coalesces to a lengthened glide. Stress which normally falls on the penultimate syllable falls on the word-final glide.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{w}1\text{wayitjina} &\quad [\text{uwa}\text{1}^2\text{yitjina} \sim \text{uwa}\text{2}^2\text{tjina}] \quad \text{‘open it!’} \\
\text{mwarriwayitja} &\quad [\text{mwa}\text{1}^2\text{ruwa}\text{1}^2\text{yitja} \sim \text{mwa}\text{2}^2\text{ruwa}\text{2}^2\text{tja}] \quad \text{‘grass sp.’} \\
\text{mwayikwara} &\quad [\text{mwa}\text{2}^2\text{yukwara} \sim \text{mwa}\text{1}^2\text{kwara}] \quad \text{‘Mauve Convolvulous’} \\
\text{yahay} &\quad [\text{yaka}\text{2}^2:\text{1} \sim \text{yaka}\text{2}^2:] \quad \text{‘ouch!’} \\
\text{tjaya} \sim \text{tjay} &\quad [\text{tja}\text{2}^2\text{ya} \sim \text{tja}\text{2}^2:] \quad \text{‘scram!’} \\
\text{awiringkwarrkwa} &\quad [\text{awurugkwarrkwa} \sim \text{awu}\text{2}^2:\text{uugkwarrkwa}] \quad \text{‘Slender Barracuda’} \\
\text{awirintja} &\quad [\text{awuririntja} \sim \text{awu}\text{2}^2:\text{riintja}] \quad \text{‘orange’} \\
\text{kawikwinata} &\quad [\text{ka}\text{2}^2:\text{kwunata}] \quad \text{‘coconut’} \\
\text{yawa} \sim \text{yaw} &\quad [\text{ya}\text{2}^2\text{wa} \sim \text{ya}\text{2}^2:] \quad \text{‘yes’}
\end{align*}
\]

2.5.3 Consonant de-rounding

The rounding of a peripheral consonant can be deleted within the morpheme and at morpheme boundaries. De-rounding of the consonant usually follows Vowel Fronting Rule 2 (Section 2.3.2.1). The syllable that fronts a vowel can also deround the preceding peripheral consonant which, of course, is part of the same syllable.

**CONSONANT DE-ROUNDING RULE**

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{C} &\quad [+\text{round}] \quad \rightarrow \quad [-\text{round}] \\
\text{V} &\quad [-\text{round}] \quad \rightarrow \quad [+\text{laminal}]
\end{align*}
\]

i.e., when a rounded consonant precedes a syllable consisting of a non-rounded, non-retroflexed consonant and front vowel [i] or [ ] the rounding is optionally deleted. This syllable is always preceded by a vowel (usually [+laminal]). (Note: The underlying vowel that conditions the de-rounding can be deleted in the surface structure.)
The Consonant De-rounding Rule operates most frequently at the morpheme boundaries but it is not obligatory. Vowel Fronting Rule 2 only rarely front the vowel preceding the de-rounded consonant but it is more likely to affect the vowel preceding labial consonants.

mwíngka  [miwíŋka] 'another'
/mwíŋka + ngk1/

mwínyangmw a  [m(mwíŋ)nyangma] 'siphonophore'
/m(mwíŋ)nyangmw a/

niyamwina  [niyamwa + niyemina] 'he said'
/n: + yam(w1) + r1/

apwiyarra  [apwiyierra] 'visible'
/a + p(w1) + lyarr1/

wirripikwanningapwa  [wuřupikwainingapwa] 'three good people'
/wirripikw(w1)[1] + am1 + ngapw1/

warnikwikpitchika  [wapukwikpitchika] 'Honeyeater'
/warni + k(w1) + k1 + p(w1)/

thathingwilhakwa  [tawiwilhakwa] 'local [woman]'
/th(a) + atha + ng(w1) + yalhak1/

angwamwina  [angemina + enemina] 'breast milk'
/a + ng[w1] + am[w1]/

warnigwamwiyarra  [wapi(w1)mwierra] 'oldtime residents'
/warni + ng(w1) + am(w1)yarr1/

Within the morpheme, the de-rounding of the consonant is obligatory but the Consonant De-rounding Rule applies only to the rounded labial consonants, as shown in the following examples. The Vowel Fronting Rule 2 usually operates on the vowel preceding the de-rounded consonant.

amwinta  [aminta] 'nose'
/{a} + am[w]int1/

amwapa  [emepa] 'song'
/a + m[w]apa/

apwinga  [epina] 'anthill'
/{a} + p[w]ing1/

ngampwirrkirringka  [gampikirringka] 'look at Stingray!'
/ng(a) + amp[w]irrk1 + rringka/
akwiwirrmika  [ak'wiwirrmika] 'a whistle'
/a + kw1 + wir(k1) + m(w)1k1/

The de-rounding of peripheral consonants is irregular when a root or stem with an initial low vowel follows a morpheme-final syllable /kw1/. The rounded velar in this position is well-established on the basis of a large corpus of data in which the root or stem begins with a consonant. When the morpheme-initial /a/ is followed by a lamino-palatal consonant (including /rr/) the rounding is deleted in almost 90% of the data but this high percentage of de-rounding is not maintained preceding other consonants. The approximate percentages are as follows: 65% of data when preceding lamino-dentals; 45% of data when preceding retroflexed or peripheral consonants. Most individual words show free variation between /k/ and /kw/ in the last two categories. No explanation is available for the irregularity but it indicates that the laminal consonants are a significant factor in consonant de-rounding.

akwarrnga  [akaŋja] 'teeth'
/a + k(w1) + arrnga/

mwamwikalyangwitja  [m'am'ukalyangp(w)itja; 'Fire Bean'
/mwa + mwi + k(w1) + alyangwitja/

thakathithamwa  [t'akaŋt'am'a] 'needle'
/th(a) + a(tha) + k(w1) + athithamwa/

mwakwathomwirra  [m'ak(w)atam'uvra] 'necklace'
/mwa + k(w1)[i] + athamwirra/

akwartjitjarra  [ak(w)arjtjtjarra] 'raked area'
/a + k(w)[i] + artjitjarra/

yinikwapwirra  [yinikapwufa] 'Scrub Fowl'
/yini + k(w1) + apwirra/

yinikwampwarrngarna  [yinuk(w)amp'arŋaŋa] 'fish sp.'
/yini + k(w)[i] + ampwarrngarna/

thakwingaringara  [takwuningara] 'Bush Stone-curlew'
/th(a) + a(tha) + kwi + ngaringara/
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The irregularity in the de-rounding of the velar consonant can also be illustrated in the paradigm for second person pronouns.

ningkwilhangwa  [nuŋkuŋnwə]  'yours'
/ningkw1 + lhangw1/

ningkwatja  [nuŋkwatja]  'to you'
/ningkw1 + atja/

ningkwananana  [nuŋkenena]  'this you'
/ningk(w1) + anani/

ningkwakina  [nuŋkakina]  'that you'
/ningk(w1) + ak1n1/

ningkwangampwa  [nuŋkəŋampwa]  'which you?'
/ningk(w1) + angampw1/

2.6 Phonological rules

Many of the vowel allophony rules are optional and cause an enormous amount of free variation in the data. As this is not always obvious in the preceding section it is set out below. Some phonological rules are strictly ordered but others with unique environments would still operate from several positions. Rule ordering is discussed now in order to prepare the reader for rules discussed in Sections 2.6 to 2.12. Given the morphological complexity of Anindilyakwa words it has been extremely difficult to find data which does not preempt a rule that is given later.

2.6.1 Interaction of allophonic rules

Variation between the vowel allophones is exceedingly common in Anindilyakwa and the words which do not vary stand out as
"exceptions". Stokes (1981:153) regards the variation in the high vowel as a "continuum" but, with the above analysis for allophony, the presence of individual allophones can be accounted for.

2.6.1.1 Single allophones

Variation between vowel allophones does not occur in three situations, viz., (i) where no allophonic rule operates; (ii) when only one rule can be applied; and (iii) when the vowel is positioned between two compatible environments. Such examples are comparatively few in number. (Note: Deletions in the curly brackets are discussed in the following section.)

(i) absence of any rule

The surface structure vowels are identical with the deep structure vowels /a/ and /i/ when the phonological rules cannot be applied.

thangapwa \[\text{t\text{"a}n\text{\'a}}\] ‘that [woman]'
/th(a) + angapwi/

angalya \[\text{\'a}n\text{\'a}l\text{\'a}\] ‘home country'
/a + ngalya/

arrirra \[\text{\'a}r\text{\'i}r\text{\'a}\] ‘wind'
/a + arrirra/

(iii) single rule

When the high vowel is followed by a rounded peripheral consonant the only allophonic rule that operates is Vowel Rounding Rule 1 (except when the preceding syllable is the Nominal Classifier /yi/). Conditioning is regressive and the preceding consonants do not condition the vowels.

athalyimwa \[\text{\'a}t\text{\'e}l\text{\'i}y\text{\'u}m\text{\'a}\] ‘river’
/a + thalya + mwi/
ari kwa  [aɾukwa]  'raw'
/a + rikw1/

thiti jinjinka w[a]  [tʃitianjɪŋkwa]  'Short-beaked Echidna'
/cha + tʃi(kw1) + ningkwa/

yi llarrpi w[a]  [yilɛɬpuwɑ]  'to the palm'
/yi + llarrp1 + wa/

Vowel Rounding Rule 1 or Rule 2 could be said to operate when both contiguous consonant environments are rounded. But, alternatively, only the following environment could be regarded as necessary to condition the vowel, as in the above examples. Vowel Rounding Rule 3 which operates between two rounded consonants has only one allophone when the preceding consonant is a rounded dorsal consonant.

amwikwa  [amˈuːkwa]  'live coals'
/a + mw1kw1/

akwingwimwa  [akˈwɨnˈumwa]  'with fresh water'
/a + kw1ngw1 + mw1/

yangwingwa  yāngwangwa  [yanŋˈuŋwa  yanŋˈoŋwa]  'Pike Eel'
/yɨŋ + angwiŋw1 + angwangw1/

When the following consonant is a lamino-palatal consonant Vowel Rounding Rule 2 cannot operate because it requires a non-front high vowel for its operation. This means that only the fronted allophone of the high vowel generated by Vowel Fronting Rules 2 and 3 can occur in this position.

awitja  [awitja]  'fog'
/a + witji/

amwakwil y[a]  [amˈakwilɪya]  'its skin'
/a + mw1(ɨ) + akwil1/

mwa mwa ninya  [mˈwamaːnɪya]  'firefly'
/mwa + m(w)inyi/

wiya  [wiya]  'here it is'
/wi1y1/
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angwiyangkitharowa [angwiyangkįtharowa] 'short-armed' /a + ngwiyangkį + tharow/  


two compatible rules

In the following examples, the compatible vowel fronting Rules 1 and 2 are both operating. The obligatory co-occurrence of these two rules ensures that the deep structure word-final vowel (whether high or low) can always be identified by the of the penultimate vowel.

lyangmana [lyängmena] 'go first!' /lyangm(ː) + an/  
yinitjirra [yinitjiːra] 'rocky outcrop' /y1 + [a]n1 + tjirri/  
arriparripa [arripəripa] 'bush' /[a] + arri1 + arripi/  
aka [aka] 'tree (gen.)' /[a] + akı/  
athirra [athirra] 'hole' /[a] + athirri/  
arraŋka [eʃəŋka] 'outside' /arrakpi/  
mwiyatja [mwiɣatja] 'oar' /mwa + yatjį/  

2.6.1.2 Multiple allophones

Variation between allophones is very common in Anindilyakwa. The number in any one environment can vary from one to four allophones (excluding [+tense]). The high frequency of allophonic variants is due to (i) the optionality of some rules and (ii) the co-occurrence of different rules.

(1) optional rules

Free variation between two allophones occurs when the phonological rule is optional. One example for each of the
following rules is given (in order) below: Vowel Fronting Rule 3, Vowel Offglide Fronting Rule 5, Vowel Rounding Rule 2, Vowel Offglide Rounding Rule 3, Backing Rule 1, and Vowel Lowering Rule 1.

tjarrangwa [tjaɾanwa 'tjaɾanwa] 'horse'
/tjarrangwi/

ngalhatja [ŋaɾlatja 'ŋaɾlatja] 'she'
/ngaɾn(a) + atja/

yimwithirringwa [yim'wiɾŋwa 'yim'wiɾŋwa] 'Blue Catfish'
/yi + mwi + thirrngwi/

akwalya [a'kwalya 'a'kwalya] 'fish (gen.)'
/a + kw(1) + alya/

alhika [aɾi'ka 'aɾi'ka] 'foot'
/a + lhika/

arntirnta [aɾtiɾnta 'aɾtiɾnta] 'heart'
/{a} + arntirnti/

In the following examples, the three different vowel allophones in the one position are created by the optional application of Vowel Rounding Rule 2 or Vowel Lowering Rules 1 or 2. The three allophones freely vary.

alhapwira [alap'ura 'alap'ora 'alap'ara] 'tree bark'
/{a} + alhapwiri/

thimwingwirra [tum'ingwirra 'tum'ingwirra 'tum'ingwirra] 'Blue-winged Kingfisher'
/tha + mwingwiri + rra/

The following derivation illustrates the interaction of optional fronting and rounding rules which produce multiple allophones. Note that, while Vowel Fronting Rule 2 can be iterative, it does not have to be applied beyond the penultimate syllable in a morpheme. Some Anindilyakwa speakers appear to be consistent in that they have not been recorded as
applying this rule iteratively, as in the following derivation.

\[ \text{wirratjita} \sim \text{wi} \sim \text{urtjita} \sim \text{wurtjita} \sim \text{wuurtjita} \sim \text{wuurtjita} \]

\[ \text{DEEP STRUCTURE} \quad \text{warra} \quad \text{atjitja} \]
\[ \text{VFR.1} \quad \text{warra} \quad \text{atjitja} \]
\[ \text{VFR.2 (twice)} \quad \text{warra} \quad \text{atjitja} \]
\[ \text{VFR.5} \quad \text{w'ira} \quad \text{a/a'/w/a'tjitja} \]
\[ \text{NTR.1} \quad \text{wirra} \quad \text{a/a'/w/a'tjitja} \]
\[ \text{VRD.2} \quad \text{warrra} \quad \text{a/a'/w/a'tjitja} \]
\[ \text{VDEL.1} \quad \text{w'urr[a]} \quad \text{a/a'/w/a'tjitja} \]
\[ \text{NTR.2} \quad \text{w'urr} \quad \text{a/a'/w/a'tjitja} \]
\[ \text{3:1} \quad \text{winged} \]

Vowel Fronting Rule 2 is usually applied across a morpheme boundary to the Nominal Classifying prefix /a/, resulting in just one allophone. In very precise speech, there is an occasional utterance which retains the basic allophone [a].

The two allophones are shown below:

\[ \text{angampa} \quad [\text{an} \text{gampa} ~ \text{an} \text{gampa}] \quad \text{'place named'} \]
\[ /a + ngamp1/ \]
\[ \text{alyangma} \quad [\text{al} \text{yangma} ~ \text{al} \text{yangma}] \quad \text{'southeast'} \]
\[ /a + lyangm1/ \]
\[ \text{amwapa} \quad [\text{emepa} ~ \text{amwepa}] \quad \text{'song'} \]
\[ /a + m(w)ap1/ \]

(11) two different rules

When the Nominal Classifiers /yi/ or /ni/ precede a morpheme-initial rounded peripheral consonant (excluding /w/) the fronted allophone [i] is retained and varies with the rounded allophone [u]. Note that Vowel Rounding Rule 1 can follow the operation of Vowel Fronting Rule 1 because it operates on any high vowel. The most common allophone preceding a rounded
peripheral velar consonant is [u] in all words but yingwa
'Torresian Crow'; the most common allophone preceding a
rounded peripheral labial consonant is [i].

n1pwikwaya     [n1p'wikwafa ' nup'wikwafa] 'that one coming'
/ni + pwikwaya/
yimwirralya     [yimwirralya ' yumwirralya] 'Green Tree-ant'
/yi + mwi + rralya/
yikwirrangina  [yikwirrangina ' yikwirrangina] 'Channel-billed
/yi + kw + rrang1 + ni/
Cuckoo'
yingwirrmwa    [yingwirrmwa ' yingwirrmwa] 'Saratoga Fish'
/yi + ngwirrmwa/

There are also a few examples with free variation between
[i] and [u] following /y/ or /n/ preceding the consonant
cluster /kw/ in which the intervening high front vowel has
been deleted. The fronted allophone is conditioned by Vowel
Fronting Rule 2 and the rounded allophone by Vowel Rounding
Rule 1.

mwiyalhkwa      [mwiyalhkwa ' mwiyalhkwa] 'starfish'
/mwa + yalhk{1} + wi/

aningo kwa      [eningo kwa ' eningo kwa] 'pronged spear'
/a + ningo kwa + wi/

The Consonant De-rounding Rule is optional and the presence or
absence of the consonantal rounding determines whether Vowel
Front Rule 2 can be applied to that syllable. This leads to
variation in the allophones of the preceding vowel, as shown
in the following derivation.

niyapwitjapwana [niyapwitjapwana ' niyapwitjapwana ' niyapwitjapwana]

DEEP STRUCTURE     n+ + yapw+ + tjapw+ + an+ 
VFR.1 ====> n1 + yapw+ + tjapw+ + ani 
VFR.2 ====> n1 + yapw+ + tjapw+ + ani
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The vowel Fronting Rule 2 frequently provides the environment in which the Consonant De-rounding Rule operates. Vowel Fronting Rule 2 can then operate iteratively. This iteration often produces harmony in a sequence of fronted allophones within a word, as in the above and the following derivations.

Consonant De-rounding almost always seems in some words but not in others. This appears to be unpredictable except to say that de-rounding and the subsequent application of Vowel Fronting Rule 2 is most likely to occur when the conditioning high vowel
is morpheme-initial, i.e., the allophone [æ]. Contrast the following pairs of examples.

angwipwina [ŋũŋũpũnjana] 'sky'
/a + ngw1 + p(w)1n1/

angwamwina [ŋũŋũmũnjana] 'breast milk'
/a + ng[w1] + am[w]1n1/

apwiyanakwipwiya [apũŋũyakrũŋũkũyana] 'three'
/a + pwi + yarkpwi + y1/

apwina [epiŋũn] 'this'
/a + p[w]1n1/

wirringwirringkwiya [wuŋũŋũwuŋũwatukũyana] 'two female dogs'
/wirringa + warti + k[w]1y1/

nyirringmwnina [ŋũŋũmũnjana] 'blow your nose!'
/nyirringm(w)1 + n1/

2.6.2 Ordering of rules

The phonological rules in Anindilyakwa operate within the morpheme and across the morpheme boundaries. Some phonological rules operate in environments which are unique and could be placed in more than one position. Such rules have been ordered with others having the same function, e.g., fronting or lowering. Some vowel fronting rules are iterative and can operate up to three times within a word, depending upon whether the application of another rule results in a compatible environment. Rules are discussed below in their order from first to last.

Reduplication. Rules for single morphemes and some multi-morphemic units other than compound stems operate immediately on the deep structure. (Note: Reduplication of other multi-morphemic units is ordered later.)

For the most part, vowel allophony forms the first major group in the ordering of phonological rules. The rules for fronting (Section 2.3.2.1) precedes all other vowel allophony rules. Strict
ordering is required in some instances: Fronting Rule 1 must precede Fronting Rule 2; and Fronting Rules 2 and 4 must precede Fronting Rule 5. Fronting Rules 1-4 must precede the optional Consonant De-rounding Rule (Section 2.5.3) which operates in the context of a fronted vowel segment, not an offglide. Vowel Fronting Rule 1 operates only once, i.e., on the morpheme-final vowel in the deep structure. Vowel Fronting Rule 2 is iterative and operates cyclically with the Consonant De-rounding Rule. The rules operate in the following order:

High Vowel Fronting Rule 1: morpheme-final /i/ \rightarrow [i]
Vowel Fronting Rule 2: /a/ \rightarrow [i] and /a/ to [ɔ]
High Vowel Fronting Rule 3: /i/ \rightarrow [i]
Low Vowel Fronting Rule 4: /a/ \rightarrow [a]
Consonant De-rounding Rule
Low Vowel Fronting Rule 5: [a ~ ɔ] \rightarrow [a^ ~ ɔ']

The Word-medial Neutralisation Rule 1 (Section 2.1) has the effect of raising the morpheme-final low vowel /a/ in the word-medial position. This rule must follow the High Vowel Fronting Rule 1 because all morpheme-final vowels except the fronted vowel neutralise to a high central vowel which is not fronted. This rule is somewhat arbitrarily placed after all the above rules because they interact so closely and can be iterative. This placement allows Rounding Rules to operate on the neutralised vowel.

Consideration was given to placing the rounding rules for vowel allophony before those for fronting because it would simplify the consonantal features in Vowel Fronting Rule 1 by deleting [-round] and would block the operation of other fronting rules. Such ordering would, however, cause some occurrences of the unrounded high vowel to be rounded and then de-rounded again. This seems to me to be illogical and unnecessary when the present ordering allows unrounded vowels to maintain this distinctive feature throughout operations.
For the remainder of the vowel allophony rules, strict order is required in that: Fronting Rules 1 to 3 must precede Rounding Rule 2; Rounding Rule 2 must precede Lowering Rule 2; and Rounding Rule 3 must precede Rounding Rule 4. Rule ordering for the remaining vowel allophony is as follows:

High Vowel Rounding Rule 1: /ɪ/  \rightarrow [ʊ]
High Vowel Rounding Rule 2: /ɪ/  \rightarrow [ʊ]
Low Vowel Rounding Rule 3: /a/  \rightarrow [ɔ]
Low Vowel Rounding Rule 4: [a]  \rightarrow [a']

High Vowel Backing Rule: /ɪ/  \rightarrow [ʊ]
High Vowel Lowering Rule 1: /ɪ/  \rightarrow [ɔ]
High Vowel Lowering Rule 2: [ʊ]  \rightarrow [o]

All the preceding rules except Vowel Fronting Rule 1 can be applied again wherever the following rules provide a compatible environment (e.g., after Progressive Assimilation). None of the following rules are iterative.

There are three rules which are context specific and which could be placed at various points. Placement at this point is based on similarity to allophony rules and to keep permutations to a minimum. There is no advantage in deferring these operations until after deletion or reduction rules because their environments are different. The three rules are: the High Vowel Lowering Rule 3 (Section 2.3.2.4), Prosodic Rounding (Section 2.2.5), and the VCV Reduction Rule (Section 2.5.2.4). The ordering of these rules is flexible because of their unique environments. The Lowering Rule must precede the Haplophony Rule because otherwise it blocks the latter's application; VCV Reduction must follow vowel allophony rules because alliphones in the surface structure often could not be generated after the reduction. There is no set order for each item listed below.

High Vowel Lowering Rule 3: [ɪ]  \rightarrow [a]
Prosodic Rounding
VCV Reduction Rule
The Vowel Deletion and Morpheme Final CV Deletion Rules cannot precede those for vowel allophony because the deleted segments condition preceding vowels. These rules operate only on the morpheme-final syllable and their ordering is fixed: Morpheme-final CV Deletion Rule must precede Vowel Deletion Rule 2 because otherwise the vowel would already be deleted. These two rules create the sequence of consonants necessary for the operation of the Assimilation (Section 2.7) and Fortition Rule (Section 2.12).

Morpheme-final CV Deletion Rule
Vowel Deletion: Rule 2
Assimilation

The Reduplication Rules for single morphemes operate on the deep structure but, when applied to compound stems, must be applied after the vowel and syllable deletion rules. There is the occasional example in which Vowel Deletion Rule 2 is applied after reduplication and prior to either Fortition or Coalescence of two lamino-palatal consonants.

Fortition must follow Vowel Deletion Rule 2 and Morpheme-final CV Deletion Rule because a consonant does not otherwise occur in morpheme-final position. Metathesis is always ordered before Haplology. Haplology (Section 2.5.2.1) must follow Metathesis of two syllables (Flip Flop Rule 1, Section 2.9) and Assimilation. Metathesis and Haplology can precede or follow Fortition. The other two Flip Flop Rules are placed here for convenience, their only restriction being that they must follow Word-medial Neutralisation.

Fortition
Metathesis (Flip Flop Rules 1-3)
Haplology Rule

There are four remaining rules which are applied after all the above rules. Vowel Deletion Rule 1 (Section 2.5.1) must be ordered
after both Metathesis (Flip Flop Rule 1) and Initial-segment Dropping Rules (Section 2.10); the Cerebralisation Rule must follow Vowel Deletion Rule 1 because the vowels must elide prior to consonant coalescence. Pause-final Neutralisation Rule 2 which neutralises the contrast between the high and low vowels by lowering the word-final high vowel must follow the Haplography and Metathesis Rules.

Initial-segment Dropping Rule
Vowel Deletion Rule
Cerebralisation
Pause-final Neutralisation

2.7 ASSIMILATION

Regressive and progressive assimilation occurs at morpheme boundaries, the former being frequent and systematic but the latter being only found in isolated instances.

2.7.1 Regressive

A nasal assimilates to the point of articulation of the following stop at morpheme boundaries, thus changing a potential heterorganic sequence of nasal plus stop to a homorganic nasal-stop sequence. This Regressive Assimilation occurs after the application of the Syllable Deletion and Vowel Deletion Rules.

\[
\text{angwiyantha}r\text{rpwira} [\text{ngwiyan}t^\text{ph}w^\text{ra}] \quad \text{'straight arm'}
\]

DEEP STRUCTURE \quad a + \text{ngwiyan}gka + \text{trppwir}+

VFR.3 \quad === a + \text{ngwiyan}gka + \text{trppwir}+

NTR.1 \quad === a + \text{ngwiyan}k+ + \text{trppwir}+

VRD.1 \quad === a + \text{ngwiyan}k+ + \text{trppwur}+

SDEL \quad === a \text{ngwiyan}(k+) \text{trppwur}+

ASSIM \quad === a \text{ngwiyanh} \text{thirrpwur}+

NTR.2 \quad === a \text{ngwiyanh} \text{thirrpwura}

3:4 lower arm straight
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Compare the following sets where the first word exemplifies a morpheme with an unassimilated nasal in contrast with morphemes with the assimilated nasal.

\text{angwiyangkwiya}ta \quad \text{angwiyangk}a + \text{wi}ya/ti/
\begin{align*}
&\text{3:4 arm straight} \\
\end{align*}

\text{angwiyantjirri}ra \quad \text{angwiyant}jirri/fa
\begin{align*}
&\text{3:4 arm long SF} \\
\end{align*}

\text{mwarngkir}ringka
\begin{align*}
&\text{2Sg 3:5 eye see} \\
&\text{Ø + mw(a) + arngkw}i + rr\text{ng}k\text{a} \\
\end{align*}

\text{mwarmpwatja}
\begin{align*}
&\text{2Sg 3:5 eye hit} \\
&\text{m\text{H}armpwa}tja \\
&\text{Ø + mw(a) + arngkw}i + p\text{wat}ja \\
\end{align*}

\text{wingkilharritja}
\begin{align*}
&\text{3:4 ASR drop} \\
&\text{wi} + \text{ng}k+i + l\text{harrit}j\text{a} \\
\end{align*}

\text{wintjalhitja}
\begin{align*}
&\text{3:4 ASR poke out} \\
&\text{wi} + \text{ng(k)}i + \text{tjalhit}j\text{a} \\
\end{align*}

\text{naniyarr}ringka
\begin{align*}
&\text{3:3(n) n.hfem old} \\
&\text{n[1]} + \text{an}i + ya/\text{ring}k\text{a} \\
\end{align*}

\text{nantjarrngaly}liya
\begin{align*}
&\text{3:3(n) n.hfem small tread on} \\
&\text{n[1]} + \text{an[1]} + \text{tjarr}m\text{1} + \text{ngalyli}y\text{i} \\
\end{align*}

\text{'straight arm'}

\text{'long arm'}

\text{'look in [his] eye!'}

\text{'hit [his] eye!'}

\text{'drop it!'}

\text{'poke it out!'}

\text{'old man'}

\text{'boy'}

Regressive assimilation, in the data below, follows the reduction of the consonant di-cluster to a nasal (see Section 2.5.2.3) and the application of the Morpheme-final CV Syllable Deletion Rule (see Section 2.5.2.2). A word derivation is given for the first example, followed by two pairs of words illustrating the full and reduced morphemes.
wilhangantjalhana  'carry its head'

DEEP STRUCTURE  \(\text{mwa} + \text{lingargkà} + \text{tjalhan}^t\)

VFR.1  \(\Rightarrow\text{mwa} + \text{lingargkà} + \text{tjalhan}^t\)

VFR.2 (twice)  \(\Rightarrow\text{mwa} + \text{lingargkà} + \text{tjelhen}^t\)

VRD.2  \(\Rightarrow\text{mwa} + \text{lingargkà} + \text{tjelhen}^t\)

SDEL  \(\Rightarrow\text{mwa} + \text{lingarn(ka)} + \text{tjelhen}^t\)

ASSIM  \(\Rightarrow\text{mwa} + \text{lingar} + \text{tjelhen}^t\)

3:4 head  carry

wingarnkirithana  'cut the shoulder'

/w\(\text{mwa} + \text{lingargka} + \text{rithan}^n/\)

winganthurriwarna  'bury the shoulder'

/w\(\text{mwa} + \text{lingargka} + \text{thurriwarn}^n/\)

alharrngkwawirriya  'bad things'

/a + \text{lingargkw}^i + \text{awirriya}/

alhantjirrirra  'long things'

/a + \text{lingargkw}^i + \text{tjirrirra}/

Regressive assimilation of the nasal in the Gender morpheme an- (non-human feminine) occurs when it precedes the Inalienable Possession morpheme mw-^i-. This process is systematic but restricted to words with the nominal classifying prefixes a- or mwa-.

The assimilation is often followed by the Haplography Rule (see Section 2.5.2.1). A word derivation is given for the first example and this is followed by substitution sets.

mwamwilharrngkwangwiramwa  'Pink Hibiscus'

DEEP STRUCTURE  \(\text{mwa} + \text{an} + \text{mw}^i + \text{lharrngkwi} + \text{angwir} + \text{amwi}\)

ASSIM  \(\Rightarrow\text{mwa} + \text{amwi} + \text{mw}^i + \text{lharrngkwi} + \text{angwir} + \text{amwi}\)

HAPL  \(\Rightarrow\text{mwa} + a(mw^i) + \text{mw}^i + \text{lharrngkwi} + \text{angwir} + \text{amwi}\)

VDEL.1  \(\Rightarrow\text{mw(a)} + a + \text{mw} + \text{lharrngkwi}^i + \text{angwir(i)} + \text{amwi}\)

NTR.2  \(\Rightarrow\text{mw} + a + \text{mw} + \text{lharrngkwi} + \text{angwir} + \text{amwa}\)

3:5  n-hfem  INALP  things  fire  PROP
yimmwamwilwa /yi + [a]ni + mw(1) + amwilwa/  
'egg'

aimwamwilwa /a] + ani + mw(1) + amwilwa/  
'round [berry]'

mwa(mwamwilwa  
/a] + ani + mw(1) + amwilwa/  
'round [yam]'

nanwilkiyilya /ni(1) + ani + mw(1) + akwilya/  
'his skin'

mwamwilkiyilya/  
/a] + a(ni) + mw(1) + akwilya/  
'its skin'

amwilkiyilya /a] + a(ni) + mw(1) + akwilya/  
'its skin'

anikiyaliha /a] + ani + ni + yaliha/  
'shy'

mwamwilkiyaliha /mwa + mw1 + ki + yaliha/  
'crab sp.'

mwamwilkiyakatja - mwamwilkiyakatja /mwa + ani + mwi + yakatja/  
'friends'

The demonstrative pronoun deep structure root, anani 'this',  
is irregular. The variant anani is formed by regressively  
assembling the second CV syllable.

amwilntakakana - amwilntakakana /a] + mwirntak[a] + anani - anan/  
3:4 PL this

anana /a] + anani/  
3:4 this

Regressive (partial) assimilation also occurs in the language  
name itself. The prenasalised velar stop is partially assimilated to  
a prenasalised lamino-dental stop even though a vowel intervenes  
before the following lamino-palatal lateral.

aninthilyakwa /a] + ani + ngkw = nathi + lyakawa/  
3:4 n-hfem NSR speak
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2.7.2 Progressive

Progressive assimilation is unsystematic and is, therefore, rare. In three of the third person singular demonstrative pronouns, the two variants are both the result of progressive assimilation in the root, akan 'this'. The final CV syllable in the root assimilates to the preceding syllable; and the first CV syllable assimilates to the preceding syllable which is the nominal classifying prefix. (Note that the vowels are changed in accordance with Fronting Rule 4.)

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{yakaka} & \quad \text{yayaka} \quad [\text{yakaka} \quad \text{yak'ak\a}] \quad \text{'this [sr.]'} \\
\text{nakaka} & \quad \text{nanaka} \quad [\text{nakaka} \quad \text{nakanak\a}] \quad \text{'this [m.]'} \\
\text{thakaka} & \quad \text{thathaka} \quad [\text{thakaka} \quad \text{thak\a}] \quad \text{'this [woman]'}
\end{align*}
\]

The lateral in the suffix -\text{rhangw\i} can optionally assimilate to the final nasal in the preceding root. The Hapology Rule (see Section 2.5.2.1) is then applied and the first syllable elides. Aborigines do not use the assimilated form in literature and, for reason, it is regarded as sub-phonemic. It may well be that, with more diversified literary styles, the two forms will appear (as has happened in English contracted forms, e.g. 'don't, it's).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{mw\text{r}ingw\text{n}i\text{hangw\i}} & \quad [\text{mw\text{r}ung\text{w}en\text{w}an\text{w}a}] \quad \text{'from the jungle'} \\
\text{mw\text{r}ung\text{w}en\text{w}i} & \quad + \text{\text{r}hangw\i} \\
\text{ASSIM} & \quad \Longrightarrow \quad \text{mw\text{r}ung\text{w}en\text{w}i} \quad \text{\text{n}angw\i} \\
\text{HAPL} & \quad \Longrightarrow \quad \text{mw\text{r}ung\text{w}e(n\text{i})} \quad \text{\text{n}angw\i} \\
\text{apw\text{apw}w\text{r}i\text{n}i\text{hangw\i}} & \quad [\text{apw\text{apw}\text{w}un\text{w}an\text{w}a}] \quad \text{'from many'} \\
\text{apw\text{apw}w\text{r}i\text{n}i} & \quad + \text{\text{r}hangw\i} \\
\text{ASSIM} & \quad \Longrightarrow \quad \text{apw\text{apw}w\text{r}i\text{n}i} \quad \text{\text{r}nangw\i} \\
\text{HAPL} & \quad \Longrightarrow \quad \text{apw\text{apw}\text{w}u(r\text{n}i}) \quad \text{\text{r}nangw\i}
\end{align*}
\]
The first person possessive pronoun is usually coalesced to `nganyangwa` but at least one Aborigine spells the word as `ngayinangwa`, showing that the underlying representation is known. The CVC sequence drops the intervening vowel and the consonants coalesce and assimilate to a nasal. The pronoun, `/ngantja/ 'to me'`, adopts the coalesced nasal as its base. (For Fortition, see Section 2.12.)

```
nganyangwa  'mine'
  ngaya + lhangwa
VDL       === ngay[*] + lhangwa
COALESCENCE  === nga  lyangwa
ASSIM to NASAL  === nga  nyangwa
```

There is an isolated case of progressive assimilation which follow the application of the Morpheme-Final CV Syllable Deletion Rule. The root-initial consonant assimilates to the point of articulation of the preceding consonant.

```
/mwantja[/lthala]na/  [m'wantja[/talena]]  'carry its stomach!'
/mw+a/ + antja[ka] + tjalhan [i.l. thalhali/
  3:5  stomach  carry
```

2.8 REDUPLICATION

Reduplication is regressive and occurs in all word classes except particles. The rules are applied mostly to single roots but, to a lesser extent, to prefixes and multi-morphemic parts of words. In verbs and adverbs, the reduplication signifies intensity of the action or state; in nominals, it indicates intensity or plurality. The reduplication is obligatory in some nouns but optional in all other word classes. The reduplicated form for each word is almost always constant.
Anindilyakwa has many lexical roots consisting of sequences of identical syllables which pattern in the same way as reduplicated sequences, e.g., athatha 'holey'; ıthalha 'shallow'; arngkırıŋka 'eye'; yikwithiŋwitha 'chest'. Wherever two identical syllables occur in such morphemes the Haplogy Rule can operate.

Reduplication rules operate on the deep structure forms of the morphemes. Sommerstein (1977: 200) states that "many phonological processes can be expressed with greater generality if the syllable and its boundaries are allowed to be mentioned in their statement". The syllable is used here in preference to sequences of consonants and vowels because the rules are thus simplified and the overall system more apparent. Because all morphemes in Anindilyakwa end in a vowel the final consonant is dropped when a closed syllable would otherwise conclude the reduplicated portion.

In the following examples, the arrow \ldots\ldots\ldots indicates the regressive nature of the reduplication (not 'rewrite'). The reduplicated form of a word includes all syllables shown on both sides of the arrow. In the examples, the reduplicated portion is underlined.

2.8.1 Consonant-initial morphemes

The rules for reduplication of consonant-initial morphemes have been posited on the basis of the number of syllables. Roots and reduced compound stems can be reduplicated. Roots in Anindilyakwa have one to three syllables.

2.8.1.1 Mono-syllabic

Mono-syllabic reduplication can occur in a morpheme which consists of a single consonant-initial syllable, as shown in Rule 1A.
REDUPLICATION RULE 1A: CONSONANT-INITIAL MONO-SYLLABIC MORPHEMES

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{SYL} & \ldots \ldots \text{SYL} \\
1 & 1 \\
\end{array}
\]

i.e., in morphemes of one syllable, that syllable reduplicates.

\text{angkalya / angkingkalya} \quad \text{'wet / very wet'}

\text{DEEP STRUCTURE} \quad a & + \text{ngk} & + \text{alya} \\
\text{REDUP.1A} \quad \text{wet} \quad \text{SYL} & \ldots \ldots \quad \text{a} & + \text{ngk} & + \text{alya} \\
\text{VFR.1} \quad \text{wet} \quad \text{SYL} & \ldots \ldots \quad \text{a} & + \text{ngk} & + \text{alya} \\
\text{VFR.2} \quad \text{wet} \quad \text{SYL} & \ldots \ldots \quad \text{e} & \text{ngk} & \text{ngk} & \text{alya} \\
\text{VDEL.1} \quad \text{wet} \quad \text{SYL} & \ldots \ldots \quad \text{e} & \text{ngk} & \text{ngk} & \text{alya} \\
\text{3:4 REDUP ASR} \quad \text{wet} \\

t\text{nippakinimwa} \\
/\text{ni} + \text{p1} + \text{p[1]} + \text{aka} + \text{n1} + \text{mw1} / \\
\text{3:3(1) REDUP drink CAUS TNS PIP} \\
\text{He was keeping on drinking.'} \\

t\text{nikikamwarra} \\
/\text{ni} + \text{k1} + \text{k[1]} + \text{amwarra} / \\
\text{3:3(1) REDUP ASR front} \\
\text{'very ignorant [man]'}

2.6.1.2 Di-syllabic

The common pattern for reduplication of di-syllabic roots which begin with a consonant is shown below.

REDUPLICATION RULE 1B: CONSONANT-INITIAL DI-SYLLABIC MORPHEMES

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{SYL} & \text{SYL} & \ldots \ldots \text{SYL} & \ldots \ldots \text{SYL} \\
1 & 2 & 1 & 2 \\
\end{array}
\]

i.e., in roots consisting of two syllables, both syllables reduplicate. (The final vowel of the reduplicated portion is neutralised to a high vowel by NTR.1.)

\text{thimwarrngimwarrnga} \\
/\text{tha} + \text{mwarrnga} + \text{mwarrnga} / \\
\text{3:2(1) REDUP black} \\
\text{'cricket (gen.)'}
There are a few examples in which an alternative pattern for the reduplication of the morpheme occurs. 7.4% of 202 words with reduplication of a consonant-initial di-syllabic root. Only the first syllable is reduplicated when the root begins with a simple stop, viz., /pw/, /kw/, /th/ or /tj/. In accordance with the Anindilyakwa system for each morpheme to end in a vowel, the syllable-final consonant of the reduplicated part is dropped. In some instances, the reduplication of only the first syllable reduces a sequence of syllables with complex consonant clusters.

apwipwirrngkw1willyarra
/a1 + pw1 + pwirrngkw1 + willyarra/
3:4 REDUP river middle
'every middle of the river'

nikwikwirnanamwe
/nt1 + 0 + kw1 + kwirt1 + an1 + amw1/
3:3 1 3:4 REDUP hook TNS NPIP
'He - keep on catching fish.'

nitjitjiranamwe
/nt1 + 0 + tj1 + jir11 + an1 + mw1/
3:3(1) 3:4 REDUP rush TNS PIP
'He was keep on pushing it.'

warnikwitjitjingwa
/warn1 + kw1(w1) + tj1 + tjingw1/
3:1 NSR REDUP die
'Barn owl'

atjitjirrikiwillyarra
/a1 + tj1 + jirriki1 + willyarra/
3:4 REDUP bone middle
'very middle of the river'

The above examples illustrate a consistent feature in the
reduplication of stop-initial roots but there are a few other random examples in which only the first syllable is reduplicated.

nimwimwirngkinimwa
/n1 + mw1 + mwirngka + n1 + mw1/
3:3(1) REDUP understand TNS PIP
'He was keeping on understanding.'

nimwimwinganimwa
/n1 + an1 + mw1 + mwirng(a) + an1 + mw1/
3:3(1) 3:4 REDUP smell TNS PIP
'He was keeping on smelling it.'

yikwirrirrithangwa
/y1 + kwi + rri + rritha + anga/
3:3(1) NSR REDUP scratch TNS
'Green Sawfish'

ngarrilnilhikan:i:wa ngarrilhalhikan:i:wa
/ngarra + lhi + lha + lhik(a) + an1 + wi/
1incPL REDUP go TNS cont.act
'We were keeping on going.'

2.8.1.3 Tri-syllabic

The most common pattern for the reduplication of tri-syllabic roots which begin with a consonant is as follows:

REDUPLICATION RULE 1C: CONSONANT-INITIAL TRI-SYLLABIC ROOTS

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{SYL} & \text{SYL} & \text{SYL} \\
1 & 2 & 3
\end{array}
\]

i.e., in roots of three syllables, only the first two syllables reduplicate. (The final vowel of the reduplicated portion is neutralised to a high vowel by NTR.1.)

nimwalyangkanimwa / nimwalyimwalyangkanimwa
'he was playing' / 'he was keeping on playing'

DEEP STRUCTURE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REDUP.1C</th>
<th>VFR.1</th>
<th>VFR.2</th>
<th>NTR.1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n1 + mwalyangka + an1 + mw4</td>
<td>n1 + mwalya + mwalyangka + an1 + mw4</td>
<td>n1 + mwalya + mwalyangka + eni + mw4</td>
<td>n1 + mwaly4 + mwalyangki + eni + mw4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The following examples illustrate this reduplication in various word classes. The dropping of the morpheme-final consonant/s is shown in the last two examples.

-nilhawilhawirathininmwa
/n1 + lhawi + lhawiri + tha + ni + mwi/
3:3(1) REDUP bring INC INS PIP
'He was keeping on returning.'

-mwingwiningwinakwilayarra
/mwa + ngwilin + ngwilinaka + wilayarra/
3:5 REDUP knee middle
'the centre of a sand dune'

-nimwarntimwarntarrkanimwa
/n1 + mwarnta + mwarnt[arrra] + arr(a) + anii + mwi/
3:3(1) REDUP pull INS PIP
'He was keeping on pointing.'

-mwilhikihilhikarrrwilayarra
/mwa + lhika(rr) + lhikarrka + wilayarra/
3:5 REDUP heart middle
'the centre line on a road'

-nyikiyikarrnginamwa
/n1 + yika(rr) + yikarrnga + n{1} + amwi/
3:3(1) REDUP gasp INS NPIP
'He is keeping on gasping.'

As in the consonant-initial di-syllabic roots, there are some rare examples (1.4% of the tri-syllabic corpus) for which an alternative pattern for the reduplication of the morpheme occurs. In noun roots, this type of reduplication only occurs in loanwords. Only the first syllable is reduplicated when the root begins with a simple stop, viz., /pw/, /kw/, /th/ or /tj/. There is also one example in which only the first syllable is reduplicated in a root which begins
with a lamino-palatal nasal.

wirripwipwingkawa
/wirra + pw + wingkaw/  
3:1 REDUP Mk Captain.  
'bosses'

nithithirririntiniumwa
/n1 + thi + thirri + ni + mwi/  
3:3:1 REDUP descend  TNS PIP  
'He was keeping on descending.'

yingitjitjirapwina
/yin + ø + ti + jirap[w]/ + ni/  
3:2(11) 3:4 REDUP pour  TNS  
'She was pouring it out.'

nyinyirrrngmwinimwa
/n1 + nyl(rrng) + yirrrngmw + ni + mwi/  
3:3(11) REDUP sneeze  TNS PIP  
'He was keeping on sneezing.'

2.8.2 Vowel-initial morphemes

when the first syllable of a morpheme is a vowel two patterns emerge with considerable frequency. The reduplication rules still operate according to the number of syllables but the root is divided in two different ways. One pattern operates from the first consonant (simply ignoring the initial V syllable) and its reduplicated portion could be regarded alternatively as an infix.

2.8.1.2 Di-syllabic

the most frequent type of reduplication for vowel-initial di-syllabic roots operates with Reduplication Rule 1B. Whether the morpheme begins with a consonant or vowel is irrelevant in most data.

nangkangkiri namwa  
'he is keeping on fetching it'

DEEP STRUCTURE  
n1  + angka + rni + amwi

REDUP.1B  
==>> n1  + angka  + angka + rni + amwi

VFR.1  
==>> n1  + angka + angka + rni + amwi

NTR.1  
==>> n1  + angk4 + angk4 + rni + amwi
There is, however, reduplication of only one syllable in some di-syllabic morphemes which begin with a V syllable. This alternate pattern is quite rare and can be found in variation with the one above. Reduplication Rule 1A only needs to be modified to account for the non-reduplicating morpheme-initial syllable, as stated in Rule 2A.

**REDUPLICATION RULE 2A: VOWEL-INITIAL DI-SYLLABIC MORPHEMES**

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{SYL} & \text{SYL} & \text{SYL} \\
1 & 2 & 2
\end{array}
\]

i.e., the first V syllable is ignored and the second consonant-initial syllable reduplicates. (The final vowel of the reduplicated portion is neutralised to a high vowel by NTR.1.)

\[
\text{wirraththarirmwiwiya} \quad \text{\textquoteleft big women\textquoteright}
\]

**DEEP STRUCTURE**

\[
\text{wirra} + \text{atha} + \text{arimwi} + \text{wiyi}
\]

**REDUP.2B**

\[
\text{wirra} + \text{a th} + \text{tha} + \text{arimwi} + \text{wiyi}
\]

**VFR.1**

\[
\text{wirra} + \text{a th} + \text{tha} + \text{arimwi} + \text{wiyi}
\]

**VFR.2**

\[
\text{wirra} + \text{a th} + \text{tha} + \text{arimw} + \text{wiyi}
\]

**NTR.1**

\[
\text{wir} + \text{a th} + \text{tha} + \text{arimwi} + \text{wiyi}
\]

**VRO.1 & 2**

\[
\text{wir} + \text{a th} + \text{tha} + \text{arumwi} + \text{wiyi}
\]

**VDEL.1**

\[
\text{wir} + \text{a th} + \text{tha} + \text{arumwi} + \text{wiyi}
\]
NTR.2 \[===> \text{wurr a th+ th urumwu wiya}\]
\[3:1 \quad \text{REDUP hfem big PL}\]

\text{nangkingmwathina} \quad 'he kept on stealing'
\[/n[i] + a ngk1 ng[k1] + mwatha + mw1/\]
\[3:3(1) \quad \text{REDUP: unspec steal PIP}\]

\text{napwipwirangkinimwa} \quad 'he kept on searching'
\[/n[i] + a pw1 pw1 + rangk1 + ni + mw1/\]
\[3.3(1) \quad \text{REDUP ??? search TNS PIP}\]

Variation between the two patterns in this sub-section has been accepted in the following example by some of the language speakers. It is anticipated that such variation will be found in other words with further checking.

\text{norrkarrkinimwa ~ norrkirrkkinimwa}
\[/n[i] + \emptyset + a rrka (a)rrka + ni + mw1/\]
\[3:3(1) \quad 3:4 \quad \text{REDUP:pull TNS PIP}\]

'He was keeping on pulling it.'

2.8.2.2 Tri-syllabic

Reduplication Rule 1C also operates on tri-syllabic roots with an initial vowel, i.e., there is no distinction between the consonant- and vowel-initial morphemes. This is one of two patterns but by far the most frequent, covering 60.6% of the 94 vowel-initial corpus.

\text{niwalhkalhkayanamwa} \quad 'they are keeping on standing'

\text{DEEP STRUCTURE}
\[n\text{wa} + a\text{lhkaya} + a\text{ni+ amw+}}\]

\text{REDUP.1C} \[===> n\text{wa} + a\text{lhka} + a\text{lhkaya} + a\text{ni+ amw+}}\]

\text{VFR.1} \[===> n\text{wa} + a\text{lhka} + a\text{lhkaya} + a\text{ni+ amw+}}\]

\text{VFR.2} \[===> n\text{wa} + a\text{lhka} + a\text{lhkaya} + e\text{ni+ amw+}}\]

\text{VRD.2} \[===> n\text{uwa} + a\text{lhka} + a\text{lhkaya} + e\text{ni+ amw+}}\]

\text{VDEL.1} \[===> n\text{uw[a] alhk[a] alhkay[a] e\text{ni(1) amw}}\]

\text{NTR.2} \[===> n\text{uw alhk alhkay e\text{n amwa}}\]
\[3:1 \quad \text{REDUP stand TNS NPIP}\]
ampwampwilyimwaw 'two at a time'
/\{a\} + ampw\{i\} + ampwilyi + mwi/
3:4 REDUP two PROP

Naiyalyipwarnimwaw 'he was keeping on eating'
/n\{i\} + aly\{i\} + alyipw\{i\} + arni + mwi/
3:3(1) REDUP eat TNS PIP

Narrynarrgalhanamwaw 'it keeps on itching'
/n\{a\} + arrng\{a\} + arrngalh\{a\} + an\{i\} + amwi/
3:4 REDUP itch TNS NPIP

Amwikernarnarraw 'Turkey Bush'
/a + mwi + k\{w\} + arn\{a\} + arnarra
3:4 INALP NSR REDUP necklace

The following examples illustrate the deletion of the syllable-final consonant at the end of the reduplicated portion of the root. Note that the preceding vowel is subsequently deleted by the Vowel Deletion Rule.

Akwarrarrirkipa 'turtle pole'
/a + kw\{i\} + arr\{i\} + arrrikpi/
3:4 NSR REDUP throw

Yingarrarrangpwinamwaw 'She [the turtle] is keeping on laying eggs.'
/yin\{a\} + arr\{a\} + arrangpwi + n\{i\} + amwi/
3:2(1) REDUP propagate TNS NPIP

In the second alternative, reduplication begins to operate on the first consonant-initial syllable (similar to Reduplication 2A), i.e., it ignores the initial V syllable. Rule 2B has the same system as Rule 1B in that both the consonant-initial syllables are reduplicated. The rule applies to 28% of a corpus of 94 vowel-initial morphemes.

**REDUPLICATION RULE 2B: VOWEL-INITIAL TRI-SYLLABIC MORPHEMES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SYL</th>
<th>SYL</th>
<th>SYL</th>
<th>&lt;&lt;&lt;&lt;&lt;</th>
<th>SYL</th>
<th>SYL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

i.e., the first syllable consisting only of a vowel is ignored. In the remaining di-syllabic portion, both syllables reduplicate. (The
final vowel of the reduplicated portion is neutralised to a high vowel by NTR.1.

wirrarimwa / wirrarimwirrimwa 'big [dog] / big [people]'  

DEEP STRUCTURE  

wirra  + arimwa  

canonical form  

REDUP.2B  

===  wirra  + a  rimwa  + rimwa  

NTR.1  

===  wirri  + a  rimwa  + rimwa  

VRD.1 & 2  

===  wurr*  + a  rumwu  + rumwu  

VOEL.1  

===  wurr*  a  rumwu  rumwu  

NTR.2  

===  wurr  a  rumwu  rumwa  

3:1  REDUP  big  

arakpwirakpwawiya 'a very long time ago'  
/a rakowira kpwawiya/  
REDUP already TPRG

The same type of exceptions preceding stops (including prenasalised stops) occur as in the reduplication of the consonant-initial di-syllabic morphemes, i.e., only the first consonant-initial syllable is reduplicated. When the first syllable of the di-syllabic part is closed, the consonant is deleted in the reduplicated portion.

napwipwingkartjinimwa  
/n/i  + a  p(w)i  p(w)ingk[i]  + artja  + ni  + mwi/  
3:3(i)  REDUP: hump-backed stand TNS PIP  
'He was keeping on stooping down.'

nathithirranimwa  
/n/i  + ø  + a  thi  thirr[a]  + ani  + mwi/  
3:3(i)  3:4  REDUP: spear TNS PIP  
'He was keeping on stabbing it.'

natjitjarranimwa  
/n/i  + ø  + a  tj  tjarra  + ni  + mwi/  
3:3(i)  3:4  REDUP wash TNS PIP  
'He was keeping on washing it.'

nimwarntirntirrkpwatjanimwa  
3:3(i)  3:5  REDUP scrotum hit TNS PIP  
'He was keeping on hitting the plum tree.'
nampimpiirarinimwa
/n[i] + a mpi mpi[rrkwi] + rrari + n1 + mw1/
3:3(i) REDUP ?eye-shaped slow TNS PIP
'He was keeping on waiting.'

A tri-syllabic vowel-initial morpheme can be reduplicated in its entirety. Only two examples have been found but similar multi-morphemic constructions are described in the next sub-section.

narrakparrakpittjinimwa
/n[i] + arrakp[i] + arrakpi + tja + n1 + mw1/
3:3(i) REDUP spit TNS TNS PIP
'He was keeping on spitting.'

arrripparipa
/[a] + arrip[i] + arripi/
3:4 REDUP ?throw

atjiwatjiwa
/atjiw[i] + [a] atjiwi/
REDUP 3:4:fern

apwiyapwiy
/apwiy[i] + [a] apwiy1/
REDUP 3:4:visible

2.8.3 Multi-morphemic

The reduplication of defined morphemes operates under one of the Reduplication Rules above. Two syllables reduplicate in all but three cases in which all three syllables reduplicate. There are two morphological structures to which stem reduplication is commonly applied: reduced compound stems, the combination of a root/stem and a preceding grammatical morpheme, viz., Nominaliser, Adjectiviser, Gender or Possession prefix, or a root plus inflection.

A consonant-initial multi-morphemic unit is reduplicated by Reduplication Rules 1A, 1B, or 1C. Reduplication Rule 1C operates on units of three or more syllables. When a compound stem or a root plus inflection is reduplicated the reduplication occurs after the morphemes are united. The first derivation illustrates the
reduplication of a compound stem consisting of two roots.

aritjirritjirra  'native bee sp.'

DEEP STRUCTURE  a  + ri{kwi}  + tjirri
VFR.1  ===  a  + ri{kwi}  tjirri
VFR.2  ===  a  + ri{kwi}  tjirri
SDEL  ===>  a  + ri{kwi}  tjirri
VFR.2  ===>  a  + ri  tjirri
REDUP.1C  ===>  a  + rirri  + ri  tjirri
NTR.2  ===>  a  rirri  ri  tjirra
3:4 REDUP  body  long

awantjiwantjirra  'bristles'
/a  + wantjir + wang[ka]  tjirra/
3:4 REDUP  head: long

alyingpwilyingpwarra  'grass sp.'
/a  + lyingpw1 + lying{kwi}  p{w}irra/
3:4 REDUP  hair: wide

nilhantharrkina / nilhanthilhantharrkinimwa
/n1  + lhant1  + lhank[ga]  tharrka  + n1  + mw1/
3:3 REDUP  head  ?send  TNS PIP
'We thought.' / 'He was keeping on thinking.'

ngarrirrakpwatjanimwa / ngarrirrakpwarrrakpwatjanimwa
/ngarra  + rra{kwi}  + rrak[aw]  pwa{tjir} + ani  + mw1/
1IncPl  REDUP  forehead:hit  TNS PIP
'We were knocking.' / 'We were keeping on knocking.'

thimwamwintjarrwmintjarrmwa  'grasshopper'
/tha  + mwa  + mwintjarr{mw1}  + mwintjirrk[aw]  tjarrmwa/
3:2(IN) INALP REDUP  skin: thin

The reduplication of the stem-initial heterorganic consonant di-cluster presents a problem because Anindilyakwa syllables do not begin with this consonant sequence elsewhere. It does, however, only occur in this one very restricted environment where a vowel intervenes in the deep structure and the first morpheme is always a mono-syllabic CV syllable. As reduplication occurs prior to all other rules (except for the reduplication of a compound stem) Reduplication Rules
1B and 1C apply, with reduction of both parts of the reduplication being reduced later. The fronted vowel must be present in the reduplicated portion in order to generate the correct morpheme-final fronted vowel, as shown in the following derivation. (Note: This apparent reduplication of a stem-initial heterorganic consonant discluster appears to provide a strong basis upon which to divide the prenasalised stop into two distinct phonological segments (see Section 2.2.2.2). Such a consonant sequence is, however, in the surface structure not the deep structure where the consonants are separated by a vowel.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>akp wiringka / akpi kp wiringka</th>
<th>'dry' / 'very dry'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>DEEP STRUCTURE</strong></td>
<td><strong>a</strong> + k1 + pw1 + ringka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REDUP.1B</td>
<td>=== a + k1 pw1 + k1 pw1 + ringka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VFR.1</td>
<td>=== e k1 pw1 + k1 pw1 + ringka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VFR.2</td>
<td>=== e k1 pw1 + k1 pw1 + ringka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VFR.5</td>
<td>=== e k1 p(w)1 + k1 pw1 + ringka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDR</td>
<td>=== e k1 p(1) + k1 pw1 + ringka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VDR.2</td>
<td>=== e k1 p1 + k1 pw1 + ringka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDEL</td>
<td>=== e k1 k(1) p1 + k(1) pwu + ringka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTR.2</td>
<td>=== e k k p1 + k pwu + ringka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:4 REDUP</td>
<td>ASR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

akwingwingpwatja / akwingpwatja
/a + kw1 + ngpw1 + ng(kw1) pwatja/

3:4 NSR: REDUP, UNSPEC, SMELL

ningpwitjinimwa / ningpwitjinimwa
/n1 + ngpw1 + ng(k1) pwitji + ni + mwi/

3:3 REDUP: ASR: TNS, PIP

'He was licking it.' / 'He was keeping on licking it.'

nirntarrkinimwa / nirntirntarrkinimwa
/n1 + ø + rnta + ng(kw1) rtarrka + ni + mwi/

3:3 3:4 REDUP, NSR: TNS, PIP

'He was grabbing it.' / 'He was keeping on grabbing it.'

11:
Redupplication of vowel-initial multi-morphemic units is quite rare but operates on the same types of morphological structure as the consonant-initial units. The application of the Reduplication Rules 2A or 2B follows the uniting of the morphemes, i.e., the initial vowel is ignored in the reduplicated portion.

warrantjantjinyirra  'Azure Kingfisher'
3:1 REDUP stomach: soft

aningkwiningkwirakpwaw /a] + a ningkw1 + n1 ngkwi rakpw1/
3:4 REDUP n-hfem NSR: long ago

nakpwatjanimwa === nakpwakpwatjanimwa
3:3 REDUP NSR: steal INS
'He was stripping the bark off.' / 'He was keeping on stripping the bark off.'

nangmwathina === nangmwingmwathina
/n[1] + a ngmwa + ng[kwi] mwatha + n1/
3:3 REDUP NSR: steal INS
'He stole.' / 'He kept stealing.'

Reduplication of all three syllables can occur occasionally when the morphological structure consists of a grammatical morpheme plus a root or a root plus inflection.

amwirapa / amwiramwirapa  'Stringybark / many Stringybarks'

DEEP STRUCTURE  a  + mwa + rap+ 
REDUP.1C  === a  + mwi+ rap+ + mwa rap+ 
VFR.1  === a  + mwi+ rap+ + mwa+ rap1 
VFR.2  === a  + mwi+ rep1 + mwi+ rep1  
VRD.2  === a  + mw+ rep1 + mw+ rep1  
SDEL  === a  mw+ re[ν] mw+ rep1
Reduplication of all three syllables in a tri-syllabic free form word has also been recorded. This could be considered as simply the juxtaposition of two nouns except that (a) the suffixation in the first example applies to the whole, and (b) the unit in the second example has not yet been found in isolation. The reduplicated units in each of the following words consist of more than one morpheme.

yarringlyarrkwiwiya
/yarringlyarrkwi + wiya/ REDUP yesterday TPRG

yalhiniyalhina
/yalhini + y(i) alhini/ RFDUP 3:3(11): ???

mwalharrimwaharrha
/mwalharr + mwa alharra/ REDUP 3:5: few and small

'a few weeks ago'

'upright sides'

'too much gravel'
akwingwakwingwa  
\text{\textit{akwingw}{(1)} + a kw{ingwi}/}  
\text{REDUP}  
3:4:water

\text{\textit{anhingan}hinga}  
\text{\textit{anhing}{(a)} + {a} anh{inga}/}  
\text{REDUP}  
3:4:food

\text{\textit{arningkw}arningkwaya}  
\text{\textit{arningkw}{(i)} + {a} arningkwiwaya/}  
\text{REDUP}  
3:4:tomorrow

2.8.4 Choice of reduplication rules

The reduplication in any given lexical word is usually constant but, in the following sets of examples, there is a choice of free form adjective, verb stem or the application of different Reduplication Rules. The reason appears to be avoidance of homophones.

\text{\textit{nингpwatja}}  
\text{\textit{ni} + 0 + ng{ki} + pw{atja}/}  
3:3 3:4 ASR to smell

\text{\textit{angpwatja}}  
\text{\textit{a} + ng{ki} + pw{atja}/}  
3:4 ASR to smell

\text{\textit{angpw}wingpwatja}  
\text{\textit{a} + ng{wa} + ng{ki} pw{atja}/}  
3:4 REDUP ASR to smell

\text{\textit{angpwatj}angpwatja}  
\text{\textit{angpwatj}{(a)} + a ng{ki} pw{atja}/}  
\text{REDUP}  
3:4:ASR to smell

\text{\textit{akwingpw}wingpwatja}  
\text{\textit{a} + kw{1} + ng{pwi} + ng{ki} pw{atja}/}  
3:4 NSR REDUP ASR to smell

\text{\textit{thangpwatj}angpwatja}  
\text{\textit{thangpwatj}{(i)}mwirra}  
\text{\textit{Beach Stone-curlew}}  
\text{\textit{th}{(a)} + angpwatj{(a)} + a ng{ki} pw{atja} + mwirra/}  
3:2 REDUP 3:4 ASR to smell

\text{\textit{thangpwat}jangpwatj}a  
\text{\textit{thangpwatj}{(i)}mwirra}  
\text{\textit{Beach Stone-curlew}}

The overall pattern of the language is for only one rule to be applied in each word but some variation has been recorded in the choice of morphological units.

\text{\textit{yingkingpwiringka}}  
\text{\textit{yi} + ng{ki} + ng{ki} + pw{iringka}/}  
3:3(ii) REDUP ASR dry

\text{\textit{yingkingpwiringka}}  
\text{\textit{very dry}}

\text{\textit{very dry}}
angpwangwiringka
/a + ngpwi + ng[k]1 wiringka/
3:4 REDUP ASR: dry

wirringayangaya 'widows or widowers'
/wirra + ngaya + ngaya/
3:1 REDUP want

wirra nthi ngaya 'widows'
/wirra + a thi tha + ngaya/
3:1 REDUP htem want

yampwakampwatjirrirra 'football'
3:3(i) REDUP round long SF

yampwampwitjirririra 'football'
/y[1] + a mpwa ampwa[k]1 + tjiri + rra/
3:3(iii) REDUP round long SF

The reduplication of two morphemes in the same word has only been found in the following example. (Note: The verb root, lhika 'to go', is probably irregular because of its counterpart noun root, alhika 'foot'.)

yirrimwirntnirntakalahlhikanwa yirrimwirntnirntakilhilhikanwa
/ýrira + mwirnta[k]a + mwirntak[a] + ñalhi + (a)lhí[a] + ani + wa/
1ExcP REDUP PL REDUP go TNS ALL
'we, a very large group, kept on going towards [it]'
FLIP FLOP RULE 1: SYLLABLES

SYL  SYL  SYL  SYL  =====  SYL  (SYL)  SYL  SYL
  1  2  1  2           1  2  2  1

i.e., in reduplicated roots, the two syllables in the second root
metathesise and the second syllable of the first root is deleted.

The syllabic shape of the single morpheme is identifiable from
data with only the single root, as shown in the first example in each
pair of words below. Flip Flop Rule 1 is preceded by Word-medial
Neutralisation Rule 1 and followed by the Haploglogy Rule (Section
2.5.2.1) follows it, thus creating a tri-syllabic morpheme. Two word
derivations are included within the pairs of words.

alyarrngantha 'sharp/hot things'
/a  + lyarr[ngkw] + ngantha/
  3:4  things  sharp

angganthinga 'sharp'
DEEP STRUCTURE   a + ngantha
REDUP.1B  =====  a + ngantha + ngantha
NTR.1  =====  a + nghan+a + nghan+a
FF.1  =====  a + nghan+a + nthinga
HAPL  =====  a + nga[nth+a] + nthinga
  3:4  REDUP  sharp

amwirrkwpwalya 'soft-fleshed'
/a  + mwirrkw[i] + pwalya/
  3:4  breast  soft

awalyiwa 'ripe, cooked'
/a  + walyi + walyi ===> {lyi}wa/
  3:4  REDUP  soft

mwalhamwikwa 'canoe'
/mw[a] + alha{kpwa} + mwikwi/
  3:5  leg  salt, (=sea)
In the following word, Flip Flop Rule 1 can be applied with other rules to produce a tri-syllabic morpheme, i.e., with a deep structure form nyjingwi 'soft'. The single root, however, is ngwinyi. There are two alternatives in coping with this word: (i) regard the word as an exception to the Flip Flop Rule; or (ii) accept the possibility of the metathesised root as an irregular single root. The latter is shown in the glosses below.

amwinyinnya
/a/ + mw/ + ngwinyi/
3:4 INALP soft

anyinjinyinnya
/a/ + nyi[ngwi] + nyingwi == ngwinyi/
3:4 REDUP soft

mwanytingwinya
/mwa + ani + nyi[ngwi] + nyingwi == ngwinyi/
3:5 n.hfem REDUP soft

wirranyingwinyamwa
/wirra[ni] + nyi[ngwi] + nyingwi == ngwinyi/
3:1 REDUP soft

There is one remaining stem in which the surface structure form can only be generated if the Word-medial Neutralisation Rule is not applied. It stands out from all other data as the only one with the vowel /a/ in the middle syllable. Given that Anindilyakwa does not favor homonyms (walya), the only option is to regard this morpheme as being irregular. (Note: If this analysis is correct it provides evidence that a deep structure vowel /a/ can follow /w/ in morpheme-final position.)
thitjangpWyiywa 'Butterfish'
/tha + tjang[ka] + pw1 + lyiwa/
3:2(11) head EM flat

apwirangpWyiywalya 'roof'
/[a] + apwirang[ka] + pw1 + lyiwa + lyiwa =⇒ walv1/
3:4 buttocks EM REDUP flat

angakpWyiywalya 'flat-topped mound'
/a + ngak[ka] + pw1 + lyiwa + lyiwa =⇒ walv1/
3:4 thigh EM REDUP flat

2.9.2 Consonants

Metathesis occurs between the consonants in two contiguous CV syllables but is found only in isolated examples. The intervening vowel is high and, in most cases, a lateral or rhotic consonant is involved. The two consonants exchange places and the vowel allophones adjust to the new environment. (The order of syllables in the deep structure can be ascertained from the occurrence of the morphemes in other words.)

FLIP FLOP RULE 2: CONSONANTS

[ C V C ] =⇒ [ C V C ]
1 2 2 1

i.e. the two consonants on either side of the vowel exchange places.

(Note: In almost all cases the vowel is high.)

napwiriwaka ~ napwiriwaka
[napwuruwaka ~ napwuruwaka] 'he undressed'

yiniyarriwarra ~ yiniyarriwarra
[yiniyefuwana ~ yiniyefuwana] 'Northern Quoll'

mwipwyirra ~ mwipwyirra
[mwipwyirra ~ mwipwyirra] 'Small-leaved Paper-bark'

yimpwaliyra ~ yimpwaliyra
[yimpwaliyra ~ yimpwaliyra] (name)

nirikwilyiwayaka ~ nirikwilyiwayaka
[nirukwilyuwayaka ~ nirukwilyuwayaka] 'he went in circles'

thinwarrangpwathilyiwa ~ thinwarrangpwathilyiwa
[thinwarrangpwathilyiwa ~ thinwarrangpwathilyiwa] 'Mangrove Monitor'
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The metathesis usually occurs within the same morpheme, as in the above examples. There are, however, a few other words in which the metathesis is more remote, i.e., in different morphemes.

`awilyikarra ~ awirrikalya`  
`[awilyikaŋa ~ awuŋkalya]`  
`amwiningka  [emininka]`  
`/animwiningka ==> am[w]iningka/`  

`distant place`

`strange`

There are two words in which the last syllable of the Gender morpheme ani- metathesises with the Inalienable Possession marker mw1-.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>amwiningka</th>
<th>[emininka]</th>
<th>'strange, different'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DEEP STRUCTURE</td>
<td>a + ani + mw1 + ngk1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VFR.1</td>
<td>==&gt; a + ani + mw1 + ngk1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VFR.2 (twice)</td>
<td>==&gt; a + eni + mw1 + ngk1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDR</td>
<td>==&gt; a + eni + m[w]1 + ngk1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FF.1</td>
<td>==&gt; a + emi + ni + ngk1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VDEL.1</td>
<td>==&gt; {a} emi ni ngk1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTR.2</td>
<td>==&gt; emi ni ngka</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:4 INALP in-hfem other</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

`amwanitharra  [amweniŋaŋa ~ emenĩŋaŋa]`  
`/{a} + ani mw1 ==> am(w)ani + tharra/`  
`3:4 n-hfem INALP ???`  

2.9.3 Vowels

Metathesis of vowels has been observed in only about twenty words. It is not restricted to any one word class but occurs most frequently in the verbs. Flip Flop Rule 3 often results in dissimilation in a sequence of three vowels. The symbol $V_1$ represents a low vowel and $V_2$ a high vowel.
FLIP FLOP RULE 3: VOWELS

\[ [V \ C \ V ] \quad \equiv \quad [V \ C \ V ] \]
\[ \begin{array}{ccc}
1 & 2 & 1 \\
\end{array} \]

i.e., the vowels on either side of the consonant exchange places.

Methathesis can occur in a verb root in which the last consonant is usually a rhotic but, in isolated cases, is a lamino-palatal. The two vowels metathesise after the application of the Word-medial Neutralisation Rule (see Section 2.1). In the following examples, the first variant is the unsuffixed form and the second variant is the irregular metathesised form.

-\textit{kwara} ~ -\textit{kwirana} \quad \text{to hook}'

DEEP STRUCTURE \quad kwari + ani

VFR.1 \[\rightarrow\] kwari + ani

VFR.2 \[\rightarrow\] kwari + eni

FF.2 \[\rightarrow\] kwara + eni

VRD.2 \[\rightarrow\] kwura + eni

VDEL.1 \[\rightarrow\] kwurala + eni

NTR.2 \[\rightarrow\] kwur + ena

-\textit{angkarra} ~ -\textit{angkarrina} ~ -\textit{angkurratja} \quad \text{to run}'

DEEP STRUCTURE \quad angkarra + atja

NTR.1 \[\rightarrow\] angkarr + atja

FF.2 \[\rightarrow\] angkirra + atja

VDL.2 \[\rightarrow\] angkirra + atja

-\textit{anthaya} ~ -\textit{anthiyamwa} \quad \text{to look at}'

DEEP STRUCTURE \quad anthaya + amw+

NTR.1 \[\rightarrow\] anthay + amw+

VRD.2 \[\rightarrow\] anthay + amwu
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A similar type of metathesis occurs in one very common noun but is not discernible without the division into morphemes.

\[
\text{thitharrngka} \quad \text{'adult woman'}
\]

DEEP STRUCTURE \[ \text{tha} + \text{atha} + \text{arrngka} \]

NTR.1 \[ \text{th} + \text{ath} + \text{arrngka} \]

METATHESIS \[ \text{th} + \text{ath} + \text{arrngka} \]

VDEL.1 \[ \text{th} + \text{th(a)} + \text{arrngka} \]

2.10 INITIAL-SEGMENT DROPPING

Syllable-initial semi-vowels are dropped word-initially and word-medially. In some cases, this is phonologically conditioned but in others the variation is not predictable.

2.10.1 Semi-vowel /y/

The dropping of the word-initial semi-vowel /y/ is phonologically conditioned. It can be deleted when the following consonant is a laminal. A sub-phonemic glottal stop has been heard in the absence of the laminal. Anindilyakwa speakers have confirmed that there is an optional dropping of the semi-vowel.

INITIAL-CONSONANT DROPPING RULE

\[
C \\
\text{[+lamin]} \\
\text{[-obstr]} \\
\text{[-per]} \\
\text{[+high]} \\
V \\
C
\]

i.e., the word-initial /y/ is optionally dropped when the next consonant is a laminal and the intervening vowel is high When the
next consonant is /y/ the dropping of the initial /y/ is almost categorical.

yitjarra [(y)itjaŋa] 'Silver gull'
yilyarra [(y)iilyaŋa] 'pipe'
yilyukwutjiya [(y)iilyukwutjiya] 'small [snake]'
yiya [(y)iya] 'and'
yilharrpa [(y)i]eŋpa] 'Livistoon Palm'
yinhana [(y)i]ŋana] 'fingernail'

The morpheme-initial /y/ is also dropped optionally in six adverbs, four of which have a following laminal consonant. Such initial-dropping is apparently restricted to adverbs because a similar deletion in nominals would change the Nominal Classifier to that of another class.

(y)antjarrikina 'that way'
yalhakwa 'here'
yakwitjina 'there'

The semi-vowels /y/ and /w/ are dropped in the first morpheme in a few reduplicated roots. To date, this has only been observed in five words.

ayiwaya 'weak'
/a + {w}aya + waya/
3:4 REDUP weak

thaya 'Green Tree Snake'
/tha + {w}aya/
3:2(ii) weak

yarriwarra 'Leatherskin'
/y(i) + {w}arra + warra/
3:3(iii) REDUP wriggle

arnkarriyarrpa 'sour'
/[a] + arngka + yarri + yarri/
3:4 eye REDUP sour
The dropping of a morpheme-initial /y/ has been observed in the following pair of words and adverb. Replication is irregular.

nantyarringka  
/ŋaŋ + aŋ + yarrŋka/  
'older man'

thitharringka  
/θα + aθa + (ŋ)arrŋka/  
'adult woman'

yangmwanworki+jhangwa  
/yangmwa(ŋ) + (ŋ)yangmwanworki + 1hangw1/  
REDUP  
be quiet  
POSS  
'purposelessly'

2.10.2 Vowel /a/

Vowels have a low functional load. The root-initial vowel /a/ is dropped in some occurrences of a morpheme. In most cases only one form occurs for each particular word but there is some variation with older speakers of the language.

mwirırpwa  
/mwa + [n]ırırpwa/  
/wani + mw(ŋ) + ırırpwa/  
3:5 back 3:1 INALP back  
'human back' / 'their human backs'

narımwı  
/n(ŋ)ı + arımwı/  
/n(ŋ)ı + akak(a) + arımwı/  
3:3(1) big 3:3(1) ???  big  
'big [man]' / 'clever [man]' 

mwıranparırpwırra  
/mwa + (aj)ranparır(ŋ)ı + p(ŋ)ırrı/  
3:5 flat wide  
'flat and broad'

The above free variation should not be confused with the use of two roots which contrast in only the initial vowel /a/. The overall semantic concept can be common to both roots. This /a/ contrast indicates their placement in a different word class. For example, the interrogative adverb, ngampwi- 'where?', contrasts with the interrogative demonstrative pronoun, angampwa 'which?, what?'
ngampwilhangwa nakina
/ "Where is that [man] from?"
ngampwiwa kilhikatjamwa
/ "Where are you going to?"
angampwa akina
/{a} + angampwi
3:4 what?
ninganimwalhika
/nim{a} - ani + mw{1} + alhika/
1ExcSg n-hfem INALP foot
nilhikana
/n{1} + lhika + ani/
3:3 foot-walk TNS
nilhalhikanwa ~ nilhilhikanwa
/n{1} + lh{1} + {alhika}{a} + ani + wi/
3:3 REDUP foot-walk TNS ALL

When the Nominal Classifier yi- is followed by the Gender morpheme ani- for non-human.feminine the vowel /a/ is deleted. This is systematic but the regular form has occasionally been recorded in adjectives and verbs from older speakers.

yanikiyalhilha ~ yaniyiyalhilha
/yi + (an)i + ki + yalhilha/
3:3(ii) n-hfem ASR shy
naningkarpwa
/n{i} + ani + ngkw{i} + arpw{i}/

man'
yiningkarpwa
/yi + (an)i + ngkw{i} + arpw{i}/

male [animal]'
anikwarrnga
/{a} + ani + k{wi} + arrnga/

(place name)
yinikwarrnga
/yi + {an}i + k{wi} + arrnga/

'Baburra ceremonial ground'

2.11 LOSS OF RETROFLEXION

There are phonemic units which vary only with respect to retroflexion. The variation involves the loss of the retroflexed
phoneme /r/ preceding another consonant in a lexical root, or a change from the retroflexed phoneme /rn/ to the alveolar /n/ in a grammatical root or affix. This variation is regarded as language change for the following reasons:

(1) the older generation uses the retroflexed forms much more frequently than the younger generation.

(11) there was no series of alveolars in TA and, except for nasals in MA, it is still a series with a very low functional load.

(111) it is possible that, in the TA system, the retroflexed nasal occurred intervocally with an alveolar allophone in word-initial position. Such a system correlates with that of some other Aboriginal languages (Dixon 1968: 167) and is consistent with the present pattern of variation.

2.11.1 Retroflexed rhotic

The loss of the retroflexed consonant results in simplified consonant clusters. The full form is no longer frequently in use by either generation or in precise spe-

amwa(r)mwarra 'a sore'
a(r)ngkawira 'once'
a(r)ngkayiwaya 'Tamarind fruit'
wa(r)tharra 'spear it!'
wa(r)tjijinga 'stand up!'
wa(r)tjirrana 'wash it!'

The consonant closure of the initial syllable is sometimes deleted preceding the reduplicated part. This seems to me to be a reduction because of the co-occurrence of complex consonant clusters.
Note that reduplication begins with the first consonant rather than the first syllable-initial consonant, probably to avoid ambiguity with the morpheme ngk1- (unspecified).

\[\text{a(ngk1)rngkawira} \sim \text{a(ngk1)rngkawira} \]
\[\text{/a} + \text{a(r)ngk1rngk[a] + awiri/} \]
3:4 eye alone
'once in a while'

\[\text{a(ngk1)rngk1wilyarra} \sim \text{a(ngk1)rngk1wilyarra} \]
\[\text{/a} + \text{a(r)ngk1rngk[a] + wilyarra/} \]
3:4 eye middle
'middle of a house'

\[\text{yingartji(r)tjarranimwa} \]
\[\text{/ying[1]} + 0/ + \text{a r}tjji\ (r)tjara + ani + mwi \]
3:2 3:4 REDUP: wash TNS PIP
'She kept on washing it.'

2.11.2 Retroflexed nasal

The loss of retroflexion in the nasal is widespread throughout several word classes. The retroflexed and alveolar nasals are often in free variation but, in some cases, one or more words in a paradigm now have a complete loss of the retroflexion.

(1) in the affixation

The following examples illustrate the loss of retroflexion in the masculine gender prefixation and the tense suffixation. masculine gender affixes

The masculine dual is marked in the nominals and pronominals by the prefix ni- but the nasal is retroflexed by the Cerebralisation Rule following the non-singular morpheme rra-. The loss of retroflexion was noted in some pronouns in 1974 but there has been a further loss since that time in similarly structured personal pronouns.

\[\text{yiniwa} \]
\[\text{/yirra ni } \Rightarrow \text{yiri } \Rightarrow \text{yini + wi/} \]
1ExcP1 MascDu SF

'we'
The loss of retroflexion in the above word apini-[epini] (3rd masculine dual) neutralises the contrast between this personal pronoun and the demonstrative pronoun which means 'that not visible (Noun Class A)'. Only the context resolves the ambiguity.

tense suffix

The retroflexed nasal in the tense suffix occurs with only seventeen verb roots out of a corpus of about six hundred. In eleven verb in which a rounded peripheral is the last consonant in the root, only the retroflexed nasal has been recorded; in the remaining six examples, the alveolar and retroflexed nasals vary freely, the former being the most frequent.

nilhikanana ~ nilhikarna 'he went'
niyarriwana ~ niyarriwarna 'he went past'
niyakina ~ niyakirna 'he removed it'
nipwirtirtikwina ~ nipwirtirtikwirna 'he carried it on a belt'

The same variation occurs in nominals which are derived from verbs.
yinyarriwana ~ yinyarriwarna 'Northern Quoil'
athirrngwana ~ athirrngwarna 'big'

(ii) in the roots

In the demonstrative pronoun root, the alveolar nasal is much more frequently used that its retroflexed counterpart.
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demonstrative root  a(na)n1 ~ a(rna)r1

ningarna ~ ningana  "this (1st sg.)"
/ning[a] + airn1/
1Sg  this

warnarna ~ warnana  "these [dogs]"
/warn[1] + airn1/
3:1Pl  this

anana ~ ana  "this [fish]"
/a + anan1/
3:4  this

A retroflexed or alveolar nasal rarely occurs in a root. Variation has been found only in the following root.

wingarningkirringka  "look at the spear!"
aningkwa  "spear"

thimwarninthangwa ~ thimwaninthangwa 'Spotted Eagle-ray'
/tha + mw(i) + arning[kw1] + thangw1/
3:2(11) INALP  spear  POSS

Similar variation has been observed in loanwords. The retroflexed nasal is the one most frequently used by all age groups.

pwapwilikarna ~ pwapwilikana NG papirlikAN 'sheet iron'
pwarnimpirra ~ pwanimpwirra NG parnumpil 'Morning Star'
pwarnampwila ~ pwanampwila GP panang? 'wool'

2.12 FORTITION

Heath (1984:58-65) posits a "productive pattern" for the fortition and lenition of consonants in Nunggubuyu. A similar pattern involving peripheral or laminal consonants operates in Anindilyakwa but it is not as systematic. The change almost always takes place in the manner of articulation of the morpheme-initial consonant of a root. Fortition is phonologically-conditioned.
2.12.1 Progressive fortition

Progressive (rightward) hardening of a peripheral nasal or a
lamino-palatal consonant can occur following a velar nasal or stop.
The nasals, /mw/ and /ngw/, are hardened to their stop counterparts,
/pw/ and /kw/, respectively; the lamino-palatal /y/ is hardened to
its stop counterpart /tj/. The velar does not always occur in the
surface structure. (Note that the hardening occurs after the deletion
of the deep structure vowel in some instances.)

amwalya
/a  + mwalya/
3:4  soft

amwirr+kwpalya
/a  + mwirrkw1 + pwalya/
3:4  breast  soft

amwirtha
/{a}  + amwirtha/
3:4  cook on coals

angpwirtha
/a  + ng{kw1} + pwirtha/
3:4  NSR  cook on coals

thimwirra
/tha  + m{w1rr1}/
3:2(11) wide

alningakpirra
/a  + lhingaka + p{w1rr1}/
3:4  torso  wide

yamwina
/Ø  + yam{wi} + ni/
3:4  do  TNS

yamwintjamwina
/Ø  + yamwin{1} + tjamwini/
3:4  REDUP  do

niyawitha
/ni  + yawi + tha/
3:3(1) carry  INCH

'body fat'

'soft'

'brown/black'

'Yellow Snowflake Water-

lily'

'Torres Strait Pigeon'

'wide-bodied'

'do it!'

'keep doing it like
this!'

'he was carried'
nilyantjawitha  
/ni  + lyang[ka] + tjawitha/
 3:3(i)  head  be carried

yimwirntangirringirra  
/yi  + mwirnta[ka] + ngirringirra/
 3:3(11)  PL  REDUP:dangerous

thimwarghirra  
/tha  + mwarg[ka] + kirra/
 3:2(1)  spirit  dangerous

In some words, there is no nasal conditioner in the surface structure. The Nominaliser which precedes a verb root may have been deleted from the adjectives derives from such roots. It seems as if once the two allomorphs for each root are established they can be chosen at random for use in other words. The choice does avoid ambiguity, as in reduplicated forms (Section 2.8.4).

amwirthath  
/a  + mwirthath/
 3:4  cook on coals

arpwirtha  
/a  + pwirtha/
 3:4  cook on coals

yiyappwanthath  
/yi  + iyarr[ka] + p[wa]nthath/
 3:3(11)  body fat  wound by spearing

nipwanthath  
/ni  + Ø  + p[wa]nthath/
 3:3(1)  3:4  wound by spearing

thiyakirrarra  
/tha  + yaka + rrarrri/
 3:2(i)  chest  happy

thitjakawara  
/tha  + tjak[a] + awara/
 3:2(i)  chest  sad

niyathath  
/ni  + yathath/
 3:3(i)  emerge

'he was carried on the head'

'Blady Grass'

'mean, stingy [woman]'
Progressive fortition also occurs in the morpheme-initial laminal consonant /y/ in the second root of two reduplicated roots. It could be considered to be regressive lenition in agreement with the regressive nature of reduplication (Section 2.8). Either root can be used singly in other words, as shown below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Phonology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ayapwitjapwa</td>
<td>'separate'</td>
<td>/a + yap(w)I tjap(w)I/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3:4 REDUP separate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

nyapwitjapwakina      | 'he divided it'          | /nI + Ø + yap(w)I tjap(w)I + a + nI/ |
|                     |                           | 3:3(1) 3:4 REDUP separate CAUS TNS |

ayapwa              | 'intervening shelf'      | /a + yap(w)I/                 |
|                     |                           | 3:4 separate                  |

The adjective root, yikwi 'small', also illustrates progressive fortition in reduplicated roots and the choice of various morphemic forms in words other than the one with the conditioned phoneme, viz., yikwi, the hardened tjikwi and the metathesised kwitja. The following derivation demonstrates the phonological rule ordering.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Phonology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a'yukwitjiya</td>
<td>'small (sg.)'</td>
<td>[a'yukwitjiya]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DEEP STRUCTURE

| VFR.1   | a + yikwi + yikwi + yI |
| VFR.5   | a² yikwi + yikwi + yI  |
| VRO.1 & 2 | a³ yukwu + yukwu + yI |
| FORTITION | a³ yukwu + tjukwu + yI |
| FF.1    | a² kukwu + kwutju + yI |
| HAPL    | a² yu(kwu) + kwutju + yI |
| VFR.3   | a² yu kwutjI yI         |
| NTR.2   | a² yu kwutjI yA          |

3:4 REDUP small ?SF
yiwarrngkwitja
/$y_i + warrng{ka} + k{w}itji/$
3:3(11) DIMIN small

ayakwitjamwa
/\a + ya{ka} + kwitj{1} + amwi/
3:4 chest small PROP

amwingka ja
/\a + mwlng{k}wirrkwi + kwitji/
3:4 cheek small PROPN

arngkitjikwirra
/\(a\) + arnqka + tjikw1 + rra/
3:4 eye small SF

amwirntakitjiwa
/\a + mwirntaka + tjik{w}1/
3:4 Pl small

ayikwayiwa
/\a + yikw{1} + aya + wi/
3:4 small SNsg SF

Hardening of the lamino-dental consonant /ln/ to its counterpart /th/ does occur in a few random examples. As for other examples in this sub-section, the phonological conditioning for the Progressive Fortition can only be observed in some words.

alhalhpiwpina " athalhpiwpina
/alhalha " athatha + p{w}ini/
this side that unseen

yirikwitjilhangwa
/$y_i + r{1}kw1 + kwitji + lhangwi/$
3:3(11) body small POSS

thimarningthangwa
/tha + mw{1} + arning{ki} + thangwi/
3:2(11) INALP pointed (=spear) POSS

alhakpwā
/\(a\) + alhakpwā/
3:4 leg

amwalhakpwā
/\a + mw{1} + alhakpwā/
3:4 INALP leg

mwamwithakpwā
/mwa + mw1 + thakpwā/
3:5 INALP leg
aihika 'foot'
/a + lhika/
3:4 foot

athikalypwa 'Crinum lily'
/a + thik[a] + alypwa/
3:4 foot eat

Similar hardened and lenited consonants have been found between the Anindilyakwa root and its Nunggubuyu cognate. The first two examples illustrate the variants /tn/ and /lh/: the third example /w/ and /pw/: and the last example /ngw/ and /kw/ (with the second syllable in Anindilyakwa being lenited).

amwathangkwa NG lhanku 'meat, flesh'
lharrwira NG atharrwara 'afternoon'
awirikwi- NG mwapuru 'swamp'
akwingwi- NG kuuku 'fresh water'

In Anindilyakwa pronouns and demonstratives, a word-initial rounded peripheral consonant /w/ has a hardened counterpart in word-medial position. In the second singular pronoun, the change can be considered to be hardening because the word-medial (morpheme-medial) /kw/ follows a velar nasal but /w/ occurs word-initially. Alternatively, it could be lenition of the word-initial /w/ after the first syllable is dropped. In the third person plural prefixation, there is no criterion upon which to establish whether the variation between /w/ and /pw/ is hardening or lenition. (Note: The same change is also reflected in the Nominal Classifiers.)

ningkwiwa 'you (sg.)'
/ningkwi + wi/
2Sg SF

wingatja '(you sg.) hit it!'
/(ningk)wi + ngatja/
2Sg hit
2.12.2 Regressive fortition

Hardening of the morpheme-initial consonant can occur in one of two reduplicated roots. Rightward hardening of the morpheme-initial /y/ has been discussed in the previous section but leftward hardening has also been observed. Leftward hardening could be said to be in accord with the regressive nature of reduplication. In current data, the only examples involve the rounded peripheral /w/ being hardened to the obstructant /p/, and the lamino-palatal semi-vowel /y/ to /tj/.

angkipwarnngwarnngwawa  'heavy'
/aŋ + ng1 + pwarnng(w1) +.Warngw1/
3:4   ASR   REDUP   heavy

apwayawaya  'blunt'
/a + pwaya + waya/
3:4   REDUP   weak

Compare:

ayarrmiyarrma  'thin'
/a + yarrmi + yarrmi/
3:4   REDUP   thin

thimwamwitjarrmwiwitjarrma  'grasshopper'
/tha + mwi + mwintjarr(mi) + mwi[tjirrka] + tjarrmi/
3:2(ii)   INALP   REDUP   thin

aritjamiyama  'short and thin'
/a + ri[kwi] + tjdtjarr(mi) + ya[rr]mi/
3:4   short body     REDUP   thin
albingatjamiyama 'long and thin'
/a + 1hinga(ka) + tja(rr)m1 + ya(rr)m1/
3:4 large torso REDUP thin

2.13 SUPRASEGMENTALS

Anindilyakwa is a stressed-timed language. The di-syllabic and tri-syllabic foot within the phonological word takes approximately the same amount of time in pronunciation. The rhythm is maintained by lengthening vowels in shorter words and coalescence in longer words.

2.13.1 Timing/length

The timing of words in relation to the number of syllables varies according to the number of syllables. Citation forms of lexical words by the same speaker also vary according to the context within the recorded list.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Syllables</th>
<th>Time in Msecs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>400 - 450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>450 - 950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>650 - 1100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 - 8</td>
<td>750 - 1300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The length of a syllable in a two-syllable word can be twice that in an eight-syllable word. Citation forms of two-syllable words, therefore, have a lengthened vowel in the first syllable which is reduced when the same word co-occurs with others within the phonological word. No minimal pairs which contrast by length have been found.

A suprasegmental feature consisting of length and very high pitch is used as a stylistic device to indicate continuity of action. It falls on the penultimate syllable of a verb or the conjunction /pwiya/ 'and then' and frequently co-occurs with reduplication of the verb root (see Section 2.8).
"And then they caught [and] they were keeping on catching them."

"They kept on walking."

The same feature is used when speaking to another person from a distance. The very high pitch enables the voice to carry. The final vowel is lengthened or a high vowel added to carry the feature.

nratjawi [náratjáːː] 'Naratja!'
napipayi [népípayː] 'uncle!'
ýíwí [ýuːː] 'yes!'

ýangkwirrangwayi ~ ýangkwirrangwái [ýángkwuːráŋwáːː] ~ ýangkwuːráŋwái 'come] here!'

A reduction in the number of syllables or segments occurs in narratives. In addition to reduction by the application of Coalescence Rules and the Haplology Rule (Section 2.5), any word-final vowel can elide to maintain the stress/rhythm pattern if the resultant consonant cluster is an acceptable sequence. The first consonant of the resultant cluster has a delayed release.

nimwiningkarrnga mwirirripwa [nimwíninjákʃnːmwiːɾípwa] 'He broke his back.'

katjingwa kampwirra nanikilhawirrakwatjiyatha thakina [kätʒunjːkempíːra něnwikiláwúrikaːtʃjíjáthāː]n '...so that he could bring her back.'

2.13.2 Stress

Stress is a feature of the phonological word and changes on the minimum lexical unit according to its suffixation and position in the phonological word. A stressed syllable differs from an unstressed by a slight increase in intensity and length and a very slight rise in pitch. (Stress might better be defined as syllable prominence.)
Primary stress falls on the penultimate syllable in multi-syllabic words. More than one stressed syllable can occur in each word. Variant patterns for stress occur because maintaining the rhythm and timing is of greater importance than stress itself.

- alhikira [aɭiʔkira] 'house'
- alhikirawa [aɭiʔkiraʔwa] 'to the house'
- nilhikana [niɭiʔkena] 'he went'
- nilhikanimwa [niɭiʔkenimwa] 'he was going'
- anhinga [ənʰiŋŋa] 'vegetable food'
- yínimwanhinga [yínimwaʔŋa] 'Red Wild Apple'

Stress falls on the first and penultimate syllables in most of the data. In words with an even number of syllables, the stress falls on alternate syllables, i.e., on the first syllable of each di-syllabic foot.

- artja [ɑrtja] 'digging stick'
- thilyapwirnta [tʃiɭyapwirnta] 'frog'
- wirrarinwijwirn [wirrarinwijwirn] 'big'
- yínwirnokanan [yínwirnokanan] 'these'

In words of three syllables, the common pattern is for stress to fall on the penultimate syllable. Stress can alternatively fall on the initial syllable if that syllable contains the low vowel /a/ and is followed by an open /i/ with a high vowel.

- anana [enena] 'this [fish]'
- yinipa [ynipapa] 'red ochre'
- ningkalya [ninikalya] 'wet [man]'
- yampirrkwa [yampirrkwa ~ yampirrkwa] 'Venus Tusk-fish'
angpwirtha  [aŋpʷur̂tʰa ~ aŋpʷur̂tʰa]  'Yellow Waterlily'
aihika  [aɪhɪka ~ aɪhɪka]  'foot'
angpwitha  [eŋpʷɪθa ~ eŋpʷɪθa]  'strong'

In longer words with an uneven number of syllables, two patterns emerge. The most frequent pattern retains the initial and penultimate stress. The first foot is tri-syllabic and following feet are di-syllabic.

mwalhilhiyangga  [mʷal̞hɪliy̩ŋɡa]  'gum blossom'
yipwilipwinya [yípʰi lyupʰi lyana]  'Bynne's Gecko'
yalkirangkwirra  [ya̞kiɾ̝aŋkwuɾ̝a]  'Mangrove Jack'
mwingarniyanta  [mʷuŋ̱aŋiy̩anta]  'False Trumpet Shell'
ingkwirripikirriwa  [uŋkuɾ̝uɾ̝upuŋkuɾ̝uɾ̝awa]  'you three'
wirrilyangpwilyangpwirna [wůɾ̝i lyan̪p̩i lyan̪p̩uɾ̝a]  'ant sp.'
warnikirringirrangthika  [wɑŋ̱uɾ̝iŋgiɾ̝iŋg̱antika]  'Honeyetter'

The second pattern occurs in words with a high vowel in the initial syllable and the low vowel in the second syllable. The low vowel attracts the stress. Free variation occurs between the two patterns.

[yímʷaŋpʷuŋuŋwaw]  'hornet'
[čůmʷap̩uŋkʷuɾ̝atja ~ čůmʷap̩uŋkʷuɾ̝atja]  'rock-monitor sp.'
[tůmʷam apprékʷunam̩uɾ̝a ~ tůmʷamBeginInitkʷunam̩uɾ̝a]  'Spotted Python'

Exceptions to the above patterns occur irrespective of the number of syllables when the anti-penultimate syllable contains the low vowel /a/ and the penultimate syllable is open and has a high vowel. Stress falls on the first or second syllable, according to the above rules, but subsequently falls on the first syllable of each following di-syllabic foot. This maintains the rhythm within the word
but shifts the stress to the ante-penultimate syllable. Except for a few common words with the clitic, -amwi(rra), there is free variation with the more frequent counterpart above.

akwirangina [ākwirangina, akwirangina] 'shark sp.'
atjuwatjiwa [atjuwatjiwa, atjuwatjiwa] 'Rock Fern'
mwingarikuwa [mwingarikuwa, mwingarikuwa] 'fishing line'
ningihilkatjamwirra [ningihilkatjamwirra] 'I am going'
yimwaltjanamwirra [yimwaltjanamwirra, yimwaltjanamwirra] 'Rainbowfish'
akwithilikatjingwa [akwithilikatjingwa, akwithilikatjingwa] 'gate'

Some consonant-initial suffixes with three syllables have a preferred stress on the penultimate syllable. This can result in a tri-syllabic foot preceding the penultimate word stress.

mwamwirikwi + lhangwiya [mwamwirikwi, lhangwiya] 'along the road'
ngarrikpwilhi + tjingwina [ngarrikpwilhi, tjingwina] 'we strained'

The intensifying and terminalising suffixes, -aκi and -tha, are stressed on the final syllable and the first syllable of the preceding di-syllabic feet.

yawaka [yawaka] 'yes'
athirrungwarnaka [athirrungwarnaka] 'very big'
angalyitha [angalyitha] 'home'
athiwapwaiyitha [athiwapwaiyitha] 'just for a day'